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Preface

Ttie USMES ProjeOt Unified Sciences and Mathematics for'Elementary Schools:
Mathematics and the Natural, Social, and Communications
Sciences in Real Problem Solving (USMES) was formed in re-
sponse to the recommendations of the 1967 Claridge Conferr
cute on the Correlation of Science and Nathsmatics in the

Schools.* Since its inception in 1970, USMES has been
funded by the National Scienie Foundation to develop and
carry out field trials of interdisciplinary units-centered
on lout-range investigations of real and practical problems
lor !Ichallengis")-taken from the local school/community en-
vironment. Sdhool planners can use these units to,design a
flexible curriculum for grades kindergarten through eight in
which real problem solving plays an important role.

Development,and field triafs were catried dint by teachers

and students in the classroom with the essistance of univer-
sity specialists at workshops apd at occasional other meet-

, inge. The w'ork, was coordinated by a etaff at the Education

Development Center in Newton, Massachusetts. In addition,

the staff at EDC coordinated implementation pfograms in-
volving schools, districts, and Clitiges that are carrying
out local USMES implementation prograis for teathers and
sehools in their area. 1,

Trial,. editions of thelfollowing units are currently

available:

Advertising
Bicycle Transportation
Classroom Design
Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Describing People
Designing for Huian ,Prnortions
Design Lab Design
Eating in School
Getting There-
Growing Plants'
Manufacturing
Maes Communications

05ee Goala for tOo correlation of E
Mathematics, Houghton Miffly Co:,

Nature Trails
Orientation
Pedestrian Crossings
Play Areajpesign and Use
Protetting Property
School Rules
School ppplies
School Zoo
Soft,:prink Design

Traffic Flow
Usfng Free Tine
Ways to LearnITeach
Weather Predictions

ntary Science ane'
ston, 1969.

ix



USEES Resoioces,

I.

In responding to a long-range challenge, the students
and teachers often 'have need of a wide range of resources.
In fact,'all of the people and materials in the school and
community are important resources for USN'S act*vities. In
addition USMES provides resonrces for both teachers and au-

, dents.- A complete set of all the WTitta materials comprise
the MRS library, which shoald be available in each school
using USMES unite. These materials include--

1. ;he IAMBS Guide: This book is a compilation
of Materisls-that may be used for long-range

planning of a curriculum.that Incorporates

the USMES progrem. It deacribesthe USMES
project, real problem solving, classroom
strategies,the Design Lab, the units, and

# the support materials as well as ways that

USMES helps studenti learn basic skills.

2. Teacher Resource Books (one for each chal-I
Each of these guides to usiag USMES

units describesli broad problem, explains how
students might p=tow that preblem to fit
their particular needs, recoamends-classroom
strategies, presents edited logs from teachers
whose classes have wotked On the uMit,\ and con.-

tains charts that indicate basic skills, pro-
cesses, and areas of study that students nay

learn and utilizes

3. EgapWonA(1121.: This guide helps teachers
and administrators *et up, run, and use a

Design Lab - -a place'with tools end materials
in which the atudents.din build things they
need for their work on USMES. A Design Lab

nay be a corner of a classroom, a portable

cart, or a separate room. Because many "hands -

on" activities may tall& place in the classroom,

every USMES teacher should have a Design Lab

Manual. ,

4. "How Te Series: These student materials pro-

vide information to students about specific
problems that may arise during USMES units.
The regular °Row Toff Series covers problems
in measuring, graphing, data handling,,etc.,
and is available in two versions - -a series of

liD
4 t)
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cartooe-style booklets for primary grades ,

end a series of migazine-style booklets 411h
more reeding matter for upper.srades. The

Design Ob "How.26. &miss Ii evegable im
two ilfUstrated cerd versions--one'for pri-
Nary grades end.one fofotipper grades. A Om-
Plate list of the "Now Tie Series can be
found in the USNES Gnide.

. ,1.

5. 'Background Papers: /hese papers, correlettd

with the "Now TO" Sezies, provide teacher* .

with information and hint* that do not appear
in the student materials. A complete listJ.

can be found in the VSNRS Guide. . 1

6. Curriculum Correlation Guide: By correlating
the twenty-six USHES units with other curric-
ulum materials,.this book helps teechers to -

integrate USMES with other school activities
'and lessons.

The preceding materials are described in brief in the
USMES brochure, which tan be used by teachers and adminis-
trators to disseminate information about the program to ,

the local community. A variety of other disseminatio14;and,
implementation materials'are also available for individpels
and groups involved in local implementation programs. They

include Preparing People for USPES: An Implementation.1

Resource Book, the USMES alide/tape show,,the Design LaTp .

.slide/tepe show, the Desigit Lek brochure, videotapes of
classroom activities, a general-report on evaluation re-,'

sults, a seep showing the locations of schools conducting
local implementation of USMES, a list of experienced usIgs
tiachers and university consultants, and newspaper and

magazine articles.

.11

BeCause Tri-Wall wes the only readily avhiIable braridipf
three-layered cardboard at the time the project began, OMES
ims.used it at workshops and in schools; tonsequently, rttf-

erences to Tri4all can be found throughout the Teacher g,

,Resource Books. The addresses of suppliers of three-layeted

cardboard cen be found in the Design Lab Manual. 1

*
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Introduation

Using the Teadher;Relsource Book

r

4111

9,11

1

'When teachers try a new curriculum for the Brit tine,
they need to understand tne philosophy behind the curriculum.
The USMES approidh to student-initiated investigatidem of
real.problemsHis outlined iv,Tctinn A of this Teacher Re-
source Book.

. Section B starts.with a brief overvie* of possible-stm-
dent activities arising from the challenge; comments,on pre-
requisite skills are included. Following that is a discus-
sion of the classroom strategy for USHES real problamr
solving activities, including introduction of the challenge,
studeht activity, resources, end Design Lab use. SCbsequent

pages include a description of the uee of the unit in pri-
mary grades, a fltrw.chare and a composite.log that indicate
the range of possible student work, and a list of questions
that the teacher may find useful for focusing the students'
activities on the challenge.

Because students initiate all the activities'in response
to the challenge aud because the work of-one class nay dif-
fer from that undertaken by other classes, teachers familiar
with USMES need to read only seceions A and B heft+ intro-
ducing the Challenge to students.

Section C of this book is the documentation section.
These edited teadhers' logs 'show the variety of ways in
whi4 students in different classes have worked at-finding'

i a solution to the challenge.
Section D contains a list of the titles of relevant sets

of "How To" Cards and brief descriptions of the Background
Fapers pertaining to the unit. Also Included in section D
is a glossary of the terms used in the Teacher Resource Book
.and an annotated bibliography.

Section 3 contains charts that indicati'the comparative
strengths.of the unit in terns of real problem solving,
xitathematics, science, social science, and language artp. It

also contains 4 list of explicit examples of rani problem
solving and other subject area skills, processes, and areas
of study learned and caliied ih the unit. These charts and
lists are based on documentation of actiiities that have
taken place in-IISMES clisaes. .KnoWing.abead 9f time which
basic skills and processes are likely to be utilized, teach»
ers can postpone teaching that part of their regular program
until later in the year. At that time students can study iv
the* in the usual we), if they have eot already learned them
as part of their USMES activities.

19
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A. Real Problem Solving iind LIMBS

Real,Problem Solving

v

If life were of such a avstant nature thit
there were on/y a few chores to.do ard they were'
done oval: ond over in exactly the same way, the
case for knoWing how to solve problems would not
be so compelling. All one would have to do woOd

be to learn how to do:the few jcp* at the outset.
From then on he could rely on memory and habit.
Fortunately--or unfortunately depending upon 9ne's
point of view-,-life is not simpleand unchanging.
Rather it is changing so rapidly that about all we
can predict is that things will be different in the
future; In such a world (phe ability to adjust and
to solve one's problems is of paramount importance.*

3

USMES is based on the beliefs that real problemsolving
is an important skill to be lerned and that many math,
science, social science, and language arts skills may be
learned more'quickly and easily within the context of stu-
dent investigations of real problems. Real problem solving,
as exemplified by USMES, implies a style of education which
involves students in investigAing and-solving'real problems.
It provides the bridge between the abstractiona of the
school curriculum and *he world of the student. %ch USMES
,unit presents a problet in the form of a challenge-that is
interesting to children because it is'both real and prac-
tical. The problem is real in severkl respects: (1) the
problem applies to some aspect of student life in the school
or community, (2) a solution is needed and not presently
known, at least for the particalar case in question, (3) the
students must consider the entire'situation with all the'
accompanying variables and .complexities, and (4) the problem
is such that the work done by the students can lead,to some
improvement in tile situation. This evectation ofiugeful

. accomplishment provides the motivatiod for children to carry
out the comprehensive investigations nee!lea to find some
sOlution to the challenge. 4 w

The.level at which the children approach tbe;problems,_
the 'investigations that they carry out, and ihe E,olutions

*Kenneth B. llendekson and Rebert E. Pingry, "Prnblem-Solving
inliathematics," in The Learn* of Mathematics: Its Theory
and Practic:e, 7Venty-first Yearbook of the National Council
/of Teachers of Mathematics (WAshington, D.C.: The Cpuncil$
'1953), p. 233.

.,.141
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that they devise may varyaccording to the age and Ability

of the children. llowever, real problem solvini ivvolves

them, at some level, in all aspects of the problem-solving

prodess: defipition of the problem; determination of the
important factors in the problem; observatio0; measurement;
collection of data; analysis of the data using graphs,
charts, statistics, or vtaetever means the students can find;

discussion; formulation /Ind trial of suggested solutiOns;

clarification of.values; decision asking; and communications'

of findings to others. In addition, students become iore'
inquisitive, more cooperative in.working with others, more
critical in thelx thinking, aore self-reliknt, end more in-
terested in heiping tO improve social conditions.

The UMW Approach To learn the process of ieal problem solving,.the stu-
dents must encounter, PormUlate,,and find somm solution io

complete and realistic problens. The students themselves,

not the teacher, must analyze the problem, Chooke the vari-

.-ables that should be investigated, search out the facts, end
judge'the coirectness of their hypotheses andlconclusione.
In real problem-solving activitlies,*the teacher acts as'a
coordinator and collaborator, not en authoritative answer-

giver.
The problem is first reworded by students in specific

terms that apply to their school or community, and the

farious aspects of the problem are discussed by the class.
The students then suggest approacties to the problem and set
priorities for the investigations they plan to carry out.

A typical USAS class consists 'of several'groups" working on
different aspects of the problem. As the groups riport

periodically to the class on their progress, new directions
are identified and new task forces are formed as needed.
Thus, work on an CMS challenge provides students with a
"discovery-learning" or "action-oriented" experience. .

Real problem solvirp3 does not rely solely on the
discovery-learntmg concept., In the real world people have

access to certain facts and techniques.when they recognAze

the need for them. The same should be true in the clasaroom.
When the students find ti)at certain facts and skills ate

necessary for continutng,their investigation, they learn

willingly and quickly in a more directed way to acquire

these facts and skills. Consequently, the students should
have available diff4rent resources lhat they may use as
,they recognize the need for them, but they should still be .
left with a-wide scope to explore their own ideas,and

methods.
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Certain informption on specific skills id provided by the
sets of USMES "How To" Cards.. The students are referred
only o tha set far which they have clearly identified a
need and only 'When they are unable to proceed on their own.
.Each "How To" Cards title clearly indicates the skill in-
volved--"How to Use a StopwatCh," "How to Make a Bar Graph
Picture of Your Data,," etc. (A opmplete list of the "How
T6" Cards can be-founa in Chapter IX of the USMES Guide.)

Another resource,prolded by USMES fp the Design Lab or
its classraom equivalent. Thql Design 1.W)- provide, a cen-

tral location for taols and tukerials where devices may be
.constructed and tested without appreciably disrupting other
olasstoom activiSkes. Ideally, it is a separate room with
space for all necessary supplies and equipment and work
space for the Children. llowever, it may be as small as a
corner of the classroom and may contain only a few tools and
supplies. Since the benefits of real problem solving can be
obtained by the students only if theyfhave a means to fol-
apj..vap their ideas, the availability of a Design Lab can be
a very important asset.

Optimally-, the operation,of the school's Design Lab
should be such as to make it available to the students when-
ever they need it. It eaould be as free as possible hem
get schedairg or programming. The stUdents use the Deiign
Lab'tojry out their own _ideas and/or to design, construct,
test, and improve many deVices initiated by their respdpses
to the USMES challenges. While this optimum operatfon of
the.Design Lab may-not.alyys be possible due to various
limitations, "hands-dn" activities imay,take place in the
classroom even though a Design Lab may not be available.
(A deLailed discussion of the Design Lab can be found in
Chapter VT of the USMES Guide, while a complete list of "How
To" Cards covering such Design Lab skills as sawing, gluing,
nailing, soldering, iscontained in Chapter IX.)

Work on all USMES challenges is not only sufficiently
complex to require_the collaboration of the whole class but
also diverse eqough to enable each student to contribute
according to his/her interest ahd ability. However, it
should be noted that if fewer than ten to twelve students
from the class are carrying out the investigation of a.unit
challenge, the extentiof their diacovery and learning can be
expected to be less than if more members of the class are
involveji. While it is possible for a,class to work on two
relate units at the same time, in many classes the.Alzients
prog better with just one.

The amount of time spent each week working on an USMES
challenge is crucial to a successful resolution of the,

ri



Importance of the Challenge

I.

1-1
itv tj

problem. Each challenge is designed so that the various
investigations will take frOm thirty to forty-five hours,
depending on the age of the children, before some solution
to the problem is found and some action is taken on the
resOlts of ehe'investigations. Unleas aessions are held at
-least two or three times a week, it is,difficult for the
children to maintain their interest and,momentum a to be-
come involved intensivily with the,challenge. length of
each session depenciti,optiLthe age level of the ildren ind'
the nature of the'chAll nge. For example, children inthe
primary gradei may proceed better, by working on.ths=chatlenge

more frequently for shorter periods of time, perhaps fifteen
to twenty minuess,.whale older children 'may proceed better
by woiking less 4requently for much longer.periods of time.

Student interest and the overall accomplishments of the
class in findfng and implementing solutions to the challenge
indicate'whenr the clases general participation in unit
activktieS Should end. (Premature discontinuance of work
on a specific challenge is often due more to waning interest
on the part of the teacher than to that of the students.)
However, some students_may,continde work on a voluntary"
basis on one.problem, while the others begin.to identify:'
possible approffiketsto abother USMES challenge.

Although individual (or group) discovery and student
initiation of investigations is the process in USMES units,
thil does not imply the constant encouragemeneof random
activity. Random activity has an importantAplace.in,
children's learning, and opportunities for it should"be
made available .at various tithes. During USMES activities,
however, it is belleved.that children leatT tesole real
problems only when their efforts are focused on finding
some solutidn to the real sod practical problem presented-
ft thp USMES challenge. It has been found that students
are motivated to overcome,many diTficulties ag4:frustrations
in their efforts to achieve the goal of eff Aing some :

change or at least of providing some u16l information to
others. Because the children's comOtment to finding a
solution to the challenge la one of-the keys to successful
USMES work, it is extremely.important that the chalipnge be
introduced so that ii is accepted by the class as ar
portant problem to which therare willing to devote a con
stderable amount of time.'

The challenge not only motivates the children by stating
the problkm but altiojlrovides them with a criterion for
judging their results. This criterion--if it works, it's
right (or if it helps us find an answer to our problem, it's

f1
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-Pole of t Teacher

so.

a.good-thing to do)--gives the children's ideai *id result'
meani#g within the context of their goal. Meny teachers

have found this concept-to be a valuable strategy thet not
Only allows the teacher to respond positively to all-of the
children's"ideas but also helps the children themselves to

judge the value of their efforts.

_ With all of the-above in.mind, it can be isidthatthe
teacher's responsibility in the MKS strategyfor open
classroom activities is at follows:

1. IntrOduce the challenge in a ieaningful way-

. thit not only allows the children to relate
it to their particular eituation but also
egos up various avenues of approach.

Actas a coordinator and-collaborator. Assist,

not direct, individuals or groups of students
as they investigate different aspects of the
problem.

3. 'Sold USMES sessions at least two or three times

a week so that the children have a chance to be-
come involved inthe challenge'and carryout
comprehensive investigations. :

4. Provide the tools and sup011es necessary for
initial hands-on work in the classroom or make
arrangements for the children to work in the
Design Lab.

Be patient In letting the children make their
own mistakes and find their own way. Offer

Assistance or point outsources of help for
specific information (such as the "How To"
Cards) only when the children become frustrated
in their approach to the problem. Conduct `

skill sessions ad necessary.

Provide frequent opportunities'for group reports
and student exchanges of ideas in clasedis-
cussions. In aost cases, students will, by
.their own critical examination'of the procedures
th6; have used,- improve pr set new directions
ls, their investigitiOns.

4
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MIES in the Total School Program

. 7. rf necessary, ask appropriate questional to stilt-

ulate the studente thinking so thatthey sill
make more extensive and comprehensive investiga-

. tions or analyses of their data.
\

8. Hake sure that a sufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge so that activities do not become
fragmented or.stall.

Student success in USMiS unit activities is indicated by

the progress they make in findirig some solution to.the

challenge, not,by following a particUlar line of,investiga-
tion nor by obtaining specified results. The-teacher's
role in the USMES strategy is to provi a classroom at-
mospherein,Which all students can, their own way,

search out some solutlan to the cha gp.

Today mani leading educators fe that real problem
solving (under different names) I an important skin to
be learned. In this mode of lea ing particular emphasis
is placed on developing skills to aial with real problems
rather than the skilll neededsto obtain "correct" answers
to contrived problems. Becaese'of this and because of the
interdisciplinary nature of both tfie problems and the re-
sultant investigatiens, USHES is ideal for use as an impor-
tant-part of the elementary school program. Much of the
time normally spent in the demi on the traditional ap-,
koaches to math, acience, social stience, and language
arts skills can be safely assigne4 to USMES activities. In

fact, as much as one-fourth to one-third of the total school
program might be allotted to work on USHES challenges.
Teachers who have worked with,USVES for sevelyears have
each succeeding year successfurly assigned top.. HES activ-

ities the learning of a greater number of trdditional
skills. In addition, reports have indicated that students
retain for.a long%time the skills and concepts learned and
practiced during USHE3 activities. There' re, the time
normally spent in reinEorcing required akI1tls can be greatly
reduced if these skills are learned-and p,acticed in the
context of real problem solving.

Because real problem-solving activities-cannot possibly
cover all the skips and concepts in the major subject
areas, other curricula as well as other learning ...odes
'(such as "lecture method," "individual study topics," or
programOid instruction) need to be used in conjunctibn with
USHPS In an optizafeducation program. However, the other



instruction will be enhanced by the skills, motivatidh, and,
understanding provided by real problem solving, and, in
some cases, work on an USMES Challenge provides the context
within which the skills and concepts of the major subject,
area find application.

In order for real problem solvia taught by USMES to have
an optimal value in die school program, class time should be
apportioned with reason and forethought, and the sequence
of challenges inveatigated,by students during their years in
elementary school should involve them in a variety of skills
and processes. Because all activities are initiated by stu-
dents in response to the challenge, it is impossible to
state unequivocally which activities will take place. How
ever, it is possible to use the documentation of a..tivities
that have taken place in USMES trial classes toacheftle in-
struction on the specific skills and processes required by
the school system. Teachers can postpone the traditional
way of, teaching the skills that might come up in work on an
,USMEEthallenge until J.ater in the year. At that time'stu-
dents can learn the required skills in the usual liay if they
have not already learned them during their USMES activities.

These basieskills, processes, and areas of study are
listed in charts and lists contained in each Teacher Resource
Book. A teacher canSuse these charts to decide on an over-
all allocation of class time between USMES and traditional
learning in the major subject disciplinea. Examples of in-
dividual skills and processes are also given so that the
teather can see beforehand which skills a student may en-
counter during the course of his investigations. These
cha ts and.lists may be found in section E.

Ways /n Which USMES D ffers From Other the foregoing indicates, USMES 4iffers significantly
Curricula from other curricula. Real problem solving develops the

problewsolving ability of students end does it in a way
(learning-by-doing) that leads to a full understanding of
the process. Because of the following differences, some
teacher preparation is necessary. Some tesichers may have
been introduced by other projects to several of the follow,
.ing new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all df them into the new style of teaching and
learning that real problem eolving involves.

1. New Area of Leerginr-Real problem solving is a%

new area of learning, not just a new approach dt
a new content within an already-defined subjsct
area. Although many subject-matter curricula
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3., rnterdisciplinary Educition-Atear problem solv-
ing integrates the disciplines in a natural way;
there is tio need to impose, a multi-disciplinary

' structeme. Solving 'real and practicarproblems
requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processes from many disCiplines. The ;timber'

and range of disciplines are unrestricted and
the importance of each is demOnstrated in work-
ing toward the polution of practical problems.

3. Studeht Planning--To lei= the process of prob-
lem solving, the students themselves, not the
teacher, must inalyze the problem, choose the
variables that should be investigated, search
out the facts, and judge the correctness of the

,hypotheses.and conclusions. In real problem-
solving activities the teather'acte as a
coordinator and collaborator, not as an
authoritative source of answers;

4. Learni4-by-Doing--tearnidg-by-doing, or discov-
----Arry learning as,it is sometimes called, comes

about naturally in real problem solving since
. the problems tackled by each class have uniqiie
. aspects; for example, different lunchrooms or'..

d;-p A strian crossings have different problems
iis iated with them and, consequently, unique
solu ions. The challenge, am defined in each
situation, provides the focus for the children's
hands-on learning experiences, such as collecting
real data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale models., test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested improvements; and (in some 'units) pre-
paring reports and presentations of their findings /

for the proper'authorities.

lesg_c_ilainSirnisandCo_LieNeeded_7.-Skills
and concepts aro learned in real problem solving

include sousfhing ailed probleikeelving, much of
this protrii solving involvee contrived problems
or fragments of a whole situation and does not
require the,cogOitive skills needed for the in-
vestigation of'vearand.praciical problems.
LearNPut the cognitive strakegY required for real
.problem splving is different front other kinds

of learning.
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as the need for them arises in the conteXt

orthe.work being done, rather than having a7
situation Imposed by the toad* or the text-

book being used. Teachers mAy direct this
learning etion t*need-for it arises, or stu-

dents may search.out information themselves
from resources provided,

6. Proup librk-Irogress toward a.solution to a
reel problem usually requires the efforts of
groups of students, not just individual stu-

dents working alone. Although some work may

be dove individually, the total group effort
provides pod opportunities for division of
labor and exchange of ideas among the groups

and individuals. The grouping is flexible
and changes in order to meet the needs of the

iifferent stages of investigation.-
/

Student ChoiceReal problem solving'offers
classes the opportunity to work on problems
that are real to them, not just to the6adults

who prepare the curridulum. Inaddition,
students may choose to investigate particular
aspects of the problem accOiding to their'

intetest. The'variety of activities ensuing

from the challenge allows each student to
make some contribution towards the solution of

the/problem according to his or her ability and
td learn specific skills at a illieiren he or

she is ready for that particolar ellectual

structure.
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B. General Papers on Nature Trails

1.. OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES

Challenge:

Develop an outdoor area to help others
appreciate nature.

Possible Class.Challenges:

Now can we build a (nature trail to
teach other children in the schocd

about nature?

How can we show others what we've
learned about a nearby natural area
without changing the place from-the
way we found it?. .

Find out more about the woods behind
the school and teach othr what you
learn.

.5e,e et 3 tit. 10;14 011ales In If

t. s4.0 raWayc
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Most dtudents enjorany opportunity to learn outdoor,.
Nature Trails gives a class a specific-goal toward which
children may direct their energy while investigating their

surroundings: using an area on a/piece of available land
for teaching Other about 'nature«

Work on the Na ure Trails challenge may take place la any -

school where there is a natural area nearby, provided the
children are able to obtain permissioafrom the individuals_
or authoritie: responsible for the land. Actiiiities need '

not be restricted to woodland areas; if a reasonable variety
of plant and animal life can be fount, classes may success-
fully make a nature trail in desert, savannah, meadow, or

beach environments. The,children need not actually cleat a

trail; they May take other people on guided tours of exist-
ing paths or open spaces, thus leaving the area the way they

found it. (Making a temporary trail in this way also re-
quires less time than clearing and maintaining a permanent
trail.) ,

The fihallenge might be introduced after a class discus-
sion abfout what the children obser#ed during a field trip to

a nearby park or natural area. Aldlscussion of how the'

students could find out more about the living things in the
area around the sauna esy lead to work on the Nature Trails .

challenge. The challenge might alsoiarise during work on
another USMES 'alit; for exapple, children workini on the
Ways to Iearn/Teach challenge. might 'decide to construct-an
outdoor learning center as one way-to learn or teach infor-
mation on natural scieaces.

As students become aware of the possibilities of studying
nature outdoors near.the school, they are usually eager to,

share their discoveries with others. They say decide to

survey other classes in the sehool, to find out who uses the

natural area and for what purpoaet, whether or not people"
would use a nature tr41 if one ware built, and what kinds
of things other children would like to learn about the out-

doers.:
During oleos discussions the children might consider what I

to laclude on the nature trail. They might divide into '

groups to explore the,area to find interesting things that
might be *Iowa to others, to identify plants and animals
found in fhe woods, and to make lists of the kinds of life
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they hove seen. Children might estivate total numbiirs of
different types of animals or plants (e.g., squirrels, oak
trees).by counting the number within isample area and mul-
tiplying to find the nueher within the total area in which
they are working. Some children might try making studies
of micro-organisna by taking samples of soil and pond water
(if thfire is a pond in the area) and examining them under
the microscope.

Soma children night conduct library research on the wild-
life, ecology, geology, or history of the area or region
within Which they are working and compare their findings
with'those.of children working in the field. While investi-
gating the future trail area, Children might keep logs of
the things they have seen, noting such thins' as examples-of
animal cociperation (calls of birds or-chipmunks which warn
oiler animals of human presence), evidence of human settle-
ment (campfires, stone walls, beer cans), or differences
between types of trees on hills and in low spots. Children

with cameras might teke pictures of things they find or of
the area in general,as a way of keeping records.

Before actually making the trail, the class will have to
obtain Permission from authorities (school or park offi-

cials). When permission has been obtained.to clear a trail,
children will need to find the best route connecting the
Narinus points of intetest they have chosen. Then they may'

start to clear a path by xemoving brush and roCks. .1f a 11

path already exists.in the area, the Children might-want to
use it for the main trail and clear side trails to various
points of interest. The children might Maki Wooden signs
to label points of interest or to indicate directions for
the trail and poUndihem into the groinldby the side of the

path. Alternatively, they,might hang signs vade from the
tops of large tin cans from low tree brandies.

LI some calms permission (to.use the area) may be granted
only if.the class agrees not to clear trails or leave signs
up over a long period of time. The children may then find
interesting points along existing paths or in open spaces to

show to other people. They say make signs that are easily

remowed or guide booklets.listing interesting features.
The children might'map the area us/kg a spool otatring

for measuring and a compass to note general directional
changes, draw114 the rough outline to scale and, marking the

points of interest. The map could be useful for people fol-

lowing the trail. The ehildren Might also write pamphlets
describing the various points of interest and other infor-
mation they have found about the area in which the trail

was built.
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CLASSROOM STRATEGY FOR
NATURE TRAILS

The class may'experiance repeated vandalism or littering'
of the trail or natural area and misht conduct advertising
campaigns to promote their efforts and to show other chil-
dren that their trail will be beneficial to the whole school.
They night al** give guided tours to other classes as a way
of introducing the rest of the school to the trail.

41,0roblea that may be encountered during work.on Nature
Trails is the "winter lag" in northern climates, where snow
and cold weather nay make working outdoors difficult for
several months. Children might plan their activities so .4

.that they can work on sign construction or library researcN
during this time. They might design and build a bird fee&-
ingstation so that they can observe from indoors the kinds
Of winter birds that,live in the-area. The class might make
occasional trips into the snow to observe animal tracks
along their nature trail and to note seasonal changes in the

area.
Work on Nature Trails nay lead to extensive studies of

ecology of the area. While making their trail, children
might become interested in other USMES units such as School
Zoo, Protecting Property (from vandalism)," or Menufacturing..

AltL4ugh many of these activities may require skills and ,

concepts new to the children, theri is no need for prelim-
inary work on these skills lend concepts because the children
can learn thomawhol the need arises. In facto children
learn more quickly and easily when they see a need to learn. ,

Cana/der counting: whereas children usually count by rote,

they can, through USMES, gain a better understeAding of
counting by learning or practicing it within real,cdntexts.
In woriing on Nature Trails, children also learn and practice
graphing, measuring, working with decisels, and dividing.
AlthOugh dividing seem necessary to compare fractions or
ratios, prisery children can make comparisonsvgraphically or
by subtracting 'medians (half-way values). Division may be

ittroduced during calculation of percentage:1.er averages. r

5

7be NaturPTralIs unit is centered on a. challengeT-a
statenent that says, "Solve this problem." Ittsuccess or
failure in a classroon depends largely on (1) the relevance
of the problen for the students and (2) the- prosess by which

they define and accept the Challenge. If the childrma.see

the problem as a real onethey will be committed te finding

40
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The Princes of Introducing
the Challeege

a aolution; they wall have a focus and purpose for their ac-
tivities. If the students do not think the problem affects
them, their attempts at finding solutions will likely be
disjointed and cursory.

The Nature Traile challenge--"Develop'an outdoor.area to
help others appreciate nature"--is general enough to apply-
to many eituations. Students in dliferent classes defint !
and reword'the cha/lenge to fit the particular problem of
their school and thus arrive at a specific class ehallenge.
'Find a way to make a nature trail for others to enjoy in
the cdenty woods near the school" might be the challenge for
n class in a'school that does not own any wooded property.

Given that i.i problem eilsts, how can a teacher, without

beingalirective, help.the students identify the challenge
that they will work on as a group? There is mama method
because of variations among teachers, classes, and schools
and among the'USNES units themselves. 'However. WES teadh-
ers have found that certain general tedhniques inintroduc-
ing the Challenge are helpful.

One such technique is to turn a class discuseion toward
a Nature.Tralls challenge. For example, the teacher could
simply ask the Children what kinda of things they could
learn outdoors and the children might list several observa-
tions they could make about natural history. The teachei
then might ask how.they could show the,things they learned
outside to other children.

A fifth-gra& teacher Introduced the Nature Trails
challenge by aakaag her class what' kinds of thugs

people could observe outsade. The children listed

several thaags,and which senses (sight, hearing.
smell, etc.) peorae used to observe nature, After

discussing other thiegs *tout-nature, the teacher .

asked the class if they could find a way to design
and develop an area for studying nature. The chil-

dren were enthaviaetic about this idea andlisted
No nearby areas where they a:aaht develop a nature

, Frequently, a teacher will,want to take children on a
tour of a nearby nature area before introducing a Nature

Trails.challengc. In such caSes a challenge might arise
paturally during a class diecussion in uhich the children
list observations they have made on their walk.

a
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A'teacher and a scienmcoordinatisr took a corsbized-

fourth- and fifth-grado class on a walk In a park

near the sehol. They asked the children to nake

careful observations abeut things that they found

' in the Park. After two class discussions about
their findings, the children were asked how they

could show the things they 'Id found to 'Other people.

The children cam up with several Mies, including

giving tours of the Areas to students. One ehIld.

suggested that they rake a nature trail similaroto

oine that she had been on, and the class agreed en-

thusiastically.

A Nature Trails challenge may arise from the children's

work on another USMES unit. For example, children collect-

ing animals for tto_ Sctool Zoo unit in a natural area near

,the school might decide that they wanted to show other chil-

dren the habitats of the animals. They might plan to give

tours of the woods at the same tive that they hold an open'

home to show their zoo.
When children working on another USW challenge encoun-

ter a problem that leads to a Nature Trails challenge, one

group of Children may begin Work on this Second challenge

while another group continues on the first. however, there

should be at /east ten or twelve students working on aoy

one challenge; otherwise the children's work ray be frafv>-

muted or superficial or may break down eempletely.

The'Nature Trails challenge may also evolve during a ,

discussion of a specific topic being studied by the clasa.

A class studying natural history or ecology outdoors nay

become interested in showing plants they have identified or

exam4es'of natural cycles they have observed to other ciall-

,4een.
Classroom experience has shown that children's progress

on a Nature Trails challenge ray be poor if the teacher and

studente.do not reach a common understanding of what the

Challenge is before beginning work on it.* having no shared

focus for their work, the children will lack the motivation

Inherent in oarking together to solve a real prablem. As a

result, they may quickly lose interest,

A similar situation mourn if the,teacher, rather thao

ensuring that the children have agreed upon a challenge,

merely assigns a series of aetiVities. Although ebe teacher

may see how theie activities relate to an overall goal-, the

children may not.
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Initial Work on the Challenge

A combined first- and second-4rAde class workedon '
several niture study activities outdoors. In the
fall the children used different senses to observe
nature in an area near the school. The teacher con-
ducted pkill sessions on set theory and graphing to
help them iriterprot what they observed. Tater in
the year the 'children studied animal tracks in thee
snow and conducted habitat studies in various parts
of their outdoor Area.- The teacher never issued a
challenge, however, and without pm, motivAtion to
develop a nature trail fOr other children'to use,
the children's activities were very fragmented. .

te.a class has decided to-work on a Nature Trails dhal-
lent, USERS sessions should be held several times a week,
but-they heed pot be rigidly scheduled. When sessions are
held after long intervals, students often have difficulty
remeiberipg where they were in their'investigations and -

their momentum diminishes.
When children begin work on.their challenge; they list

various tasks that need to be done before the trail can be
made. This procedure is combined with or followed by obser-
vations of the nsturai area they have chosen andsometimes,
by opinion surveys of children in the school to identify
aspects of natural history that are interesting to others.

Next, the students usually categorize their suggested..
approaches, grouping similar ideas together. The children
then set priorities for the tasks they consider necessary in
order to make their,trail and to ahaw it to others. Most of

these tasks are carried out by small.groupa of children.

A combined fourth- and fifth-grlde class developed
a challenge involving makAngother people awar.e Of
nature. They discussed-deveral wags to interest
people in nature, including giving tour* of a school'
nature trail. The teacher asked bow*they could com-
plete All of their planned activities, and the chil-
dren decided to divide into groups so that their
effaits would be organized. Alter *Mailing their
lists of things to be done, they broke into.five
groups to Onduct library'research, identify plants
along the trail., find a location for the trail,'
organize the buildimg of the,trail, arid document

_AaxLciames_elforts.whileraking the_trail.
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As various groups complete their work, their members Jo
other groups or form new groups to work on "additional tanks.
However, if too manygroups are formed, work on`the chal-
lenge can become fragmented. The teacher finds it impossi- .

ble to be aware of the progress and. problems of each group;
in addition, the small nuMber of students in each groep
lessens the chance for varied Input and Anteraction.

In one seventh-grade class working on Nature Trails,
students worktil as individuals or in pairs research.=
ing information on things they had observed outdeors.
The teacher also asked each tat them to select some-

. nsarraa.
WA.ulf outid wirr Auseuloway. yaw *ors

fion, The children's efforts were disorganized
%!nd fragmented because they could not remain attep-

tive to.their work. During a class discussion the

andran agreed to organize themselves in a better
way 4/14 chose to divide into groups and to appoint a

leader for each group. They'chose six tasks that-

needed to-bo done. This time, one group wit respon-
siblelor idontaging features along the trail an&
Amothoe for finding inforeation on thee, and work
proceeded acre scoothly than before.

During work, cu Natlre Trails; the ehildren's attention
should, from tine to time, be refocused am the challenge so
that they 4o not lose.Sight of their overall goal. If they

are not rem4nd0 of tim& constraints, children May become
involved in activities of lesser Importance and forget to'
allow evough tite to complete thtir trail before the school

year,haa eoded.

.A fifth-grado'class began work on Nature Trails in

Pinch. Thu studeats were concerned with the quei-
tion of who would be interesten having a Nature

Trail une what kinds nf -things people would like to

learn, The NW* class worked on designing a'sur-
voy of thecommunity near the school. 1The children

mooed the blooks 'In the residential area, figured
out a system for interviewing people, and spent sev-
erai'class session:: developing the wording of tbu

questions for the survey. By the time they had

tested the survey on another class, reworded some
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questions, administered the survey, and tallied the
results, the children had spent over a month on this
activity and did not have enough time to work seri-
ously on their.trail before the school year had,
ended. -

To keep children's attention fotused on the challenge,
teachers find it helpful to hold periodic class discussions
that include group reports on their varioustasks. Such
sessions help the-students review what they still need to
do in order to complete a trail and to sheik it to others.
These discussions alsO provide an opportunity for students
to evaluate their own work and exehange ideas with their

classmates. (Another consequence of having too many groups
is that not every stoup can be given enough time to report
to the clads, thereby increasing the Ossibility that the
children's efforts will overlap unnecessarily.)

When children' try to decide en'solutions before ccalect-
ing and analyzing enongh data or encounter difficulties
during their investigations, an USMES teacher helps out..
BoWeVer;:insfeed ativing-annaers or-Taggeating specific
procedures, the teacher asks open-ended questions that stim-
ulate the students to think more comprehensively and cre-
atively about their work. /For example, to.encourage the '

clais to control vandalism and littering of the trail area,
the teaCher might ask children whether they can think of
ways to involve otfer students in the trail so that they
would respect their work and not try to destroy it. Exam-

pies at other nondirective, thought-provoking questions may .

be found at the end of section B.
!" The teacher nay also refer students to the 'Tow Te'Cards
that provide informmtion about specific skills, auCh as
choosing the right tool to measuredistances or drawing bar
graphs. If many students,.or even the entire class, need
help in patticular areas, such:as identifying trees froma
key or using fractions in measurements, the tehdher should
conducteskill sessiont as these needs arise. (Background

Papers provide teachers with additional information on spe-
cific problems associated,with the latnre Trails challenge
-and on-general-topiqrapplizahleto-mantehallenes-w)

-USMES-teachers-cafislbo-essiet-students-by-mating-Wpos-
sible for them to carry out tasks involving hanA-on activi- %

ties. If the Children's tasks require thpm to design and
construct items, such as wooden signs for the trail or bird

feeders to hang outside the classroomyindow as a learning
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resource during winter monthi, the teacher.should make sure

that they have access to a Design Lab. AnY collection of

tools and materials.kept in a central.location (In part of

the classroom on a portable dart, or in &separate room) .

may be galled a Design Lab.
Valuable as it is, a Design Lab is not receesaVy to begin

work on a Nature Trails challenge.

A seventh-grade class that was meriting on the Nature

Trails challenge constructed signs tOr identifying

trees mnd indicating directions along their'nature

trail without the help of a Design Lab. The chil-

dren borrowed plywood and tools from the school shop

roam for making the signs.

To carry out construction activities in ..schilejs without

,
Design Labs, atudenta may scrounge or borrow foots and sup-

ke 144d 614 04) a a 4d. plies from psrenta, local businesses, or other members of
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the community.
The extent to which any Design Leh is ueed varies with

different classes because the children themselves determine

the direction of their activities. In many defies working ,

on Nature Trails', themajor Wands-on activities are con-

ducted eutdoors as Children elear paths orereet signs along

the traal. .The teacher can help with, heduling end super-

vising when outdoor work is in procesi. Teachers of daises

working on Nature Trails have found teacher's aidps helpful

for sharing supervision when a pert or all of the class

works outdoors.
.In acme ways, the naturql area in which the children are'

working can be considered an outdoor Design tab where rules

concerning use of equipment similar to those applicable in-

doors are developed by the students. Outside, howeVer, the

Children need to consider ihe delicate nature of the environ-

ment in which they are working. Teachers should,ask Children

to suggest guidelines for working in the natural,area so

that trees and other plants are not disfigured or damaged

and animal:life is treated with respect. (In general,.work

on Nature Trails is likely to increase children's senaltiv-

ity towards the life they ohaertte in their outdoor-environ-

ment.)
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Nature Trails activities generally continue until the
children heve completed their trail and shown it to other
people. The children nay also want to write pamphlets on
natural history or mike an indoor display explaining their'
outdoor investigations. The children may follow up their
aceivities by asking Children to evaluate their trail or by
giviug a survey to find out if Awareness and interest in
nature hss increased in the school following exhibition of
the trail.

Children in a Combined fourth- and fifth-grade class
made a temporary nature trail in a nearby park and
gave tours to- two other classes on the last day of
school. 2wo chi-Wean facto -n -v-,12-44^^ Anrm-enr
the other students and-observed that mast had enjoyed
the trail and had learned something from their tour.

The class might,also recommend to the principal or other
authorities responsible for the land that the trail be con-
tinued or expanded in the future. The children might make
preparations for continuing their own efforts the following
year or find another class totake over care of the trail.

Young.children ilave active imaginations that are easily

stimulated by naturesand the outdoors. Although their in-

vestigations during work on"Nature Trails,may lack the
sophistication of those,of older'stmdents, primary students
nay be even eore fascinated by examining rocks, Plants, in-

sects, andtother things found outdoors.and sliowing them to

other people.
Before a Nature Tr_cls challenge in introduced,-the

teacher may-want to conduct preliminary science activities
such ss directed walks, bunts, or other exercises to sharpen
the children's perceptions of nature. One third-grede

teacher took her claps on several walks outside and asked

the ebildren to leok for different things each time--objects
beginning with different etters of ehe alphabet, changes

in the area over a three- eek period, etc. A first- and

second-grade teacher ask d her students to observe haw often
they used each of their give senses outdoors. Young ail-
dren.especially enjoy exercises involving touching and smell-
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ing (but not tastingt) leaves, bark, flowers,. soil, and
other natural things.

While t;)e children are st%ll excited abQot the things

they have observed outdoors, the teather tisk qien how
they can share the information they've learned 'with other
students. Me children may suggest several war; to do this,

such az making displays, writing reports,--talking to other

classes, etc., but they will usually decide that piving -

tours .outdoors or taking another clais on a.,nature -walk is

the most interesting way to share their own'enthusiasm about
nature, Children ift the third-grade, class decided to' teach
tint graders what they had learned by taking them ariend
tlie woods near the school.

ottle thifarer, fume decided on a Nature Trails chal-
lenge, they'will want to consider what information to pre-
sent to other people. During the course nf their work m.:ny
natural science topics will be explored. Children may learn
(ard teach) a gxeat deal ahNt natural history at ln ele-
mentary level; they need not Vent* bogged down with otasei-
fication or complex ecological concepts.

tecause primary children will not be able to read Mill-
eat reference books, tbr,e may rely on adult experts, neKh
as a science curricultan sliecialist or a local naturalist,
to help them interpret their outdoor dismtries. agldren

,1 in the combined first- and Jecund-grade class reCeived help
in identifying trees and understarlipg natural processes
from the science specialist fr4 the school system. Claael-
fication may 'Aso be carried 014 without even learning the
namee of the trees or other ckrgenisne involved. in the
thirdade class cUldreu examined the bark of trees during
the winter, comparing color, texture, and other propertie.,
and used these character-LOCUS to decide which trees were
similar. .4en the leaVP4 sZame out in the spring the chil-
dren compared leaf size, abdpe, texture, etc to
whether the trees they had co,6idered slr.ilzr fror';' harT#,
studies also had sicalar IsaVes.

Yut,J#±., children will alvo 'injoy watching th Actioni
small animals such as squirrels or qr.ds at a winter feedt,r
and will be able to draw conclusions ithr,ut agmnsive
tooverative behavior among animals from their observat,ionlz.
Work an Ndture Trails wiU be most successful if children
are guided by their own interests arid observations ratN:r
than concepts or terminology from texts or field

Although younger children min probably find, i tos-# dif-
ficult to actually clear a path for their natureyritil,
they may brag) leaves arel dead wood ncide t4tttn

5 1
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paths or interesting features that they plea to.show to

other.students. They nay also aloose *roes that are not

wooded; the first- and second-grade class.carried out in-
teresting nature studies in a meadow, near a pood, and-in

the vicinity of an old stump. Signs foe a nature trail may

be constructed out of TrieRall and removed before periods

of bad-weather. Some childrenuay also construct simple
bird feedere to put outside during the winter months.

In idditiot to learning about natural history, ecology,
animal behavior, and other sciences, primary children prac-
tice several math skills while working on a Nature Trails

challenge. Counting is iiportant for classifying plants or,

animals; during C4e walk, children in the third-grade-cleat
collated the number of lobes on various types of leaves and
the number of pine needles in a clustir.on different trees.
Children also learn meaturiag skills when they measime Tri
Wall or wood for =king signs or feeders.

Althou& graphing-is.not a necessary activity for mo0
classes working on Nature Trails, young children nay make
bar graphs ehoving nuieber of trees or animals of differ
types observed in their natural area. The first-grade cities

made bar graphs showing the number ofetimes eaCh of their
five svases ware used when taking a walk; the children die -
covered from their graphs that sight and toucb were used
more often than other senses outdoors.

Teaching others about nature provides many good oppor-
tunities.for children to practice language arts. 'Children
may research information on natural history and write simple
pamphlets or give oral reports to people using their trail.
A primery special education class working on Nature trails
planned to Wite pamphlets so that other classes could use
their trail; when they did not have time to complete the
trail, they aade a tape explaining their efforts to the

next year'fl class.
Nature also excites artistic talerlt in young students;

they may illustrate their pamphlets with interpretive draw -
inga or make a display of pressed leaves ard plaster caste
of animal tracks found In mud or snoe.

The following flow ctart presents some of the student
activitiesdiscussions, observatans, calculations, con-
structionsthat may occur during work on the Nature Trails

challenge. Because each class will choose its own approach



to the challenge, the sequence of events given.here repre-
sents only a few of the'many possible variations. Fur-

thermore, no one class ts mected to undertake all the
activities listed.

The flow chart Is nut a lesson plan ond should not be
used as one. InsteJd, it Illulitrates how comprehensive in-

vestigations Lvolve from the students' discu$sion of A

Nature Trails p.oblem.

4ify
/ ,;
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Challenge:- Develop an oulSor area to help others appreciate npture.

Optimal Directed walks 19 Field trips to

Preliminary
Activities:

woods or fields.' nature center or
reusema.

41,=mly
Possitle

4141.4.
Student
Activiticc:

%AI

Class Discussion: What do we enjoy most on ka? Why is it so much fun to

learn outdoors? Row could yt make an area for learning outside? What kinds of

things do people want to know about the outdoors? Who could use our outdoor area

Other usmrs Units: a School Zoo
Growing Pla,Ats

s Neather Predictions

1 *1, IMEM/IMEMMONNI.i.IM

;Wren go or a walk in a near.y natural
area; observe animals and plants; collea
special= to examine in the claserook.

Children contact local
or school authorities

for permission (nnd

11.2112_1L5.3_trail.

Nit

Points of

intere3t
aioog trati
're deter-

mined.

vownInnworr

Observation and collection of
local plants and animals. Iden-

tification from books and field
guides, logs of observations
started, including date, plate
Where plantosmd animals are
found.

Photos are
taken ttf arol
and of plants.

Researchrof geol-
ogy and ecology
of area from books,
government pam-
phlets etc.

OVIM.PMOINOW

Data *Collection: Children
conduct surveys of other
children or local people to
find out who would use trail
and what they weld like to
learn

Data Representation: Analysis

of surveys, calculation of per
cents, bar graphs of answers

to certain questioni.

--]

Class D cus * Children discuss findings of various groups; decide on

information to inlwIe in the trail, general layout pf trail from tha
f interest Oserved. What kinds and how many animals and plants ar

arca? c:ow do thee live t '7 Dow do peo le affect them?

3



46.1emegarrO
Cleariiig of trail,

laying out paths,
marleing them, etc.

N110111111MIMONar

Daily logs on observa-
tions continues; how
weather and seasons
affect living things
in the area.

Identification of.
plants and animmls
continues. Soil
samples and samples
of pondwater examined
for micro-orgahisms.

.1....m..rmorro....e.........041111

=10.
Class Discussion: How an we present.the information we've learned and

ve seen to other people?

Data Collection: Numbers of

certain plants ,or animals are
counted in one or more sample

areas.

pataitekte Samples
from different areas are com-

pared. Total numbers of plants

or animals are.estimated from,
data in sample. Construction

of bar-graphs, line charts.

things we

Trail-building completed.
Preparation of direction
signs and-signs to identify
points of interest.

Prepararion of
pamphlet on the
trail, including
discussion of
observations.

11111111041,11=
Trail is measured
and scale map is
prepared for people
to use along trail.

Winter activities: Continua-

tion of logs on observations.
Preparation of indoor learning
center on hature and bird-
feeding stations.A1111.1..10!............

pcesentation of trail, nature study area, bird-feeding
stations, etc., to school and public through guided tours.

(
Class Disiussion: How can we learn from the work we've done? How can we

improve the nature trail in the future?

Evaluation of tours. Preparing and administrating questionnaires

or conducting interviews. Analysis of responses.

Removal of trail signs before summer vacation. Providing for trail

maintenance and expansion the following year.

Optional
Follow-VP
Activities:

Go

Field trips to
other nature
trails.

%100KMMINmwmFain/LNWERMMI.00 11111..01111We

USMSS Obits: School Zoo
Advertising (against litter, pollution)
Protecting Property (against vandalism)

CI
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5., A coitosITE LOG*

bypothetioa1 account of a
Lied fifth- and sixth-grade

lllesticigicribes many of the,activ-

itliWabediscussions mentioned in
Ithe flow chart'. -The composite log
shows only one of the many progres-
sions-of events that might develop
as a class investigates the Nature
Trails challengs. Documented
events from actual classes are
italicized and set apart from the.
text.

!Soon after the school year begins in the fall, one boy
brings in an old wasp's nest which he has found. As the
'class discusses his discovery, one child asks where'he
found it, and the boy explains that he was'walking in the
wood behind the school when he spotted the nest In a tree.
He climbed the tree, made sure the nest was empty, and took
it down, he says.

When the te.....:her asks whether there are other interesting
things to see in this wood, various children name things
which they have seen or found while playing after school.
The list includes birds' nests, squirrels, butterflies, wild
flowers, mushrooms, a hole in the ground that "looks like a
snake's home," an old shoe, animal bones, and "lots of
trash." When the teacher asks whether the class would like
to see this area, the_children are unanimoudly in favor of
taking a field trip to the wood. ,

The next day the entfre class goes outside to investigate
the area behind the school. At the teacher's suggestion,
everyone brings his/her notebook to write down things they
see or hear. 'The children agree that everyone should take
notes and that no one should "run around" outside. Some of
the children move fvom place to place, noting things they
find es they go; others stay within small areas and describe
everything they see around them. After a half-hour of obser-

'vation, the class returns to the room:to discuss what every-
one has found.

A combined fourth- and fifth-grade class in Athens,
Georgia, discussed learning in outdoor and indoor
environments. The teacher suggested that they go
outside, and the children began to observe things
that they had never noticed before. They began
namdng things that they saw and collecting objects
to bring back to the classroom. Once inside,.the
children listed the items they had collected and
asked questions about animals and plants that lived
outaoors. (From log by Annette Short.)

One child records on the board each item that is mentioned
by the students. When their list is complete, the teacher
asks whether they .can think of ways to group the items they

*Edited by USMES staff C3
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have observed. One student mentions that they can group

them first as things to see--leaves, bugs, tin cans, etc.,
--and things to hear--bird calls, bees buzzing, etc.

"Is there any other way we can group them?" the teacher

asks. -

Another student replies, "By plant vercus animal."

The class goes through the list and grou,s everything ,

first into these two categories, until t e iildren reach

such items as rocks, old tires, and paper.itter. They de-

cide ta make a third category for "rocks'and dirt" and a

fourth for4"traen." A bird's nest someone has seen hanging

in a tree provokes some discussion because the nest is made

of plant matter but by a type of animal. The Children

finally decide that the fact that it is made by a bird is

more important, alad they put'it in their "animal" category.

When all theltems have been placed in one of their four

categories, the teacher abks whether they can subdivide the

list further. The children categorize animals by putting

them in bird, mamnal, or insect groups. One snake, which

the children know is a reptile, has been spotted, but they

are not sure whether the salamander that was seen is also a

reptile. Someoae finds a library book that says salamanders

are amphibians, and the children put it in that category.

They classify their plants as trees, flowers, ferns, mush-

rooms, and moss. This activity takes a long time and most

of the children feel that they need to.learn more about

nature before they can figure out which categories to put

some things in..

Children in a combined first- and second-grade class
in Lexington, Massachusetts, began observing nature
by listing the number of things they could .see, hear,

smell, or touch ,round them. They rade lists of

items they observed using each of their senses and

graphed the results .for each category. They deter-

mined from thoir bar graph that they Osed the.senses

of sight and to.vh most often outside." (From log

by Judy White.)

Children in a fourth-grade class in Cotuit, Massa-
chusetts, ciollected leaves and brought them back to

the classroom to identify, first noting various

characteristics. They grouped rang of these char-
acteristics by categories, such as vumber of lobes,
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Nature Survey
r .

GradeTeacher

1: 'How often do you walk in the wood behind

the school?

a. Everydayp. Once a week__

c. Once every few weeksd. Neveh____

2. Do you like to learn things about nature?

Yes No

3. If an area for learniog about nature were
set up in the wood behind eur school,
would you go there and Use it?

Yes to

4. !That kind of thing would you like most
to learn about the area behind our scheol?

(Mark only 1.)

Information about animals
--Infdimation about plants
--Information ah,ut geology and rocks

-History of people who lived there
-How people can learn to keep it nice

number of needles, leaf shape, opposite or alter-

native veins, and then,used these groups to help

identify the leaves.. Nhen they wanted to compare

the sizes of leaves, they measured the perimeter of

different /saves with pieces of string and graphed

their measurements. (See log by Phyllis Wall

Cooper, Fall 1974.)

The teacher asks whether they have learned a lot from

their trip to the wood and whether they would like to try

more outdoor learning activities. The children are very

eager to do this. One ell$1d suggests that they might set

up an area to study naturlAtside. The teacher asks

whether they think other hi/dren in the school might also

use such pai area, aid thO'children have mixed opinions about

this. SOte think that the whole school would be delighted

and that it would be much better than learning biology iron

bockse but another child counters, "Nast, older kids don't

tare about nature. All they do is mess up the woods with

litter mid shoot birds with BB guns.% The teacher asks how

they could find out if ather children would like to studs

nature outside, and several childreh mehtion that they car

take a survey of childrer aroumd the scboolt
The children spend the next few class sessions designing

a questionnaire and deciding whom to survey. They divide

ioto groups to decide on wordings for the questions and

come back together to vote en the choices they have worked

out. The fital design for their survey is shown in iihure

B3-1.
When the children have Chosen the-final format, they dis-

cuss how they shoold administer the servey. One girl sug-

gests that they stand outside the lunobroon and hard surveys

to people who walk bs. Other children object to this idea

because they feel that it will he too hard to collect the

finished surveys. Soteone else seggests that they ask

teachers if they car take a few ninotesiat the beginning of

a class to administ:r surveys to stud,hhts in the class. The

children favor this approach and decide to give the survey

to a sample of five children in every clas: in the scho-hl.

Since most classes have ateet twentv-fihe students, tte

children estimate that their sample will represent .1:Jt Ore-

fifth of the schoel pepulstion.
When they have taken their survey, the children tahalate

the results and discuss wilat they have fohnd. Siest of the

children surveyed have responded that they walk in the woesd
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at least once a week. The majority also have said that they
liked learning things about oature and would Use an area set

up for-studying nature.
The class ranks the responses to tko question about what

people would like most to learn about"nature, and they find
that "infOrmation about animals" has been checked most often.
They discover th4t "information about plants," "iaformation
about geology and rocks," and the "history of the. penple who

lived in the area," have also received large numbers of
votea and that "how people can keep, it nice" ',seems to be tli.e

least popular. Several children nakt a bar gt_ph of the

'responses to show to-others.

a

A fifth-grado class in Arlington, Massachusertn,
began work on nature Trails by designing a-survey
of people In the m9nrunIty. The studeAkyanted
to fird out who would be IntereSteutin having a
nature trail in thi,searea and what kinds of thing!:

people would like to learn. The children co:Tiled

a survey of carefully worded questions and divided

tte Interviewing amng different children after mils-

Ln1 a large .47.11e nap of the nelghborhwd. Befow
going out, the children teSted their questionlf; on

-hildren frori other classes. After Intervlehing
people in the cclrunity, the children analyzed the
results of their survey ard found that rnst people

in the ounity were4nterested in nature. knew a

lot a2c.Ilt it, ard would 10.:Zsto observe it In,J

wc.,:ded arei. (Tro7" Icg by .zqnnerte Jenke.;

Tht. childrn ,tre excited about the re.:4.11.1F.: of the sorYeY.

rre.? bin to talk .A,e,lut rakiog an "outdcor learning center,"

m,d the ti:acher x.4.3 how they can o thi,. One boy responds

that thvy csin use thc path thi,t throu01 the area to

a tatArc trail fr_r the school. Other children ::uF,gell.t

th:lt they zark interting. thifw 11o1F the trail for other

7.cop)e t:, !Tee. -

Wen th telt:her thv C:413 u50 the re:wIts of the

in .Ain:. th,Ar Ilture trail, Ole children rcply that

tht.:\ will find c.,2t 7'ach trIfomatior In ilosiblc. Dtoot

15.111s in 01:_l :tod cAo -seArch intOrr.ation on

0:tilt life in VII: Jrc..



The teacher of,the combined fourth- and fifth-grade
Athens:class asked the children if they thought
others would be inierested in learning the things

thst they'found out about nature. The children,were

eager to share their enthusiasm for their outdoor

discoveries and suggeited making posters, holding
discussions/ putting up an orhibit, sod conducting

tours outside. One student suggeseed that they UNC

the motorcycle paths behind the school for shewirq

people about.nmture. Everyone thought tAt5

great idea, and the class began working on a scl7o?"1

nature trail. (Fran loaty Annette Short.)

When the-teacher asked the children in her severeA-

grade class in Athens, Georgie, whether theg would

like 'to work en.the nature trail m4de by her ciase
the prious year, the children were enthusia.st.tc

about tie idea. They listed several way the' natur.:,

trail could be helpful to the schcol at=d fe e0,710',

ty. They felt that it would-hi: epeci4l, uncful
to solence clitIses studying apvl,al ecirr tier arzd

ecology becluse 0171.2d:en could obgorve lmji

havlor and studq fa73 &lain% alon9 ttaiL JI-Ze

lt-g by Ida Carspbell, 1974-075.1

at,

After a few more field trips to the ...;ood behind the

chool, the children decide to break into ?;,,,Toupo to con-

tinue researching inform:Ai-6 aboat the area. ,One girl 170g-

gests that they ask the principal for pernis5=tion to molke

nature trail on the school pzoperty, and A group of children

,fOrm to work with her on this task.
Another group of childrtn decides to 16cate point of

interest that should be included on the trail, buch

nt kinim of trees, small4p14hts, old ritivri, ar14 other

gn which they find.' A third 0.0af, p1n to e 1.V.itts

1 the kinds of anitals and plants which they oboervk,

in th. area and to lookjup inforNation on them. some of the

child .n intend to ee t.ihat they can find eat about the

Xi and the hu n history of the region by researchlfw .

ormation from bot, s.
The first group ob ains the principal'R permission for

building the trail. Th rincipal tells them, however, that

they should dietturb thrliood as little an possible; no treen

be cut down to malm the trail and no signs are to be
,



railed into tree1h tie also tells the Children tbat they

will need total the town surveyar to determine the exact
boundaries of the school property.

ChIldrev a combined-fourth- and fifth-grade cl.ns
it l*wa City. Iowa, wanted to make a natlre trail in
a nearbi park owned 4 the city. Two Chrldren got

Le tóuch with the-park district and received permits,-
n to make a trail on the conditibn that nothing

bc destroyed and that everything be put back as it
VlS Prune. Because of theee restrictions and the
short time period in which to complete their chal-
1enge, the '2ar s,tky on raking a temporary nature

Jptrazi In the pø weeds cr;sep s were palled

up or destroyed when the path 1415 med.-and vIgns
reeoed intsOliate4 after tim t ail 1.41.$ Stoia

r,tter ko.1 0, *.atj Frt:'elantrar6

FIrrow.i

7he children tlperse the town surveyor's office A9d eet
4p ao appcdott.ent tor meting hi-:% and gping over the tichonl

property tines tri the northeast corner, where, the natural

.xrca 19 located. The children feel that this lv ru.essary

becauhe t woeded area extends into private property, and
they war'. to make sule that their trail will be entirely oo
schqol grounds.' 141(en the town surveyor meets them, they

1TPigi4 the proprrty lines together, re shows them the

white naTkers, hidden by a thick overgrowth of weeds
ViOC:9, which mt.rk boundaries between property. The chil-

dren vncover rimy of these c.arkers and naVe tore of thair

owl', by pliinv up stoneF JR they'rl aloof.

Me:iowbiJe,,tht ?ro.:p working on lf.K,iting the 1Ot4 of

torerent along the tratl 'has: (wind severs1 interev:14g
7re are Kouple of dreared areas in the wood,

,y,4 in ci thcr I. A hue old oak .trees One of the chtl-

clan fiol!; oqt (ri1- hfi rAher, «ho is A botaolst, that the

tree t; knowo to tit of Oe oldem, in tiw_.,"4; it is
jltitt ol.it The cht)drerA ,Ino find 4 dOd tree with

'a-vi!.rat holes tn it ttot oo child v;i4ya arc hqr4m rrAde hy

Ne,Apecicers. Anothkr Interehted to o totting

Ott<111 i :J'red with r7i5 Ind romAroorli. The grtwp

AR6 IJnJ tkr rvrfiqnt,, oi 4P 014 Wdll hutit

kq A fyrrier,

T chfAr1J4 ru tmlude 0-102v *n

ri
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the tAil and also to mark several kinds of trees to be-

identified and included. They pick some of the most intel-
estingly shaped trees at fixot, comparing leaf siaples to
be sure that the trees,are diffeent kinds., Some of the
children in the group begin identifying-these specific trees
from field gnides cbtained from th iool library. Others

Burt making,a rouih nap of the interesting points they have
marked, sket0hing a trail that will connect the points using

the existing path system. _

, The third r-up, which is the-largest, IR making a stndy
of the nut.uralMistory in the woodell arta. Some of the chil-

dren identify an? plenis, small animals, birds, and insects
that they find in the area AO that they can include a list
of wildlife in theVteation they give othir children
about theatrail.

Tho children fn another fourth-grade class in
Cotuit. Massachusetts, divided into,groops to woilc

on making a natare trail.' One group of children
chose different trgei alpng the trail t%-J mark as

intciesting points. Llter. another group worked en

Identifying trees and small Monts In the area esiny
field quide. ..51pcc most of-the trees were oaks,
they counted namber of "fin9ers" of oak leave:, fo

L
distinguish betwees the different tyes. By the eng

of the school year the*children had lso identificti,.
ferns, lady slippers, Indian pipes, ison ivy,

poisOn sumac, and reindeer lichen. (See IN bli
Phyllis Viall Cooper. Wing l97$.

Many.children aruAying the natural ory of the area

are keeping daily lógs of their observations tn the woottl
the sounds, sights, and gmells of nature at autuall np

prouches. During ocOweek in late SepteMber,-they note a
Large influx of small birds in the wood. They read tn bfrd

books about the fall migration period when many different
kinds of birds flock together on their way,south. -They also
note.when different kinds of trees change Color ea drop .

their leamez, What color-t1;,,, leaves xre, and how weather and

temperature seem io affect abimal activity. (One girl oh-

* serves that thete are fewer birds singing on cbld, cloudy
days than on warm, suun)*.ones.)

Other children in this group ask the School librarian
where they can fine information un the geology,and history
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of the area. She refers them to the local-library, which
has pamphlets on the history of the town and county they
live in and books on the geology of the region. -

The children are fascinated by the information they find.-
'They discover that the region (the Great Lakes area) yes
once covered with largeace sheets, called glaciere.\ These
ice sheets left huge ridges of piled rodk, dirt, andOrubble
--called noraines-ewhen they reCided. Some of the children
read in manphlets about their area that the long ridge which
runs through the wooded section to 04 east of their school
is a moraine made by a glacier.% The pamphlets tell thew -

that many of the kinds of rqcks found in the lature trail
area have been carAed down from the north by the glicipmvs.

Sone childrenjalso find information on the human history
of the area. 'Uhen they read that Huron Indians ante lived
there, two of the children go out to look for arroeheads.
Thel-ocal librarian'refers the students doing historical re-
search tp an old man, Mt. Phillips, whose family has liied
in the-area for over one hundred years. Several Children go
to his house to hear what he has to say.

Thii "old tiOper" is both helpful and entertaining to tie
group. He tells them how the land that"is presently the
school grounds was settled by farmers in the early 19th cen-
tury. A dairy-farmer finally bought out Ill the small far-
mers around the turn of the century and then sold it off to
small lan4 holders many years later. One piece of 11n4 was
bought by the town for their school, which was built about
forty years ago.

.Mt. Phillipi also talks about the ecology of the forest
owned by tht school. The children discover that their wood-
land is called a "second-growth" forest and that it is con-
sidered young, except.for the old oak tree, which has been
alive for two centuries. Mt. Phillips tella.them-to look
carefully at their wood and to observe that some of the
tiees in an arta near-the old oak are smaller and of differ-
ent kinds than in other parts. He explains that when the
town had purchased the property for the sChool, the northern
area had\been a meadow. Trees had.been allowed to grow tpere
only Joring the last forty years. The southern part, neik.
the road,\hed not been used for farmland tor several years
and was already wooded when purchased by the town. The town
had cleared space for the sehool between the wood and the
road. (See Tigure B5-2;) Mr. Phillips explains that if the
younger waod is allowed to grow up, many of the trees there
now will die and be replaced by oaks,\hickories, and other
kinds of trees that grow well in dense woods.



When the children yeport on their conversation with Mr.
Phillips to the rest of the class, the other students re-
member noticing the younger wooded area that the old man
has mentioned.

One boy in the group Chat is identifying treei to include
as points of interest along the trailvays ehat there are
many pine and aspen,there. The teacher asks if_they have
any idea whether most of the tftes inthe older wood are
oak and_whether theiajority in the younger wood are pines.
"Could one wood be called an oak wood and the other a pine

wood?" she asks.
The children are not sure about this, and two girls'from

the Research Group volunteer to count trees to find out how
many are.oik, hickory, aspen, /line, etc. Because the girls
need help identifying trees, twp children from the Location.
Group who have learned to identify most of the trees in the

area agree to le0). Before they begin their work, the
teacher suggesue that they choose only a few of the most in-
portant kinds of trees to count so that they don't become
bogged den in classification. After consultipg with.the

rest of the children who have identified several trees in
the wood, the group decides to e^unt numbers of oak, naple,
hickory, aspen, pine, and-44h trees in a section within

each of the two wooded Sreils.
The four children go oet to the wood during the next

ile the oth.r two children remal in the area closer
usmAt period. Two children work in the wood to the

north wh
to the school. Each pair of-children starts counting trees

along the existing trails. While one child marks a tree.

with a strip-of rag to show it has been counted, the other
child identifies the tree and nAkes a tally mark in the-ap-

propriate column on a chart. If the treells net one of the

six kinds that they,are counting, it ismarked on the chart

as,7other." Before removing the rag strips, the Children

recdunt the nunber of tagged trees to mak sure the totals

cerreapond with the charts. The two chil r in the younger

wood have counted seventy-two trees, whil the pilir in the

older wood have counted sixty-five.
Returning to the classroom, the children discuss their

data with the rest Pt the class. They realize that in order

to compare,the areas, they need to figure thi ratio of Lich

of the six kinds of trees to the total nuttier counted'in

each of the tvo areas. Other children suggest Vett percent-
ages would be easier to use, however, and the four children

enlist 0. help of the rest of the class in adding tally

marks and calculating percentagee of trees.in the young wood

J:1
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and in the old wood. They make a table of their informatioh

and a line chart comparing the two sets of ratios. (See

Figure 35-3.)
.Nhen the group shows ita results to the.rest oi the clasat,

the children agree that the older wood can be called intosk
wood became': most of the trees are oat, although themare
many,other kinds of trees, too. The younger wood, however,
hes,a greater variety of trees; there are more aspen sAd
pine than any other types but there are also oeks, hickories,
maples, ashes,'and others. Someone reminds them that the
old man predicted that other trees would "take over," and 1

the children agree that this might be happening. They ds7

cide to include the line chart and a short explanation on
the V40 types of wooded areas in the information they pre-
sent to other _lasses when ihe trail is complete.

The children in another sevenith-grede class in
Athens, Georgia, made asnature trail in the thick
pine wood near their school. -They Invited a fores
ranger to help them with the trail, although m'cat

of the children preferred to learn how to identify
the vaxiousplants they foUnd without his assis
tance. The forest ranger brought an auger with
him on oneof hisyisits and showed the children
how to take core samples of soil in the area. The

childreh noticed that the soil changed drastically
between the surlece and 57" below. Above 57", the

soil was deep red, dry, and coarse. The soil be-

low 57" was-fine, Moist, grag-White clay._ (See
log by Ida Campbell, 1973-1974.)

The class holds periodic discussions to distribute infor,
'motion among groups. During one of these se,..Aions, a group

of students from another class 140the school which has just
started work on the MIES Seho oo unit comes in to ask

information about the kinds of s 1 animals that live be-

hind the,school. The children tel -them about the salami:.
dersi'tvh!, 'snake, and,turtle that Vey have found in the
wood and answer their questions aboyerwhere to find these
animals and thetkinds of hotes that they might need.

Vhen,the.other students leave, one of ehe children sug-

gests that the class become a resource for other classes
working on the School,Zoo unit by Writing information on the
small animas in the area. 'A couple of children from. the
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t group reiiarching natural history volunteer to work on this

project. They write at report that includes paragraphs about
the favorite foods an& habitat of each of the types of,am-
phibians and reptiles commOn to the area. They also include
paragraphs on life cycles of insects such as caterpillata
and grasshoppera that are commonly captured for the School

Zoo unit.. The childrea plan to udmeograph the report and
make it.available to any class using the school property for

nature study. -

When the groups have been working a few weeks cal these

4 14, activities the class meets to talk about bullding the trail

Itai A. end opening'it to the public. The Aildren who have been
/0.0 chore

working on the area study want 0 continue their work and
1 to include their\information in a pamphlet for distributing

tir 0. to visitors when the trail-opens. The other children are
41101 -ready po discuss design of the trail. The.group working'on

locating points of interest have found that fhe best design
seema to he a loop with one or two short side trails for

%,.
sloe .1 'points not along the loop. After examining the rough map

41$3 I the children home made of the existing trails and the points
to,be ipcluded, the class decides to,make the ttail using
part ofIthe eaiatire main trail and one of its branches.

(See'Figure 0-4.) In this way, only a small section, part
-of which includes a grassy area, Fill have to be cleared.

Figure 135-4

I

s

Children in one of,the COtuleclasses decided to
mak' . nature trail using an existing "T-shaped"

path in their wooded area. The children cleared a
few side trails that led from the path to inter-
esting,trees and other poifitY. Meg-made direc-
tional signs for the main trail and painted them
one color-for goirg out and another for coming
back. (See log by Phyllis Vlall Cooper, Spring .

19754

After diccussing several options, the class decides to

put ulNa sign next to each point on the trail indiiating the
number of the point and to write information in the pamphlet

about each item. The children also decide to inclede in
the pamphlet a scale map of the area showing where each neve-

bet is located.
iThe children break into phree groups to clear the trail,

to meSsure the area for mak1ng the map, and to construct the

signs. Before working on these tasks, the whole class goes

*O.
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do the trail area to pick up litter end trash Which they

have found during their investigetiOns.

Y

The children in the above-mentior Cotuit class
spent several days picking up trash in the nature
trail area. They used plaltic 'trash bags and

gloves (for picking up glass) 'fOr collecting small

pieces of trash such as cAns, old socks, bottles,
and pow litter. Large object* such as'car fen-
ders or sinks were brought to * trash collecting
point for later removal to a dune. (See log by

Phyllis Wail Cooper, Spring 1975.)

The group of children Clearing ihe trail use rakes and
sbevels brought from home io'level off the existing trail.
When they begin working on clearing the new section, they,
borrow clippers for cutting graes and bushes and pile'rocks
to mark where the trail goes. They decide to ask the sign
group to make signs with arrows that.can be placed at stra-
tegic points Po help people f011ow the trail.

.Another group begins mapping tbe main trail by measurine
the length.of a string tied between the starting ebint and
the fitst point of interest. They are immediately faced .

with the problem of how to measure directional change, as
the irail veers sligfitly to the left before the first point.
One child suggests that they use a magnetic compass so that
they can tell When the trail changes direction, and he
offers.to_bring_nne ro class.

The following day, the group heads foi the trail armed
with a compass, a meter stick, and their spool of string.
At the teacher's suggeition, ,the children measure and take
directional readings of the first two segments a the trail
_and then ploethese to scale on a sheet ef paper before
measuring the entireetrail. They are confused by the sys-

tem of finding Idireetion by degrees ork a compass and ask the

teacher if there is an easier way to ftad directions and
translate them onto paper.

With the tearher helping; the group practices a new way

in the classroom. Two people hold, the string, one at the

etarting point and.anothpr at the firat point of interest.
The children strAch the string as tightly as possible be-

tween them. Anather child standp next te the'taut string
near the starting point, places'a compass on a piece of

paper, trace's aroun4 11,.and writes "s" where the needle

mfn



points north. Sathea sights down ihe string without mov-
ing the paper and makes a mark in the Aviation that the
string is streeched. She drew* a line fron the mark to the
,center of,the circle to indicate the direction of the string
in relation to north. The circle she draws for the first
negsuresent looks like this:

Filen the direction has beak recorded, the child at the
far end &f'the string makes a mark on the string, and rhe
children measure the lengthof the segment with the netcr
stick. After they have followed this procedvre several
times, the children are satisfied that they camMse it to

measure the whale area.
The teacher then shows them how to plot their measurements

on paper. 'Arbitrarily picking a scale of one centimeter44--+
one meter, they mark "North" at the top of the paper and

place a mark for the ptarting point near the bottom of the

paper. They cut out the tracing of the compass and place
it so that the center is over the starting point nark and

N is at the top. Then they extend the line of t.1;e cutout

on the paper. Their trial map for the first segment is done

something like this:
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Before going outdoors, the children cut out compass
shapes to be used later for recording directions and making
a map. They mark each cutout with the name of the trail
segment. The children decide to call the measurements S-P,
(S desigpating starting point), 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, etc., so as
not to confuse them with 'the points of interest, which have
been numbered 1 through 11. Later, when taking actual rota-
suremer s, they find that the trail sometimes makes an ob-
vious bend between points. In some cases the ehildren take
several directional readings, and in others they merely

, guess at the_amount of curve. The children enjoy this%ac-
tivity immensely add take turns holding the string and mak- N
lug compass readings.

Children in one of the seventh7grade classes in
Athens began measuring their trail for making a

map. They invited one of the children's fathers
who was experienced in forestry to help them take
the measurements. He showed them how to set up
markers at various Points, how to measure between
points with a special tape measure, and how to take
compass readings at every point. The children did
not complete their measurements in time to make a
scale map of the area ,oefore the year ended. (See

log by Ida CApbell, 2973-2974.)

The sign-caking group finds some pine boards in theje-
sip Lab and begins cutting out signs about eight inches
long to identify the points of interest along the trail.
They make signs for the eleven poiats of interest as well as
one that says "Nature Trail--Start Here" for the beginning
of the trail._ This group also makes several directional
arrows for the traikbefor- going out with the trail-making
group to determine thek'number of arrows needed. The ehil-

dren begin painting the signs, using red for the points of
interest and green for the directional signs. When the
initial painting is completed, the children paint white num-
bers and arrows on the signs. They rail soce of the signs

(Into stskes to be driven into the ground next to the tree

or other object to be,identified. Others have holes drilled
in them 46 that:they can be attached to low branches Of
large trees with twine. The studentp decide nbt to put up
the signs until the trail is completed because they are
afraid that they will be removed or disfigured by other
children.

s
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The children in the firtt sevonth-grade class
Athens to work on tbe nature trail identified trees
to be included along the trail. A group of chil-

dren painted let* shoots of plywood and cut cut
signs for identifying trees and indicating the di-

rection of the trail. The children were able to

paint the names of trees oh fourteen signs which
were placed around the trail before the school year'

orjed. iSee log.by Ida Campl411, 1973-1974.1

It is now November and wtnter is appron,-hing. In.a flur-

ry of activity before the cold weather sets in, the children
abandon all the things which can be done Later indoors and
help the trail-making group and the mapping group complete

their tasks. By Thanksgiving, the trail has been completed,
much to the children's delight (although there are groans
when som7eone mentions thenew layers of vegetation and human
litter that can be expected on the trail come springtime).

During the winter, the children regroup to complete the
signs, work on the map, and write descriptions for the pam-
phlet they plan to give out to other clab.es using the trail.
When the weather is fair the children occasipnally venture
out onto the trail, keeping logs of their observations of

the winter environment. The trees which they have identi-

fied by leaf shape in the fall are now bare (exc4t for.the
pines), but they learn,to identify a few of them by looki;.te

at the buds at the tips of the brcnches.
The children are fascinated hy the variety of animal

tracks they find in the wood following snowfalls, and thtn-
learn to identify rabbit, squirrel, and mouse,track1:4. Cnti

day the children spot a deer track and on another, traa
which looks like that of a raccoon. These anittuls 3dded

to a list of animals spotted in the wood. ttAng ideas fron

a bird checklist that a girl lts krought frcn i nearby

Aubudon Sanctuary, the children markthe raccoon and deer
as occasional visitors; other animals, such as rabbitb, are

-listed as residents.

The children in a special fourth/fifth/sixth7
grade class working on Uature Trails; obserf
many sig.4 of animal and plant life in their
woods and anearby park. They observed aniral

tracks, noted winter.buds; and different kinds of

birds. They freque went out in the school
,./
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area with snowshoes to observe-nature although
they ware disappointed by the latk of wilallfe in

these woods: (From Jog by Sanilia Stevens.)

ouring their winter walks through the wood the children
vo:Itice flocks of wile birds feeding on berlies and wild

A*

seeds. Ote child suggests Alit they set up a feeding sta-
tion outside the classroom window so that they could watch

the birds more closely. "Beside's," he adds, 'I've t luld help

them find food."
A group of children forms to design ilnd construct bird

feeders from ucod. Thev make one feeder to hang outside the
window mid one to attach to the window ledge (after obtain-
fog permission fror,,the principal). Each diad in the class
dwtates a guarter for bird seed, and Someone brings in same
relet which is put up for woodpeckers.

At first,,the bird feeder to not very popular; the birds
spe.4 torck ticld to approach. The children entice them by

scatterpg Seeds on the ground in the direce)n of'the wood.
-coley also develop a system of watching the birds in secret
by peepief.. .kt M partially closed venetian blinds in a

,4arkened nection of the room. The filildren's favorite viol.- 04

tern are die woodpeckers, which occasionally cere to dine

en rte soot. The blue Jaye cause great indignation in the
et4ssreom by chAsing all the other 'birds from the feeder.
'Ft*not: khildren eall them "bullies" and try to shoo them away.

Thf! cfrisN itiVitRs other children to observe the feeding

lit:mien frequently AlriTig the wioter,

clanz; in Citra, acTida. 01 gtot.lp

-.,( Otildrn c4,7-plfted 14-t; tk: of m411141 point:

fr.tPre,)t fJonl the naturt trail and decided to,

rA" Fir) feMort, Wattracc ',Ltd.:, alon; at: trokl.

ditNron Imf.ined their km.; tecdet arl »,int-

to -t/r,t Zqatrq them kromdiatOy, tkot th toJch-
r,r", T4,10Y)::, itq them io rf,?lizt- that they rw#,:iloi

t,-) 4ccido ..ft:,t vi1 ;exkPnfork-. t;'hon &A) Ot.1 idr6ri

' tA4 44UA r:Ji.0 form ard,d4kzen:lo a -tlik. fcf,derf:e

ti=i.y t.Ikrk -4.fk1,1 the rt.Irtl. oqt or kk'CV!; 91

4 itt,40, ee,,, te-4retJer. (Frc 1c9 0 n'Atth:v

P)-1,1b,)
.A

t

h k thu 9,r04 c,kottolmv to prcorv roTetrtla-

tfqo *tc rIl sto thAr., rt <A\ be opi:ned to
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school in the spring. The map group first decides on the
size of the map which will be included in the booklet to be
distributed to other classes. They decide that the map will
take up one page, and they choose a scale of 1 cm*-)3 cm for
drawing the trail. Then, using the cutOut Compass ahapes
with directions for the sections between poihts,'they con-,
struct the trail on a sheet of paper. When the distances
between points is very short, they cut the compass shapes
to the aize of a coin so that they will'tit between, the
points.

Their first effort is unsuccessful because the'trail ends
a couple of inches away from the starting point. After much..

discussion the children decide to use pins with thread at-
tacted instead of pencil lines for the second trial; this
way theyare able to move the Taus around until the first
.and laselnes meet at the starg and ending point of the
trail, jhe'children number the points on their map and de-

SA.5.541.44S
. 65 3

47LItleir2732:ntotal walking distance of the trail: 192 me
's:miap is shown in Figure B5-5.
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Figure B5-6

Children in one of the Cotuit classes measured
their nature trail and made approximations of di-
rectional turns by drawing rough maps as they went.
1They then used these maps and their melaurements
to mae iqiIi-iii-iOrthe-theyhose a
scale of 1/2*-10.2' for their-map, wthich they made
on two pieces of paper each one yard'square. The

children planned to transfer this map onto plyWood
to plaqe at the entranceof the nature trail. The
map would identify-the points of interest along
the trail. However, the school year'ended before
the large map was completed. (See log by Phyllis

Viall dooper, Spring,1975.)

The pciphlet group works on the other sections of the
pamphlet. A"list is prepared of all the animal life seen
along the trail so that other children will know what kinds -
pf animals live there. Some children write information
about the points of interest from claas observations or re-
ports/from library books. :Each point is identified and a
short description written. One description is shown in

Figure B5-6.



The Iowa City class chose nine points of interest
to thaw to,other-childien.- The whole class vis-
ited these "stations" and decided on the best route
that would connect them and make a nature. trail.
The children who had fould these interesting things
conducted library research on them and wrote notes

1 'to use for giving speeches to the other classes
visiiing,the krai.4 Because the library did not
have enough informittion, the children asked re-
source people, such as the school principal, for
help with plant classification and natural history.
The children who did not give speeches acted as
guides during the tours. '(See log by D. Kay
Freelland,and Lloyd Barrow.)

Other groups of children are writing information about
the area iround the trail. One group describes how the
glaciers descended and retreated during the ice age and
left the moraine that can be seen to the east of the.trail.
Another group writes a creative story to be included in the
pamphlet about the human history of the area. The children
'tell the story from the point of view of the old oak tree
that has lived iq the area for 200 years. Many of the things
Mr. Phillips told them about the people in the area are in-
corporated into the story. In the tale, the old oak tree
starts out with a,description of the young Indian boys who
used Co catch squirrels in its branches. Then the settlers
came and cleared the area of trees, so that it stood alone
in a cornfield. When the dairy farmer bought the land, cows
grazed under its limbs and huddled there during storms.
Once it was struck by lightning and a branch split off.
When the land was bought by the town, young seedlings grew
up under the old tree. The phildren encrale story with a
lainent from the old tree about the teenagers who have par-
ties and leave beer cans under its aging limbs.

When all sections of the pamphlet are complete, the chil-
dren borrow a typewriter from the school office and'take
turns typing the text 9,I1 mimeograph paper r that it will
all fit onto a few pages. By the time the pamphlet is com-
plate, spring has arrived, and the class sallies forth to

'work on clearing the trail and putting up the signs. gter
a few weeks of work, the trail is ready for the first visi-s
tors.

'The children hold a class discussion to decide how to
present the trail to therest of the school. The children

0
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decide to give guided tours to-one_class at each grade level
and to take turns explaining the points of.interest and an-
swering questions. They invite the principal to the first

tour.

They mimeograph copies of their pamphlet to distribute
to children in these classes. The guided tours are success-
ful; certain children in particular enjoy leadi#g them and
are regarded as experts on.wildlife in the area. One fifth-
grade class whichlis given a tour of the nature trail seems
especially interested in how the trail was made, analseveral
of the children are given skill sessions in Measuring and
mapping by the tour guides. .

The children in the firit class in Athens.to work
on the nature trail hurried to complete the trail
so that other people could use it before theschool"
year ended. The class'gave several adult visitois
tours of the trail while they worked, and they
staked their signs in the ground along the trail a
few,days before:the school yepr ended. Some mem-
bers of the class gave guided tours to other sci-

_
ence classes. The schildren in the other classes
enjoyed the trail and asked many questions. The

only criticism the children received was that the
trail needed more directional arrows. (See log by
Ida Campbell, 197341974J

/

'During a later class discussion, the children decide,to
ask other children if they would like to take over trail
maintenance the following year. Arrangemehts are made for

the formation of a,school "nature club" for all interested
students to keep up the nature trail in the future. Several
children come to the first meeting of this club, and the,
group makes plans for expanding the nature trail *during.the
following year.

6. QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER 2 How could we make an ar4a dn the school property to learn

INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS about nature?

How could we show people the natural area near the'schdpl
without clearing a path or 'changing it in any way?

kcif) 7 90
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How could we find out who owns the area we plan to .use?

How could we obtain!permission for using the area or Mak-

ing a trail?

What kinds of things would our class and others like to
,-,

learn about nature?

, What kinds of things light we find to include along the

trail?

What kinds Of plant and animal life might we find in the

area near the school? How can we find out their names?

What do the anitals and insecté we find in our area'eat?

Are they food for some other kind of animaf? If so, what

kind?

What kinds of things might we abseil/ that show how plants

------ and animals help each other?...hoW animals help other

animals?

"

L
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Judith White, Grades 1-2

Adams School .

How can we tell howsmsny there are of different kinds of

trees, flowers, insects, and aRimals in.the area near the ,

school?

What kinds of'interesting rocks might we find in the area?

How can we find out more about the'geology. of the area?

; What kinds of Ihings might welin& in our natural area

which show that people Inave been'there.

How can we find out about other people who lived in the

area beiore it belonged to the school or park system?

How do human beings affect the ngtural area 'now? What

could people dottO make this area a better place for the

plants and animala that live there?

How does our natural area change from day to day?...from

season to season?

How can we tell what kinds of little creatures.live in the

soil, pond, or Stream near the trail if they are too small

to see with our eyee

How can we keep records of the things we observe in the ,

woods (desert, etc.)?
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esHow can we make a picture of our data?
r

How can we design the trail to include as many interesting
thinp as possible?

How can we make a trail forothers to enjoy without damag-
ing trees or small plavts?

2 How can we map the trail so that other people can find
their way aroune it?

What kinds of things can we do it the winter Ohen it is
too cold or snowy to go outdoors? What kinds of nature
dun be observed through the classroom window? How can we
teach others about it?

How cam we tell other people about the things we have
learned in our natural area?

How can vie influence other children to respect nature and
the area we,have explOred?

How can we prlvide for the trail to be cared for next year?
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C.*Doeumentation

1. LOG ON NATURE TRAILS

by D. Kay Freeland and
Lloyd Barrow*

Ernest Horn School, Grades.4/5
IqwakrCity, Iowa

(May 1976)

ABSTRACT
The tdacher of this fourth- and fifth-grade class and the

science coordinator of the school system worked together on
Nature Trails.with the children in the class. Alter a trip

to a nearby.park, the children were asked how they would

show the park to other people, and they came up with the
ide4 of.giving tours to the other fourth- and fifth-grade

clatses? As they had only about-three weeks to preiare a

nature trail before.the end of school they worked in groups

to dehlop the trail, ron voting research Ott various points

of ihterest and making si s to pUt up along the trail.
They received-permission from the park district before start-

ing their workon the t 1/, Shortly before school ended

the children gave tours to groups of children in.the two

classes. Students at qach of the nine points of interest
gave speeches using irforination they,had researched; other

students guided the g oups along the trail. The class it-

self evaluated its e forts and two students made up evalua-
tion forms which th y gave to the otheeclasses. Almost

everyone was pleasód ,that-the. class had successfully devel-

oped and exhibft a nature trail in so short a tire.

+

Before introducing a Nature Trails challenge, Lloyd Barrow
(SeienceCoordinator) and I'took my class on a field trip to

Willowcreek Park, an area containing both playground equip-
ment and a woods ihat is'only a fifteen-mivute wdlk from the

school. During the session before our trip to. the park, We

discussed what the children felt to be reasonable rules for
the trip,'such as staying in line, following my instructions,

etc.
On the following Mr:0day we walkea to the park. When we -

reached our destination, Lloyd asked the children to find
something interesting to show to other peól4e. They could(
drawi picture of it,,describe it, or, if it were not living
(for example, a rock), they could bring'it back with them to.

*Edited by USMES staff

.)
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our,meeting p1ace --a.picnic table. they could work in pairs,

but they.were to stay en one.side of-the creek and not to go

into the water.
,

For the next fifteen minutes, thechildren spread out
aver the area and wrote notes or drew pictures of the ob-,

Sects they found. Lloyd.and I walked.prom group to grou13.

At the end of the fifteen minutes I called everyonc.,1 together .

to discuss our findings. Because our time-was limited, we

atarted our return trip.
Badk in the cliroom, Lloyd leda discussion about what

each child or group had found to shIre with thi, rest of the

ask., Because the area was wooded'and had underbrush and
-aid 'animals, they saw many interesting things, sugh as mush-

ram- ( "beaver dam," and poison ivy. One child's descrip-

tios .
two things he observed is Shawn in-Figure C1-1. Sev-

eral A thastudents who were already familiar with the park

saic that tliey had found things they had never (noticed be-

fore The chtldren seemed generally enthusiastic about

thei trip.
DuAng our A'ext session, we planned to'cántinue sharing

the rk.at of our findings, and so we gave the childten the
choice of holding'class ta the school or at the patk. Need -

less'to qny, they_chose the park. For safety, we developed

gome nes rules for the waIk to the park: : (I) stip inipairs,

(2) stay between Lloyd and me, (3) and keep your(handi to

yourself. .

.
, ,

Before we had gone very far, .the childrens' high spirits
got the better of me, and I toldthe'ehildren that they .

could either (discuss our findings on the school grounds or

back in:the el. (sroom--the park was out 'for this sesdion.

They chose to d) -cuss the trip to the park on the school

'''S

grounds,ibut everyone's a tention span was still very'short

and we didn't have a,very uccessful discussion.
tloyd asked them questi :s about things they'd seen in

the park. For exampl, was the twin tree two trees of the

same tYpe or of different types? These questions helped

them td kealize that they rpeded to be more observant out-

side.
Tpfing the next USHES session Lloyd led a brainstorming',

session on hOw the laass could develop the park into a na-

ture trail. C:Te first asked the children if they felt that

other peopletiould be interested in the, things they had

found in the ark. This led to a discuesion of ways in

which the part could be shown to people. A few children

came up with he idea of leading people to various points

of interest wtOin the park. Ono girl mentioned that they

74. -06 "044.e-0-Ai
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could make a nature trail like one she had been'on previ7
ously.. When she described the trail she had visited:, the
children av'eed that it sounded interesting and thai maybe

we cou14 do similar things.
During the last part of the session we brainstormed ideas

'for tisks that needed to be done and questions that needed
to be decided when we made our trail. One student wrote

these on the board. Here is their list:

1. What to show
2. Who to take

WIlen to tike them
4. How to show
5. Permission

* 6. ridk'wbat to see #

7, 'Time to walk thre and back
8. Map

At our next meeting we talked about how t4se varioup
things could be done. Here is a sunrary of our discusslon

on each pOint.

I. What to\show

The children felt that they:wanted to show the things we

had found on oUr'trip. .

.
/

.

2. Pao to take' :.. ,, /.5"

A
This question caused considerabl,e conflict because sone

students wanted to take the entire school, others wanted to
take the sixth-grade:while others preferred either the
fourth or fifth gradks. //e decided that taking the entire
school would not bii,feasible, and the children eliminated
the sixth-grade. /they decided to ask re to talk to the two
other fourth- aqififth-grade teach5rs to find out whetherrTh
they-wanted to t4ke their class on a nature waik.

3. When to talo them
. e

There was no question about this, as May 2I--the last day

of USMES timai,--was our last opportunity.

4. How:to Ohow

After r*h discussion the childrer decided to split the
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classes into small groups with one person from our.class to

act as leader for each group. The groups would go from

station 0 station on the trail.

5. Permission

. A group needed to be formed to dbtain permission from the 4r

park district. By popular vote, one girl and one boy were
.

chosen for this task.

6. PiCk what to see

The children felt this was the saye.as elwhat to show.

7. Time to walk there and back

The ehildreq, from experience, trey they could tell other

classes that the trip was fifteen minutes each way. /

8. Map
#

One boy, with class suppw,t, decided to call_the park

district to see whether they'had a map of the area.

During the next session, one of the dhildree in the per-
missien group reported that thp park district had approved

a nature trail as long as no living things were,destroyed

and the area was left the way we had found it.
The children.decided that we needed to visit the park

again to explore the things we planned to include in the

trail. Off we went to the park, and the children divided
into groups (mostly pairs) to develop the areas of interest

to be used as stations for the trail. Each group spent

about fifteen minutes clearing the area around its station

of dead brush and litter so that it would stand out more

clearly. At the end of this time we all met and began going

around to the various stations to plot our trail.
Two girls bad found the den of some animal and a rotten

log that had fallen across the creek. These two items made

up the first station on our trail.' A couple of boys stewed

us the seconti stationsome toadstools and miss that they

had found around the bottoms of trees. We had time to visit

only these first two stations, but we planned.to contieue

this tour at our next outdoor Session.
We stayed inside duri4 the next session, dividing into

groups to work on various tasks. One group of six children

10o
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Forked.with the principal to develop a plrmission slip so
thatthe other students cdeld go on the talk. They wrote
.the slip on a ditto master and ran off fAty copies. .(One
copy is shown in Figure CI-2.) ,

Another group called the park district'to find out if
they had a map of Willowcreek Park and,were disappointed to
find out that they did not. .

Another group worked on researching,information.about
Various stations along the trail4 They were frustrated by
a lack of reference material in the school_library. .Nrost,_
of the iaformation found on natural history came from ency-
clopedied; there were feF field guides or other de4driptive
books*available. Two girls who had found an-animal track
in the mud near the creek managed to identify it as a rac-
coon footprint from the pamphlet, Animal Tracks of Iowa,
printed Ity the state conservation'departmeat. The group

alno enlfsted the help of the principal, 160 was an expert

liK

on mushroomigin identi ing fungi they had seen:in the park.
The children were fasc ted that an unattractive species
they/called "yuk" was ctually edible.

Ii worked in the Design Lab with a group making signs to
identify stations and fo mark the trail. They decided on
themphapea and sizen they wanted Ind set to work drawing
them on Tri-Wall ancr\cutting them out.. By the end of the
period they had finished five station signs and seven trtiil
signs. (Designs for the two types of signs ate shown below.)

1

S4-cel-ion

We spent the next session in the park. Before Leaving,
the stadents listed what they still had to accomplish;

1. plan a trail
2. cleara trail
3. pass out permiesion slips
4. see the rest of the stations
,S figure out how many more trail and station

signs will be needed,

1u3
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When,we reached the park we met briefly and then each

group went to its station to clear the area and exanine it

for the last time before the topr. After fifteeh minute,cwe

came together again tb.go over the seven Stations on the

trail that we hfd not visited On ths previous trip. We were

delighted to find that tbe stations the Children had chosen

'all conveniently fell into a nice pattern for a trail.

,-The thirdIstation along the'naturettrail was the recent:

footprint fouhd near the creek'. While4e_class watched,

the girls uade a plaster cast of the tradk so that it could

be preserved for the other students to examiae.', They left

the cast Overnight and returned the next nokning to peel of

the hardened plaster. The,girls wrote a description of the

track and the process of making the plaster 6ast, as shown

in Figure 01-3. (The children used this dascription while

explaining the station to the other clasps.)

Station 14 was a dam that hatj' been satte long ago by b

vers. The children were impressed that the dam collected

"pollution"--Imetal cans, paper, and other human dehris-aand

kept it from going downstream.
The remaining stations'along the trail were as follows:

Station 115 two-very large-trees that had grown togetheT.

Station f6 a uushroom growing on.a rotting stump

et4,
Station 17 another dam (this one probably maw-rade)
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Station 18 hanging grape vines
Station 19 poison ivy

When we had visited all the stations, we spent the rest

of our tine clearing a °trail" between.stations by removing

dead wood and litter, Then we returneci to the school.

The six students Oho had prepared permission slips went'

to the two other fourth- and fifth-grede rooms to explain

them and band theM out.
4.,

.

As our next session was the last one before we were to

give our tours, we met as a class to:plan our Strategy. Be-

cause we were taking a total's:if fifty tudints, the class

t:.,felt that we should have sevea gaid fl and One or more people

to explaia each of the . nine station,. WNecided that part

of the class would go with 1.loyd at,1:00 ON1 to set up the

trail signs and station &twee. 'The rest of the children

would'c'inoe wiih ma At 1120 P.M. and report to their stations.

Then at 1:30 P.M. Mrs. Duncan's class would start for the

park with Jim as their guide, and'at 1:45 P.M. Mr. Trunnell'a '

clefts would start with Aine as their auide,

One student came up with the idea that the Oxls at the
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first station could signal the next group to start by blow-
ing s whistle after each,group had left their station.

Duritg.the re/ainder of the sessions the children.who

ware going to give explanations.at the nine st

i

tions con-

tiilued researching information. T cl
ljey wrote n tes for them-

selves an noteords,so that they could remerbtr the infer-

nation. The boys at Station 16 (mushroom on 4 stump) wrote

the notes appearing in Figure C1-4. ,

f

.

Because the class had decided that we needed eighteen
trail signs and nine stations signs, I took the rest of the

children to the DesAti, Lab to finish making them.
On the2-last day of our USKES unit (only a few duys before\

school endece the wetther.looked threatening but we decided'

.to.go.ahead with the to4s. (We were glad that we di41).

Thirteen students went with Lloyd at 1:00 P.M. to set up .

the signs along the trail. The children 'lad trouble pound-

ing the signs into the ground. Unfortunately, the pieces

of scrap wood that the children had used for stakes did n6t *

easily penetrate the ground. Lloyd felt that wooden dowels

might have worked better as stakes. Also, the children had

run gut of glue for attaching ihe Tri-1411 algae to the'

stakes. They had been forced to use rails for suMe 84197s,
and these didn't hold together very well when the signs were

pounded into the ground.
One gr9-up of students put ap the station signs at the

various points of interest. Then the rest of the children

placed the directional arrows between these stations. When

all-the signs lad been put up (we hoped they would hold for
'the afternoon) the guides walked the trail for the iast tire

to make sure they wouldn/t get lost.
I followed at 1:20 P.H. with the.rest of ttle studgnts.

The children reached their stations just in time, ag Mrs.

Duncan's 'class arrived right imhind us. We divided her

class into groups of four; ehch group was guided by someone

from my class. The guides were not supposed to show the
billy, but only to redirect the groups if they lost the trail.

The program worked like clockwork. By the time Mr.

Tmunnell's class arrived, the first greop of four students

was just finishing their toUr so that the guide wan avail-

able fOr another tour. .

Besides the students and the ty.cr teachers, fil:re parents

and the principal came on our toUrs. The children at the

stations did an excellent job with their ',peeches, and there

were many positive comments about the touru from both adults

and students. \
:

After all the.groups had gone through the trail, the' stu-

dents ;picked up the signs. Before we walked back, we had a

1 Li l,)

st
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short discussion about tbe day. Tue children at the sta-

*tons had given their apeeches a total of-twelve tiNes; they

felt that this was toi; such, lai they,were proud of their .

efforts. They also fett had been halpfUl because

ththey hid kept e groups mov . .

' Back in the'clahsroom. the children in our alias wrot

liKevaluations of the unit. (Two students' evaluations'a

ahown'in Figures Cl-5 aild Cl-6.) The evaluations 4nd atu-

,
dents comments appeared to support our own feelings about

Nature,Trails. Theahort time sparl of the Unit with'au ex

pected completion date seemed tcebe an asset. Many children

were surprised that the time had gone so fast. Several MI"

dents indicated that they warmed to smond the trail the fol-

lowing year.* They telt that Wilfrartieek Park had become

an area of "theirs" that they were proud of will wanted to

show to family and frielda. _

Two girls came op with the idea of writingan evaluation

6rm for.the students'in the other two Classes. They re-

calved-support from the teat nf,the clam. The girls wrote

the form on their 4wn and ran It off on the ditto machine.

Ourfog the week following our tours, they took the coniea. tu

Mrs. Diana" class and*Mr. Trunnell's class where they ex-
A

plained and distribuiltd them. One evaldation form with a

student's remark is shOwn-in figure,Cl-7. :,

The girls returbed witiethe forms and reid them over be-

fore giving them to Lloyd,and me. (Uhfortanately;; there was

not enough time before- the school year endel to shoW the

evaluationq to the restbf the cralis.) The other Atudents"

. comments Were generally favorable and we werf.; pleased with

their resporaes to the nature toura.

fl9oro 85-6
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*At-that tiMe they might make a map of the trail so that

others cdufd find the points of interest without being

guided.--ED.
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by Phyllfs Via11 Coper*
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ABSTRACT
4 This teacher introduced the Nature Trails challenge to

two of her fourth-graae science claeses dureng the 1974-

1975 sehocl.year. The first class discussed in the fall'

the science topics that Interested them. Since rang of-the
topics invelved nature'etudy, they explored the,secoind-
growth oak and pine woods surroUnditN the schOol. They
discovered a eetwOrk,ef existing traile and began clearing
the area of large amounts of litter and,trash that had
been dumped there. The children collected leaves whech
they broaght back to th-6 classroemeto identify, first no:t-

,..t.ng various characteristics. Thee grouped mom) of these
chaeacteristies by categories, such as number of lobes,
number of needles, leaf shape, opeesete or altetnative
veins, etc., and then tmed these groUps to help ideetery
the leaves. )hen they waneed to compere the size or*Jeavee,
they masured'the perimeter of the'leaves and graphed the

meaeuremente. This class stopped work2een eatere Trails'A
the tA,11 'a.end 4,ciarl1 not to resFy in the sprite.' because

they were Involved in other ecaence activities.
The teacher introdycedithe Nature Trails challeple to

anotherecience class inethe spring, This class ha4 been.
envious teethe other cl.ies's work duringthe fall. 'The
children worked on their trall in groupe every day der4ne

tte.fr fortg-five,minute science period. They picked up
traeh around\-the area, identified interesting points to Ip
elude on the tralTe and began mapping vareous eide tra.:1S.
One group worked on masuring the, main tr:ok.1 between, points

of interest and another added the reoPoremntz to firid'a
total 2ength for the trail. A greup of children used the

measurements to rake a reugh ecele map the trail which

they planned to transfer co a piece of Plyweod and place, at

the beginning of the trail. Aeother groUp of children

worked on ideptityilly trees end sraller plat ai/6111 tee

trails. The eeheol 'Jeer eeded before thce:Children could

ftneeb thear work, but they planned to wore on the-trail
during the euerer and tp present It to otio2r classes the

)jeJr.

E4fte d by tSME& staff
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Part I
(Septa:her-October 1974)

In the fall of 1974 I iltroduced the Nature Trade

challenge to one of my three fourth-grade science classes.

We began work onelthe'unit by discussing what kinds of

se/anti/fie activities the children had done the previous

Jeer. It turned out that the child:len had generally

learned science from a textbook by Alding and performing

the experiments listed at the end of the chapter. They

had not been axpoeed to real problems while learningab?ut

nature. We talked about some of the things that the

children wantedto learn about this year, and theiillist

included "animals," "trees," "nature," and "insects..."

Since this was my first year at the Cetuit Elementary I

School, I told the children that I w's curious about the

wooded area which surrounded the sgfiooi. The children

proceeded to tell me.that ther ere woods, overgrown

trails, a frog pond, and a dOw. tiost of the children

had also come from anoth school and werenot familiar ,

with the area. One boy who wavfamiliar Ilifth the trails

suggested we go out to explore the area. /he class was

excitedby this idea, and we speot the last twenty minutes

walking the trails and listening\for souu4s.
The following dpy the class wen&out/to explore the

oiTosxte end of the sthool grounds. -We decided to 61-1

paper and pencils to write observations itz our "science

loge:" At my suggestion each person sat'in one spot hnd

recorded everything he/she cauld seee:hear, or touch

around them. Some of the children returned to the class-

room at the end of this sessiOn with specimens ;f mosses

and leaves they had found.
The following day we went out once more and discussed

everythtng we had observed in the moods!,,,Te made lists

ef therthings that children had jotted-dowh. Several

childrtn were disturbed by the amount of litter wt had

found, and one group asked if we could clean up the follow-

ing day. ,Several children offered to bring trash bags.

Onegirl also volunteered to bring a couple of rakes.for

clearing the paths.
Since the children were talking about "trails" and

"paths," I said that it sounded as if they wanted to make

this area into a trail, Everyone_said "yes," and one girl

17

pointed out that when they ere finiabediwith-tbe'trail,--

- other children might use i .' Someone else suggested get::

ting wood to'mAke signs f r the trail.

A few days later I asked the class why it would be a

good idea to make a nature trail. Responses included the

following:

1 4
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(1). We could learn stuff by doing it.
(2), We could show it to other classes and then they,

could learn something. ,

(3)' We could make it a nicer place to walk so people
.s-could use it again:

, /

We tlien listed ideas foe developing the nature trail:*

/

(1) Name the trees.

(2) Put names of plants and trees on boards and
nail them to the trees.

() 'Plea new plants in certain areas.-
.

(4) Make log steps on a hill.
(5), Name the paths; make signs.

(6) Make arrows for direction on the trails so people

- won't get lost.
(7) Make a color code fo the path, i.e., main path--

:n14 color on treesl, iher pathsanother color.
(8) \Use *takes with ribbons for marking the paths.
(9) Place bird feeders along thtepath.

r (10) Oere,is ane cleared area which could be made
into a picnic area or a place for holdleg clisses

outdoors.

During the next few days the children worked in groups
clearing tte trail and lociking for interesting points to

include along the trail. I asked the thildren how they

were pill; to decide which kinds of trees to include. They

replied that they would pick only living rrees and would
try to choose trees of different types and trees that were
interesting to touch.

After about,ten minutes on the trail the children made

the following observations:

(1) Thereetre a lot of dead trees.

(2) Most of the trees are some kind of oak or

some kind,of pine..

(3) There are more different kinds of :mall trrvs/

plants than larger trees.

(4) A lot of the places we cleared are littered

again.

*After the list is c mplete, the children might group their
ideas into major ca egories and then decide which ,tasks
needed to be done ftrst.--ED. 1

4
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The chilaren noticed differences in the shapes of trees
which could Oelp in identifying them. They collected .

several kinah of leaves, end / showed them how to press
them between pages of a book to keep them flst. We had a
class session on categorizing the leaves by examining their
characeeristies. The.children wrote down-various,character-
istics which I aeked them to identify for each type of leaf
(set Figure C24). asked the children po list fhe differ-
ent ways they could group their leaves. They thought of
the following ways:

--Size of leaves
--Length of leaves
--Color of leaves
--Pointed vs. smooth
--Shiny vs. dull

' --Shape of leaves
--Width of leaves (fat-skinny)
--Broad leafIVS. needle.

After we had discussed these characteristics, I asked
' the children to take one of their groups of leaves and sub-
divide it into smaller groupings.. One girl discovered that
some of her pointed leaves had seven pointe while others
had five. Another boy found that some of his needle
clusters were in threes while others were in fives.- .

, We then began looking at the vein structure of the leaves
and discussed th;3 purposes of veins/for transporting fluids
In our bodies.as yell as in trees. One boy noticed that all

the lecves.bad big veins in the center and other veins
branching off which were too hard to count. I aske4 if

there were any differences in the way the veins were placed,
and one girl drew two vein structures on the board. Per44.21.vsaitr pet." drawing looked something like this:

ie--e",-"11244-1349.

6
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I tad them this was an impottant eharacterist1L in
identifying leaves. We gave the diffatent placement of
the veins the terms opposite and alternate.

The'children also traced each loaf and examined the
outlines of the various shapes.- We gave our own names to
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the shapes: heart-shaped, oval, round, diamond, feather-

shaped. When I asked them which shape seemed to be most
common, one girl suggested that we line up all the leaves

accordieg to shape and find out.
We,cleared an,erea of the floor, drew our shape symbols

with Chalk, and tried to categorize the leaveswe bac col-
lected accordingly.

tc=)W.. IIMI .111,

0011. .00

There was much disagreement over the placement of various
leaves.. Since some aildten were more interested than others
in working on this project, I suggested that a group of in-
terested children continue to categorize the leaves and
present their findiegs to the class:

While we were examining our leaves, two boysibegan argu-

ing over Whahad the biggest leaf. I asked them how we

could determine which was the largest. Some children re-

"Measure.them." We discussed how this could be done.
Various children suggested measuring how long or how wide

the leaves were. One boy said that we could measure around

the leaves, but another countered that a ruler could nottgO

around a leaf. I posed the question to the whole class:

How could we measure around a leaf? One of the girls said

that we could otftline the leaf With a piece of string and

-,then measure the length of the string.
The children thought this was'a good idea and we teamed

up to work on %easuring the perimeter of the leaves. I sug-

gested that each group vele a "string graph" of their mea-
surements.by cutting and pasting the lengths of string on a

p&ece of construction paper after they/had been measured.
I felt that this would be a good Way ar children ta6torable

to "eyeball" differences itiperimeter of the leaves.

1 I G



Part :I
(Hay-June 1975)

During the let few days of good fall weather the class

worked outside trying to clear the area around the traile.'.

Thercollected ituge_coounts of trash from the area, and one

'group tried to keep en area clear for making an "outdoor

classroom." They made a sign\requesting people not to dupp

things in the outdoor classrooM and attached it to a wooden

stick Which WAS driven into the ground. Oeher children .

brought various small plants back to.the classroo iden-

tify. I suggest& that we plant terrariums to keep 4heae

specimens alive. The childreeWere excited by this j.dea and

began bringing in jars for growing the plants they ifad col-

lected.
Cold weather brought our'Nature Trails activities to a ,

'halt at-this point, and we planned to resume in the spring.

However, this class began i study of marine biology in the

winter which absorbed theirefforta. Since we had many p-

portunities to go out on the beach and examine marine li e,

they preferred to continue working on-this during the sp g

rather than rerming Nature Trails activities.

.

,

Children in one of my other,fOurth-gratie science classes

had been asking ne for some time if they could work on the

nature trail in the wooded area Around fhe school "like the

other class'did" at tha beginning of the year, In mid-Nay I

asked the class if everyone were interested id gping out on

the nature trail to explOre the area and to flfM what they

thought of it. Everyone said, "Yes," vehementlyt,. r told

them that we would spend this morning's science period ex-

ploring the,trail and fhat they could take their pcience

logs'to recerd observations and feelings if they Wished.

,The general feeling when the class came'back from Imes-

tigating the trail*was thatit needed a greatuleal of work

and that'it had become a "dump." I asked the ZEildren if

they would be interested in fixing it up. Everyone eaid,

"Yes."
I requested sugge tions about how the trail might'be used

)1

if we improved it, au the children replied that our own

class and other elasse could go out on it and that other

Children would enjoy sing it. One boy suggested that we
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make trails with signs to follow. Another thought that we

could make signs telling what kinds of trees there Wre.

Someone else wonted to clean up two areas he ha4 seen that

would be good for picnic Areas. Before biginning any of

theseatctivities, we 'decide4 to spend more time on the trails

familiirizing ourselves with the area.
We returned the following day to explore the trails and

the woods. I suggested more strongly that the children re-

cord ideas for making a nature trail as they went. Everyone

decided to take his/her science logbook, and we spent twenty

to thirty minutes outside.
Whim we returned to the classronm, I asked the children

what they had seen. pne group of boys said that they had

fo veral good tras that were overgrown and needed to

be4liclil

il

ack. Another group' felt strongly that we needed to

keep the area clban. I asked them for suggestions about how

we might do this, and'they replied that there should be signs

stating that the area was a nature trail for walking and re-

questing people to .please not litter or dump things on it.

Another group felt that we'sheuld make a large nap at the

entranre showing Oeople the varieue trails they.right take.

asked the class what erder all Oese thtegs should have--

should some things, be done before others? All agreed that

clean-ui must be done before anything else. We egreed to

spend the remainder of the week exploring and to begin clean-

ing up the trail the following week.
The followingaiay we held a scavenger hunt and, working

in pairs, collected samples of thLags found in the woods.

If the children did not want to pick the item, theY showed

it to me and then marked it down. We spent the last few

mlnutes of the science period indoors examining our.findings

and trying various.ways of categorizing them: green things,

long thinght round things, things witt points, things that

grow close to the ground vs. things that grow tn high places,

things that could be found In winterva. things which were

new in the spring.
During the next class session we made plans for beginning

'our Nature Trail acCivities. The children liated the impor-

tant things thit needed to be done:

1. Clean up the trail

2. Make a map of the trail .

3. Identify various things'to be included

along the trail
4. Develop a system of marking th'e trail.
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The lase item on this list generated some discussion as
we talked about whethek we should have the same trail for
coming and going or two trails, one for e ng the woods
and one for leaving: One boy suggested we uqe r d marks to
indicate the trail entering and green marks ndicate the
trail, leaving the woods.

Mnat of the children seemed to want to use-wooden aigns

rather than metal markers. One boy asked if he could bring
.in a hatchet to 1164 make new trails. After some discussion
we decided to choose the existing trails we planned to'in-
clud4 in the trail before deciding whether it would be net-
essa0 to cake new trails.

We spent the last few minutes of our science period-that
day finding spots which needed to be cleared of litter.'
Some of the children took "before" pictures of these areas
to document what they looked like prior to clean-up.

On Mon4ay'of,the following week the children arrived
armed witft plastic trash bags, burlap sacks, and paper bags.
Since only one child,had brought gloves, he was chosen to be
the "glass picker-upper" for the morning. We discussed what
was trash and what was not and what should be done with it.
Dead branches and sticks were to be left in the woods.
Large objects such as car fenderewere to be carted to the,
"main dump area," an area w4'agreed_must remain, at least
tempararily, as a trash collettioje,y1,int since a large dump
truck was necessary for.rewvinall of toe trash left there.

During the'ir trash eollefting activities the children
found everything from old -socks, kitchen mixing bowls, fen-
ders-, car batteries, and many bottiesand jars to a large
sink. After abnut twenty-five minutes of cleaning we had
five full trash bags and several partially-filled bags of

trash. We decided that we still had a long wly to go and
planned te.) eontinue cleaning up the next day.

After clean-up the next day we returned to the class to
diacuss what to do next. About one-third of the children

,decided to continue cleaning up the area. Another third

planned to explore new trails, making rough Tp as they
went. The remaining third wanted to begin marking trees on
the main trail, which is T-shaped. I asked this group how
they planned to determdne which trees to mark. One boy

sugget.ted that we mark trees at intervals of a-certlin num-
ber of feet along the trail. Another boy countered Chat

tree*/ might not be found at those specific Points, and i
girl suggePted that they just choose appropriate trees. .The
group decided that we could measure between the points chosen
and Use the measurements for making a scale map of the trail.
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Daring the next few days the three groaps worked hard on
their various activities. The clean-up group continued to

remove Utter and, after making a final sweep of the area,
agreed that all thefturrash that zould be removed had been

picked up. No new litter-appeared during their clean-up ae-

tivitits. The children in the trail-finding group were ex-
cited by some of the new trails they had discovered and had
begun making rough maps of them. The trail-marking group
haa uouliwle deciding how to divide their labor, but they
finally agreed to have one person measure the distance be-
'mem points with a carpenter's ruler, another person add uo
the measurembents, another nark down the total numbers, and a
Jourth make a small mark on the tree with spray paint to
show that it was'a point on the trail.

When these taaks were more or less completed the chil-
dren decided to regroup to work on new projects. The groups

they chose were

1. sign-making group

2. group for choosing trees for signs and
measuring distance between markings in
preparation for makini; scaled map
(continuation of former group)

4.. group for :slang calculator to find total
distance of major "T" trail (unald work
with Group 2)

4. map-drawing group,.

5. identification group (tor classifying trees,

and plants).

When one boy said that he felt we should find out the
names of some of the trees so that other people could learn

them, I asked haw we could pass on this information to other

people. The children had two important suggestions:

I. Attach the names on the trees along with
signs marking the te-41.

I. Hake a pamphlet with a map and identification 4.°

key with a number corresponding to the one on

the tree. ("Then the kids could just look It

up in the pamphlet")

This second idea seemed to be the most popular.
The Children decided that the directional signs they

planned to make should designate the number of a particular

trail: Trail #1 would be the major trail While Trails 12,
3, 4, etc. would lead off of Trail #1. The miniemap they

Pb
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intended to drawwould thaw the various options. I asked-

te childrin if they-planned to make a large map of the
tratl as they bed previously indicated, and theydecided that
it would be good to have a large one either in-the school or

at-the bieginning of the'irail:

/15fill.. 'For the next few weeks the cbildren worked dilicently in

old ie
their separate groups to complete mork on the trail. The

eight feet tong. They-decided that signs ihould be six in-
,sign group brought in several pieces of wood eivroximately

ches long and begin marking off-the boards, finding that each
board could meke sixteen 6" x 3" x 1/2" signs. When they bad

finished maturing, they sawed the wood and began sanding

the signs.
When they had made the signs, they held a discussion to

den/reline what to put on them. They decided to wait unt

the trails to be used bad bee( determined. They then ma

letters on the signs for five of the trails, writing T1 22,

etc.; and leaving space fOr-names of trees if these ware '

desired. They brought_in green end yellow yacht paint and
began painting the letters on the signs that had been ems -
pleted,'uling green for trails going in and yellow for trails
going out. 'I found an aide-to work indoors with this group
while I went out with the other children.

The.group measuring the nsin trail continued to determine
distances between trees wbich they merked along the trail.

When they bad completed the measurements, two children worked
with a calculator attempting to compute the total length of

the main "T" trail. Their first efforts were not successfu.t.

Thy had tried to convirt measurements in inches to feet and
hid ended up with,pearly the same number of feet as they had

irches: During 36e follnuing session I worked with them,
and we uneovered one of their problems --they seemed not to
be using deciMal points in figuring calculations. Our re -

nults'were much vore reasonable the second time.

LI
Me group mapping the trail worked in subgroups making

rough maps of'the various.side trails. They nade these maps ,

A

hy walking the trails, measuring distances, and noting gen-

,
oral directional changes by moving their lines to the right

'or left on their paper. One of tliese rough maps of part of

the nature trail is shaft in Figure C2-2. 1
-The children;discuseed which trails to include on the main

map, deciding first to work togethei to see if they could

combine their different naps into one. They found several

dlserepancies in the various maps thexhildren had made, and
they walked these trill segments as a group to iron out their

diffeeences before making a combined sap. Part.of the group

also began to examine sennences of trails and to determine

C:-?
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how they could.be numbered. These children also began plate-
ning the best appearance for the final tap--how it should be
labeled and whether it should have a Itgendf.

The map grotT decided at.first to work in various sub-
groups on drawing their rough naps to scale. Two boys read
the USME$ "How To" Cards oA scaling and then began working
on sealing the naps they had made. Another group of girls
read the "How To" Cards and deeid d to work on the exercise

giv'en in the cards--scaling down layground of 100 ft. by

50 ft.--before working on their tap . Working 4S a whole

group, the children chose a scale o 1/2 inee+2 ftr They put

together two large pieces of plain paper, each 1 yd. by
1 yd., and drew the map to scale using all the measurements

of trail& that had previously-been calculated. They made

marks on the paper at half-inch intervals to figure out the
length of the traits on the map.*

The children completed this map and eried it out on sev-
eral children net Involved in taking it to find out if it

could be clearly understood. The children planned to trans-

fer it to a piece of plyeood sealed with contact paper or
lacquer to resist poor weather. They decided to place the

tap at the beginning of the trail so that it would be help-

ful to everyone walking the trail.
Two ehtldr6 broke off from the mapping group and began

lining the trail with dead logs and branches.
Thu identifiilationeeroup vas slow tn getting started.

During the first few class seesionn after the groups were
formed, the children in this group.explored new areas of

the 000ds, searching fot.other trails. Then they worked on

tying back tree branches that were across the major trails.
Finally, they began collecting leaves to decide what types

of thines they could try to identify. They looked at oome

book:, that I had brought and began determining what kinds

of tiees grew along the, trails. They stuck preesed leaves

to pieces of paper and wrote the.nanes of the plants under-

Oineath, aseihown in Figure C2-3. Uhen they had identified

all of their samples, I asked them which.things were moet
important ,to look for in figuring out what kinds of trees
the leeves cane from.. They rentioned shape, number of

points, and types of edges. We discussed several shapes

they had found: round, oval, and diamond. These had been

determined by drawing outlines of the leaves and categoriz-

ing the rough shapes. We counted the "fingers" of the dif-

fereet oaks to see what the differeoces were between types.

*The children might alto make their maps oalarge sheets of
manila graph paper with half-inch dquare grids. ED.
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I showed them the alternate and.opposIte'types of vein pat-
terns on different leaves. The grpqp-also worked on iden-
tifying other kinAs of plants. By the end of the school
year phey had identified several different oaki, two ever-

greens, ferns, lady slippers, Indian:pipes,'poison ivy, poi-
sdh sumac,,and reindeer lichen.

%

In the midst of.this group activity I held 4 class dis ,s-

sion to help refocus on the problem of-creating a trail fdr
other people. / asked the class if theytahought about
how we might intróduce the trail to other children. They
had several suggestiOns:

1. We could give them written directions and a
map and see if 6,044-4$ could follow the di-

rections.

2. We could teach some how to use a compass and
give them compass directions to a particular

place or tb a prize.
3. We could make up a scavenger hunt for.them

to use.
4. ,We could ask them to find, e.g., two differedt

kinds of oak or direct Ciem to an area, e.g.,
one square foot, whieh they would examine to
see/how many different kinds of things bhey
could find.

1
5. We could make up activities like "Find the

tree-with the biggest trunk on Trail el."

The school year ended before we had a chance to finish
the trail or to take other-classed on tours around the area.
We hoped that we would be able to yeet during,the summer to
finish the nature trail, but ny schedule was too full to .

include this activity. Our hope is that the work we began
has been useful to other classes observing nature in our
woodlands.



3. LOG ON NATURE TRAILS-

by Ida Campbell*
,Balsman Middle School, Grade 7
JAxbens, Georgia
(March-May,1974,
October-Noyetber 1974)

3 __op,.
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ABSTRACT 4

Two seventh-grade classes worke4 successively on design-
ing and builtding a nature trai; for theireschool during the,

1973-1974 and the 1974-1975 school years. Both classes

spent nearly every science period on Nature Trails activi-
ties during the months involved. The first class planned
and cleared the trail. With some help freb a forester, the
children identified trees along the trail and constructed
signs to label them. These signs and some directional *r-
phm yere put up shortly before the.school year ended. The
cildren '1st, took soil samples in their area and compared
the texture, color, and moisture content of soll'at differ-
ent depths and in different places along a slope. With some

help from another expert, tha children began mapping their
trail by measuring distances between markers set up along
the trail and also taking compass readings at'these points.
They wrote their measurements down but did not have time to
ilake a scale map before the school...year ended. During the

last few days of school, several children gave tours.of the
completed trail to other classes. The childrenVere, pleased

with their results and proud of the compliments they re-
ceived on their work:

The following year, the same teacher introduced the Nature
Trails challenge to anoth4 seventh-grade class. These chil-

dren had ROM ideas about what could be done to 41x up the
trail, but they had time only for clearing the path and
lining it with fallen tree trunks. The chilften employed
various physics principles, stqch as leverage, in figuring

out how to 'meek up logs to line the path. Some children
also disposed of trash ktundalong the trail. One day dur-
ing this outdoor activity a boy found a rattlesnake, which
provoked much anxiety and discussion. The class also iden-

tified trees along the trail so that they could put up the
signs made by the'previous class. During the year the
signs weiL,tarn down, and the,children could not figure out
a way to involve other students to avoid these acts of van-
dalism.' However, the class still found the trail useful for
studeing fungi, moss, lichen, and insect life later in the

year. .

*Edited by USMES staff
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Part
(Narch-May 1974)

When I introduced the Nature Trails challenge to-my
seventh-grade class in the spring, the children.were ex-
cited by the idea of working outside. They immediately
wanted to explore the surrounding wooded area. Before we
ventuted outside, however, we &focussed conduct for yorking
outside and made the fbllowing rules:

1. Stay within sight of the teacher.
2. A whistle will be blown to get attention--

you must gather around the teacher or aide
who blew the whistle.

3. Do not pick anything unlels asked to do so.

Our principal went with us on our first exploration of
the woods. Be showed us the property lines and discussed
how far the trail could go on property not owned by the
school. Some of the children went with him through the
thickest veketation in the wooded area while the rest of us
circled around to see where the paths went.

One group found'the skeleton of a.dog which still'had
patches of hair stuck on the bones. The children felt that
someone had hanged the dog because there was an electrical
cord tied around its bones. .The.children Ware Very upset
bitthis, but'they decided that it might rake a good point
on the nature trail.

had asked the children to note whether all the pine
trees looked the same, and, during our class discuasion'the
following day, the children agreed that there were distinct
differences. One-girl had collectedsome pine needle clus-
ters from different trees, and shennticed that sort trees
had needles in clusters of twos'and others in clusters of
threes.

Before 40 started working on the nature trail, I posed
the following questions for the children to nswer:

1. What is a nature trail? \

2. What things would*yeq expect to seó on a nature
trail?

3. Nave you seen any interesting things outside that
we should include in our nature trail?

4. What should be our next step\ln making our trail?
5. What thinis do we want to leArn from our nature

trail?
About:
(1) Animals (2) Plants (l) Other

1 'if)
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Fl7ure C3-2

The children recorded their-suggestions in groups cif
three to four. One group's suggestions are shown in Figure

C3-1. a-

When the children discussed their suggestions the'folIow-
ing day, they noticed that different peop1e expected'differ-
eat things of a nature trail. The class decided that the

best idea for the next step was to find interesting things

and to make signs. . 1

We took a trip outside to look for interesting things to
identify along a small portion of the trail through the

forest. The children looked for othei Ideas of trees be-
sides the pines, which predominated, andane girl noticed a

"dog tree" (dogwood). The children decided that there was

enough variety among the trees to prodUce an interesting

trail. ,

I Oiled the Forest Serviee for information'on identify-

ing trees, ,and a forest ranger agreed to work with the class

and give some informal lectures. The ranger they sent began

by discussing the difference between evergreen and deciduous

trees. Re said thatift would be hard to find differences
beeween.trees which had dropped their leaves during the win-

ter, but hi pave us some clues to', watch for, such as bark,

berries, and buds.
The children uunted to make a pond in the woods as an

extra attraction along the trail. One boy shggested that wr

put rocks or-plastic in'the bottom to keep thewater from

creeping out, I reminaed them that we should keep the trail

aa natural-looking as possible--perhaps we could dig a hole

. and allow-it to fill up with rainwater.

The children were cencerned that the water would drain

out and that we wouldn't have enough rain to fill it. Our ,

afde explained that her husband had made anond which had
stayed filled with water, and we discussed how soil could

reach a saturation'point, prev ing the loss of water seep-

age.
One boy suggestcd that we dig k hole at the bottom of a

slope so that wecould catch as am h runoff as possible.
The class thought that this was a good idets and dacided to

pursue it, but several'children were still'concerned that

we would not have enough water to fill a pond-. We decided

that, in science, we couldn't always know how an experiment
would turn out, but we could rake a hypothes16 and, hope for

the bead*

*The Children might discuss whether the experiment could be

carried out on a small scale aad the results subsequently

. discussed.-eED.
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When the class went out to select a spot for making the
pond, the principal came with usro make sure_we stved on

school property. With his guidance, the children selected

a shady place lower than the surrounding land. We decided

to build a dam to hold back the water in thefl
and some of the children Set to work on buildihg up the

dam and packing the dirt firm. Other children began clear-

ing pine needles and leaves from the floor of the pold.L
During the next few sessions, one group of children began

digging the pond. Another group took the initiative of rak-

ing away piue utenes to make a path from the dirt road to

the pond. They discussed the best place for their path
first and decided that it should branch off with ene fork

leading to the edge of the pond and the other going around

the side to the back of the dam. This path would lead back

to the dirt road. The children beat down briars and pulled

up vines to make the path. Three boys lined the path with

ro4ka and bricks to rake it easier to see.
We held a cladadistussion 6 determine the next activi-

ties to do for the trail. The childreixanted to make

signs for.the trail, but realized that this could'not be
done until we knew what types of trees grew in tht area.

While some of tbe children continued working on the pond,

tLe rest of the class read library books to find informa-

tion on twig and leaf characteristics and names of treea.
The children decided that they preferted to work on iden-

tifying trees themselves at first rather than askihg thu

Forest Ranger to help them.
We had a series of rainy days during which it was too

wet to work outside. The class went on a field trip to tfC

University of Georgia to observe their nature trail. The

guide vas very informative and the children fintened atten-

tively to him. On the way back the _guide asked the childreo

to pick up some trjsh froM an overflowing can 'and emphasiaed

the need to placcJcrah cans along a trail vad to post signs

asking people no to pick plants.
When the ground was drier, the children taaturned'to the

woods to make their pond. $pme,of the children.made drain-

age ditches to channel watet into the pond. They Ocked
,down the dirt on the dam wall after it aeemed to he built

high Olough.
/

When we had progressed far enough an the'rond, the claas

agrZed that our most pressing.need was to decide uhere the
rearof the trail should go dnd to rake thesatt.' The ,

children decided to rake,a trail connecting the Pend with

the dog bones which we had found on our firsevisit to the



woods. This prove0 to be difficult, as the woodswere very
dense, and we bad trouble finding our way from one point to

another. Finally, five boya found * way td get from the
pea teethe dog bones, and ut decided to use their route
sinee ro one could think of A better way. This way took us

through a burned area ubieh we decided wan prabably ceused

by an accidental forest fiat.
The class vatehed a films, "How Nature Pr6tects Animals,"

which stimulated a discussion about the kinds of animals we

might find along our nature trail. The children listed the

bird$ they had seen as apartows, blue jays, cardinals,
crows, and robins. WM talke&about bow noinejaght scare
birds aw4y ane haw gelatin?: seeda and puttinedp bird feed-

era might uttract them. Arter readloa gore.about birds and.

their habits from a pamphlet,'"let's.S.E.E.," a publication
of the Georgia Conservancy, Inc., the children decided to
valk quietly along the trail, to avoid wearing bright color's,

&id to be more observant about bird life in the woods.

On our way to the pond the next day we spotted a bird's

nest's In the paephlet on birds we had read that adult
birda would not go near a 'met which bad been disturbed,
and one girl reminded 4a that we should leave it alone.

The children wore generally tore observent of wildlife ie

the woods after our indeer readpg and film-watching session.

To oeak.e our path betweee the yard and the dog bones, we

tied the end of a huge spaol of string to A tretnear the

pond end followed the five boys on their trail'to the boneu.

ene boy sang a song about "dragging youg feet," so we did

tele to help start a pathway throegh the deep pine straw.

As we rade our wiy back, I bad misgivings because our pro-

posed path went through denue woola end requiredeltost
crawl:tag under tred branches at tioeue The natai7alist at

tbe Botanical Gardens bad told us that a teall shoald be

_earoa toeWlaw. I &aided to ask the children for suggeb-

clone about how We coeld improve our pathway.

Ue dipeueoed the best way to begin clearing the new path.
011e girl suggested that we leave the string up so that we

could follow it to our destination. A boy suggested that

people line'up along the route and each clear a section.
Another boy Ineisted that we ehnuld only clear a little'at

tiee to be oere we were goiog.the right way.

1 "4
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Olen we went outsideto our woods, I reminded the chil-
dren of what the naturalist at the Botanical Gardens had .

said-rthat our trail should take the easiest route. We
then chose a short distance from the dirt road and cleared

. a path along this Aegtent.* This method seemed to work

,uell, and ue continued planning the trail as we went along.
In spite of our efforts to choose the easiest route, we

could not avoid cutting down geedlings and tree branches
which grew in the uay with a saw borrowed from the shoe,
room. At one point, the. children who were layine, out the

path laid the string too close to some hounes, and the
class had them move the string to another section. The

children used,rakes, hoes, and clippers to clear the trail
an4 cut away vegetation which grew in thi way.

The class decided that other groups should be -forred to

work on marking trees along the trail, identifying them,
and making signs for them; .1 asked ehe children how we

could identify trees outside, and one girl suggeeted that
we take our "tree books" with us to find out Utat kind of

*The children might explore different ways to get through
the woods, making noteo about problema encountered and in-
teresting'things toace on the different routes.. The dis-

tance of the most interesting routes might be reanuted later

and the trade-offs aiong distance, diffieplty in making the
trail, and interesting points discussed.=:ED.
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trees grew in the area. One boy said that the ate& we
decided to include along the trail should.be growing next
to the trail, and that they should be different kinds-of

trees. The children lormede committee to pick the trees
for identification and to tie strings around their suggested'

specidens. The class would make the.final decision on which

trees should be included.
,Three girls who showed no interest in working outside

with;the rest of the class on the trail made a bulletin
board display of leaves we had gollebted and-bigen designing
signs for identifying treesalong.the trail. The shot)

teacher gave us Wood, naile, and paint for the signs; and

the girls drew outlinetesfOr the signs on plywood. The only

guidance race them vas to tell them to be sure to place
the paperpatt rna side by'side so that there would be no

wastage of
The mar class stayed inside one day to watch a mevie

entitled Ilale Temperate Deciduous Forest." This film
showed the interrelationship betweenorganisms living in the

forest and hbw animals eat other animals as part of the

natural food chain. I esked them to think badiste the be-

ginning of the movie and to tell me where the food chain

begins. The childrea repeebered that .plants arc thelasie

of life. r drew a food chain on the board which the'chil-

dren dictated. One child's copy of our food'chain'is shown

In Figure C3-2.*
Later in the week I noticed thattwo boye were acting

bored with the trail because there were not enough to2ls

for everyone to work on it at once. I asked them if.there'

were anything they could do to make the trail more interest-

ing, and the boys suggested planting flowers. Ireminded

thsm that we shoed keep the.trail as natural-looking as
.possible, and they decided that they would dig up wild
flowers from a field to plant along the trail. When the

boys brought up their idea In class, one boy warned them to
be sure to dig very deep so that the rat system would not

be destroyed.
ss

Another teacher in the schbol brought in six clumps of

weed violets for them to plant. The group of three boys

took a wheelbarrow, two waterjog cans, and three shovels

that I had located out on the trail, Iheisyrveyei the

woods for the best location for the violets An'd chose two

sites which had partial sUnlight.

*The children might diScus0ow-thissisiowledge might be

passed on to tholabo would use the trallses.ED.---s---

110-
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Figure C3-3

One of the boys directed the other two boys to chop up

the clods of dirt. He told them that they should put pine
strawaround the violets so that the dirt would not dry out
'and the violets would not be choked by grass Weeds. When
they had planted the violets and spread pine straw around,
the two boys thoroughly wet the surrocinding area with water

-from their can. They repeated this procedure for the-near

site.
the forester came again te our CI;iss to hell; us with

identifying trees. H4 brought with him several "Native
Trees of Georgia" booklets and Asked the children to iden-
tify a pine tree which he had picked out. 04e child looked

at a picture in the book and guessed thAt it was a slash
pins. An
length, an
were six inc
flt the des ripti of a_loblolly Pine.

The forester helped us tell the difference between a
simple and compound leaf on a tree. The children quickly

learned to tell the two types apart. By the end of the day

the children had identified black cherry, persimm;di, cedar,'

sweetgum, and dogwood trees.
The girls in the Sign group stayed inside and painted.

half of the plywood red and the other half yellow. They
intended tomake the directional signs yellow and the iden
tification signs red with black labelling to be sure they
were obvious to people using the trail,. A report.of-this

grout; is sjtown in Figure C3-3.
One girl found a bnake skin and another uncovered anothi!r

pile of imnes on one of dhr trips to the woods. We stopped

our work that day and talked about the animals that lived in

the woods and the food chain that existed there. The chil-

dren found this discussion very absorbing and requested that
we have talks about our envirenment mire often.

The forester visited our school again to show one of the
poys, how to take soil pamples with a soil auger. This boy

led us outside to the top of a hill and took a sample 42

inches deep with the auger. The Children noticed that the

soil was much wetter and 4 little lighter in color at lower

depths. We took anotherAample in the middle of.the hill,
and the children noticed that here the sample went from a
deep red at the top to a bright yellow at a depch of 37 ,

inches! Quite a bit of mdca was evident and the-soil be-:'

came soft at lower depths. A chart showing the children's

soil dutais shawn below.

child reminded us that we should Check needle
easured the needles and found that they

. We found that the bark and needles

1"aeo
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The next day the boy who bad become our soil expert show-
ed, ui the hole that the forester had made ai Che bottom of

the.hill while taking a eon sample. This hole was very

deep, and we could hear water sloshing around when we put
the auger down it. 'This intrigued some children:in the

class. Another boy took charge of taking samples at differ-'
ent depths and putting them in a coffee jar with disks in

between to separate_the levels. We felt the sampled from

different deptir and checked their color and wetness. The

soil changed drastically in textere, moisture; and color as

we went from ttesurface to 57 inches below the surface.
The top soil was deep red, dry, and coarse; the soil at 57

inchdepth was.very moist, gray-white cley. The children

enjoyed this activity immensely, and all were involved in

passing samples around in jars.*
The forester came again to wOrk with children interested

in identifying trees. The forester picked some of the more

difficult trees in the woods tokey this time. He would not

, tell the children the name but only nodded when they found

the right answer. Thid activity'became4a guessing game,

and the children in the trail-clearing group became Interest-

ed and joined in. The children identified a suzsafras tree

and a southern red oak.

ItErainian might discuss fiow this information might be

passed on to the children using the trall.--ED.

1 43 -
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We had a series of "treasute hunts" to help the children

identify trees. They were given a list of trees1to find,

and thty went outside to look for the trees aid ;0 bring

leaves'as.proof. Many children'Who had not previously been

involved in identifying trees became interested in this

activity.
The chil4ren felt that they were ready to identify tbe

trees to indlude along the nature trail. A group of Oil-

dren went out to mark trees as points on the trail; some

children on the sign committee went with them to see haw

many signs to make. The children marked fifteen trees,

but some meMbers of the class wanted to include more along

the trail.
Since the Children in the sign group were having trouble

cutting plywood with a haidsaw, the shop teacher gave the

group several strips of wood to use for tree identification

signs. The children in the.group-decided tuat we would
have enough wood if we cut each:strip in half. One of the

girls in the group began measuring the wood (using centi-

meters) and dividing the length by two to make each sign.

Several boys joined this group to help cut signs. One boy

thought of a good method of sanding the edges of the signs;

he took a piece of sandpaper, wrapped it around a small

piece of wood, and tacked it in place to make s good sanding

block.
A boy who stayed indoors during one class session made a

remarkably accurate map of the nature trail from memory.

His drawing is sh9wn in Figure C3-4;
Several children found wild flowers growing in fields

across the street, dug them 4, and carted them to.the trail

in a wheelbarrow. They Planted these flowers along the

trail near the violets. Since they had been taken from a

sunny field, the children planted them in a sure), place in

our woods.* Some of the flowers died because the children

did-not dig up enough dirt with thi roots. .

The pond which we had made at the beginning of work on

the challenge Aid not 411 up with water except immediately

following A heavy rain. The soil In that area was too,

sandy, andiwater quickly seeped through it. Toward the end

of the school year we removed the plastic from a former

greenhouse, intending to use it for the floor of ttkpond

to prevent continued seepage.. Because of the limiad time

*The children could also take soil samples ia the field and

the new location to see if the soil was similar and would

provide similar growth conditions.--HD.
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remaining in the school year, we decided not to put it up

until next year. If the plastic were left out over the

summer, it would 'certainly be stolen-or vandalized.

One child's father, an entonologist with a forestry de,-

gree, came to help the children nap the nature trail now

that we had completed nest of the trail-clearleg.* Before

going out on the trail, Dr. Yeats explained the napping

Pinstvom ihosaz Sewn- procedure. Markers would be placed at various points along

the trail, a special tape measure would be stretched between

points, and the distance Would be recorded. Compass read-
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Flgare C3-5

to be teken at every point:
ed whe we went out tiva we had never chosen a

starting po the trail. The'children decided to be-

gin at the dirt road so that the sign we plain.rd to make for t

,the entrance could .he seen from the school.

Dr. Yeata'showed the children working with him haw to

nark two points with a stick or rock and to stretch the

tape hetween them. The children recorded the measurement

on a chart as the distance between A and B. The compass

group was shown how to take compass readings that Were re-

ezmded with the measurements. The.children's first page of

measurements for the trail Is shown in Figure C3-5.

In thd classroom* Dr. Yeats briefly explained how to draw

a scale tip of the trail using the compass readings and the

distances We had measured. After class, be showed me how to

plot points on the large sheets of graph paper he had

brought.
The following day, the children continued to take meatiure-

tents. The.children wed very effectively with the tape

measure and the compass. Since our points were farther

apart than the length of the Mile measure, the children had

to take more than one measurement for each -eegment and-add

up the distances. A typical calculation lopked like this:

50' 5"
50' 5"
7' 4"

.315-11-P7

12" in a foot, so

eoti e-108' 2"

The measuring activities proved to be very useful cape-.

riences for the,children working an them. The boy taking

the compass readings also improved in skill: He remetbered

to give rorth and spth readings first, then the degrees,

then east or west directions, e.g., North 380 Went.'
4

*The children night discuss haw they would use the taps and

decide how accurate-the maps needed to be for that purpose.

--ED.
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Since the end of the year was rapidly approaching, we
worked hard trying to cemplete our signs for the nature
trail. d'he sie group painted the strips ot ;mod that haa
been cut out for identifYing'trees. Then.two other children
joined the group to help paint the tree names on the signs.
The childten formed a very efficient adbeably line for

completing this 'task. The naies were printed on the signs .

with Hagic Marker, and the signs were passed to bther chil-
dren who painted over the letters with black Paint. We had
a hard time deciding whether names of trees shquld be capi-
talized or noi; 'after asking several teachers, we finally
'decided td capitalize them. The children completed fourteen
identification signs during this operation.

A few red directional.signs bad beep cut out of the ply-
wood and were ready to be put.up. Several children came

from working oueside to aaw and sand core directional signs.
The following day, the children came by during their spare
time to mskp additional signs to put up in the afternoon.

As this was One of Ehe last days before sahool ended,
all the aildren worked with either the sign group or the
measuring groupto complete the trail. The measuring grour
completed taking measurements of the trail the follywing
day, but we had no time to rake a stale map of the trail
before the year ended. However, the total measurement for
the trail showed that it wet nearly a mile longs

The sign gro`up worked on identifying the trees that we

had marked with our completed signs. The group taninto
difficulty when they discovered that the nails were not long
enough to penetrate tree bark.* Since they were aluminum,

they also bent very easily. The following day, the shop
teacher graciously gave us seee nails that were long enough
to ge into the,trees,

Most of the class went out to. help put up the signs, and

we finished quickly. Some signs were nailed into trees
while others were nailed to stakes and driiren into the

ground. We ran out of red arzowa for indicatieg direction,
but there were no more cut out. Same of the children said

that they weuld like to core back after scheel let out to

"do this thing right."
Meanwhile, other children remained in the clatsroom to

work on a large red sign for the beginning of the trail.
,Seme children traced the.letters mate the sign during rath
class, and four children painted the sign while the rest of
us went out to put up the rest of the signs.

*The children might discuss2Whether nailing signe to

woad be ha thrmful to e trees.--D.

1 IS
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When the lettering was completed, the children took the

board to the shop teacher and asked him tocut it out with

an electric saw. TOo children came by the following morn-

ing to put the sign up at the-beginning of the trail. The

sign, which could easily be seen from the schqol, read:

Nature Trail
Follow the
red arrows

I put an announcement in the teache bulletin inviting

other classes to ete our completed t 1.

A photographer from our local paper took a picture of

our class in front of the nature trail sign. The children

were quite happy because a previoue photogreph appearing-in

e the paper had shown only a few,of the children working on

the trail.
Another science teacher.in the school asked to have chil-

dren in our class give guided tours of the trail to ma of

*his classes. Oee boy andeone girl in the class were ex-

tused from classes to give these tours. When they reported

to our class, they bothemid that Ht. A's classes had asked

eaty questions and seemed to enjoy the trail a lot. The

, only criticism they received wus that the trail needed rare

directional arrows.-

,
Mr. Awes so Impressed with these tours that he naked

for more students to give tours tq his four classes the_

following morning. Two of my students volunteered for each

class period. Everyone who wanted to give a tour had a

chance to do so. I received good reports from the teacher,

who said that the children were very informative and seered

----Well-acquainted with thepoints of interest along the trail.

The children who gave the tours were very proud of their

accomplishment and felt that, for the first time, they had

contributed something to make the Achool a better place.

Since this was the laot daysof school, we collected all

of the signs from the trail. An we returned, another clap

was approachiug the trail. Their teacher wens/cry dis-

appointed that they would not be able to use the trail, but

one of my students velunteered to give them a tour. All

morning, classes had been °lithe trail. The students felt

that it was well worth the work to have the eigns up for

only a few daYs.
We then had a party to celebrate the end of the school

year and the cempletion of the nature trail.

1 eel



Part XI
(eetober-Novenher 1974)
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During the following fall I began'ti dielcussion about "re-
opening" the nature trail made by my class the previous
year by asking the children in my seventhegrade claia if

they had heard of the trail. Moat of the Childrenknrg
about the trail, and some had gone on it last spring. I

told them that there had been no maintenance of the trail

over the summer: what would'it be like now? The general ,

feeling was that-it must bh all grown over. Perhaps the

path was gone completely.
I admitted that r had not ons on the trail'since the\

pievioui year and could notte sure of its condition. I

asked what they thought could-be done for-the trail if I.

someone wanted to reopen it.
"StomOethe bushes,' one girl replied.
Ve could brinestuffto help clear it up," someone added.
Ithen,I asked whether they would like to clear the trail, .

-and use it this mr, there-was-a resounding, "Yeah!"
I asked them how the t450,06uld heased. The students

replied:

"We could use it to study nature."
"Others Could use it.".0
"tee could give guSded tours."

I reminded then ihat we had been studyirg ecaogy and
comeenities and inked how we could have used the trail for'.

this study. The children replied that we could have col-
leeted "roily pollies" (sowhuie) for out experiments or
etudied food dieing and animal life along the trail.

;.e-Itarted to-discuee how we could clear the trail., but

the children wanted to see the trail first. The paths

tureed out to be in pretty good share and the chihren were

enzeoraged by their condition.
., The follewing'day, we.beeen discussing how we could fie

the trail. The children had sore very elaborate sus-

tions. One girl euggested that we take the zetal trash
_nattered along the trail ard weld it together to rake

seuipture. Arotber suggested that we rake woodeu cotoute

et the animals that lived in the woods with WOod-Inming
utts ard hide then in the brush f6r people to find.

There was a discussion of whether or not we should leave

the trail "natural," hut the children decided that we would

have to clear the trail eo ;hat people knew where it went.
1k decided to form committeeu that would be responsible for
clearirg diffcrenk sectioae of the trail.

The agriculture teacher sent rakes, hoes, and shovels

to our room, and these ware distributed to the children.



We went first W the area where last year's class had

attempted to make a "pond." The children began to rake and

hoe the underbrush on the floor of the pond with vigor.

Other children quickly cleared the pathway to the pond.

One group of girls wanted to line the pathway with rocks

to rake it look attractive; they quickly discovered, haw-

ever, that there were few large rocks in the area. One

child suggested that they use fallen branches. The girls

decided that fallen tree trunks were even better. They had

fun running through the weeds to find.decaying trees and

bringing them back to line the path. All of the children

who did not have a hee or a rake joined in and quite a bit

of the path was linel before the day was o4er.
-

At the begienting of the next class, one boy suggested

that we 'find a way to control the weeds on the trail to keep

it from getting overgrown during the year. Someone else

told us about a big pile of sawdust no one wanted which

could be spread along the trail to keep the weeds down. I

asked the class to decide on a way to get the sawdust* to

tichool so we could spread it on the path.
The children forced tnto five committees which they call-

ed the rakers, the beers, the shovellers, the trash picker-

uppers, and the collectors of (dead) trees. However, we

had a teal shertage when the ogriculture teacher reclaired'

his hoes and rakes for weeking on the garden. The children

suggested that we bring our own tools from bore and the( we

mark thhm with "tape that won't come oft" to keep track 6f

who owned them. I asked for'volunteere to bring tools from

home so that we woeld have enough.
One boy brde a hoe while trAng to drag a fallen tree

along the trail. Ve discussed the correct use of the tools

and mentioned eome safety rules te follow alone the trail.

The children suggested that no one ehould wear sandals when

people were hoeing along the trail and that teole should be

carried with the prongs facing downwarde. No one wae

allowed to run with the teols.
Seme boys in eur elitee wanted to get rid of a pile of

trash that had been durped in the trail area. They decided

to Use an upright, broken'cement drainage pipe ae a "trash

can" for the trail. Soee of the trash was tu be buried in

a hele tn the ground.
%Then the boys began digging their hole, they uncovered

Rose bones about four inches below the eurface. The bones

appea*red to have belonged to a cow or eore other large

animal. The child"cen were intrigued by this discovery. It

otimulated their interest In finding.out who ueed to live



on the property a lon&time ago. niefee e mean farmer shot

his poor mule, one child suggested. However, they later,

abandoned the search for bones because they seemed to be

scattered all over.
The trash group dug a hole about 4'x4'2(3' and gathered

trash to be buried. Everyone pitched in and helped put ihe

trash into the hole. The junk included rusted metal buck-

ets, a lawn mower, an ironing board, cans, sheets ef metal,

and shoes. As the large pieces were thrown into the bole,

one boy crushed them with a heavy metal pipe. When every-

thing was in the hole, the children shovelled dirt over it

and packed it down by dancing on the top.*
The children were concerned with puttine up the signs

whiCh the last year's class had made. They decided that the

directional arrows should go up.before the sibas identify-
ing various trees, but most children felt that clearing the

trail was the most important thing. We continued clearing

away weeds on the trail and lining the paths with fallen

trees.
One section of the path was very rough, and the shovel

committee deceded it needed to be evened up. They Chopped

away at the elope for Aniline until someone suggested that

they form steps. The children packed down the soil -to make

stepu and collected stout branches which were placed into

the soil so that it wouldn't slide.

NC day I told the children that raineeas expected and

asked what we should do to prepare for it. The children

decided that we should get as much done ac possible on the

trail because work would be difficult %awe the ground was

wet. They also wanted to put the plastic on the floor of

the pond in hopea of collecting,rainwater. Five of us

worked to lay out the plastic. We used ecks to anchor it

*The children should check state and local lat:s concerning

trash. Many areas have laws preventing dispooal anywhere

except In designated ',Udall areas. The children might

also consider ways to recyele or reuse trash collected

along the nature trail.--E131.
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down, and we spread pine needles over it to make it more%
natural. .

As we worked on these various activities, a boy came up
to me and casually, mentioued that Charles had seen a raetle-

snake. Charles was last noticed running down the trail try-

ipg to find me. Gathering all my compoture, I instructed
the children to gather their equipment and come with me to
find Charles. Oehers working on the trail joined us as we
went along.. There were many vows eot to come here again ii

snakeS were around.
We finipy found Charles at the schwa. Sit had circled

the trail twice to find me. He told me he had bent ever to

pick up e'snake*when he hid noticed the rattle. The snake

was aboutstwo feet long and was crawling across the path
when he saw it. He told ns that he had passed it again on
hp second time around the trail but was going too fast to

notice much more about its appearance..
.

I began the next class by discussing the sneke. I asked

why the snake had not struck Charles whe he got so close
to it. The children replied that the co d weather had

slowed the snake down. I ten in ired hy the snake would

be sloWed dawn in cold weaeher. e dren said that its

body temperature had been lowered because snakes are cold-
blooded and their body temperature is the same as their
surroundings. .

Since our weather had suddenly turned warmer, I asked
how this would affect our work on the trail. One child said

that we could expect to sA core snakes, but the children
seemed calm and wanted to continue their work. .

On our next trip to the.nature trail, the children,
stomped their feet as we approached to "Beare away the
snakes." -We continued,to work on lining the trail with

broken dead trees.
In this procens the children employed more physics prin-

ciples than I could ever teach them. When no saw was
available, they used leverage to break up tree trunks. The

log to be broken was wedged between two strong trees. The

children pulled to exert pressure on one end of the log

until it broke in half. An alternative method wes to lay,

the log across two elevated areas and jump on the middle.
This was dismissed as dangerous because they sometimes
missed the log.

Sitee-I am 14,a tean-teaching situation I bad to begin

andther unit the following week. The children bad been

aware of this time constraint und,were ready to finish up

their work.
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The trash group began burying a-second Vile of trash

they had collected. Some children wanted to put up the

-tree identification signs that lent year's-class had niade.

asked them how they woula know which signs went on which

trees. Since we had not had time.to work on identification,

I felt we could de thie in the spring. But one giil insist-

ed that they could do it if r gave them some books.

When / asked the class who would like to identify trees

and.put the aigns up, all the children raised their handa !

brought out.the "Native Trees of Georgia" booklets from

last year and brieflY explained how to use them. We went

out on the trail to see live couyldentify any of the

trees.
The first tree we came to the children recognized as a

.pine, but they could not agree on which kinds, I reminded

them about the "Key Characteristics" in their 400klets.

They read this section and decided that the tree was a

lOblolly pine because the needles were 6-9 inches long and

:
were in clusters of three to a sheath. There was some

argument over who mpuld hammer the nailinto the sign.

After some confusion and several bent nails they decided

that one boy was clearly the best with a hammer.

As we vent along, twe sweetgumsa a black cherry, and

some honeysuckle were identified and signs were placed on

them.
During our trips to ihe trail we sometimes passed'other

elapses on the trail. The class was really pleased to see

other people using the trail and especially proudewhen they

received compliments on their good work. The children

wanted to work on the trail again in the spring when we

could also give guided tours. Some children euggested mak-

ing a pamphlet V. go with the trail.

The day we ted our new unit (which was on pollution

and could be in wall with the trail), I thought it

worth our e o have a abort evaluation of our work fr/rn

the childr I asked the children the following questi ns:

1. Tell what you liked about making the trail.

2. Tell what you didn't like aliout it.

3. What should we-have done differently?

4. ghat should we do next in developing the trail?

5. Let your imagination,go and tell me what you

would like the trail to be like when school le

out for the year. What do you wata'to be

included on the trail?
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Figure C3-6

read over the papers and-was pleased with tfie res/ionses.
One child's evaluation is shown in Figuye1C3 -6..

e,

During the following spring, iv. -pi#,,hred the'new

growth from the path so that peopp eaS/s1 naVthe trail
again. The otherseventh-grade science class helped-them
in order to get the work done more.quickly. The trail_was

ready after one day!
When my class had cleared the-trail the previous fall,

they had put up ten tree identification signs, red arrow
signs to mark the way; and.the large sign indicating the
beginning of the trail. All but one of the signs were torn

downsand taken within two weeks.. The children had not made .

these signs, but they had taken great pride in putting them

its in the fall. There was no mention of replacing them.
When we discussed.this vandalism problem, the children

decided that the only solution would be-to get the whole
school involvedin a way to stimulate pride in the trail. -
The children did not know how to go about accomplishing
this, and we did not discuss it again.*

We were still able to use the nature trail for studying
molds, fungi, toss, and lichens. Alyof these: plants grew

abundantly on the logs We had used to line the paths. We

also found several insects along the trail which the chil-
dren tried to identify from a key.

*The children might be asked to think of ways to, inform
others about the trail and the vandalism, and they might
then begin work on the Advertising or Mass Communications
unit.--ED.
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D. References

1. LIST OF "HOW ,TO" CARDS

1

Below are listed the current "How To" Card titles that
students working on tha, Nature Trails challenge may find

useful. A complete listing of both the "Haw To" Cards and.
the Design Lab "How To" Cards is contained in the USMES
.Guide, In addition, the Design Lab Manual contains the list
of Design Lab "How To" Cards.

GRAPHING GR 1 How to Make a Bar Graph Picture of Your Data

GR 7 How to Show Several Sets of Data on One Graph
\

MEASUREMENT M 2 How to breasure Distances *

II 9 How to Make a Conversion Graph to Use ia Changing
Measurements from One Unit to Another Unit

10 How to Use a Conversion Graph to Change Any Measure-
ment in One Unit to Another Unit

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS PS 2 How to Record Data by Tallying
PS 3 How to Describeyour Set of Data by Finding the

Average .

PS 4 How to Describe Nbur Set of Data -by treng the Middle
Piece (The Median)

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING R 1 How to Compare Fractions or Ratios by Making a

Triangle Diagram*
R 2 Haw to Make a Drawing to Scale

R 3 How to Make Scale Drawings Bigger or Smaller

ow,

New titles to be added:

How to Round Off Data
How to Record Your Data
How to Design and Analyze a Survey
How to Choose a Sample

A cartoon-style set of "How To7 Cards for prirary grades
is being developed from th prefint complete set. In most

contents have been rearrangedcases titles are diffe
among the various It is planned that this additional
set will be availab arly in 1577. 1

*Presently called Slope Diagram.
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2. LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS As students work on USMES challenges, teachers may need

background information that is not readily accessible else-,

where. TheBackground Papers fulfill this need and often

includedescriptions of activities end investigatiors that

students mIght carry out.
Below are listed titles of current Background Papers that

teachers may find pertinent to Nature Trails. The papers

are grouped in the categoriel shown, but in sone cases the

categories overlap. For example, sone papers about graphing

also deal with probability and statistics.

The Background Papers are being revised, reorganized, and

rewritten. As a result, many of the titles will change.

BIOLCGY B 3 Identifying OrganIsrs by Abraham Flexer

pAPSING

aRc:p ITM1NIC:77

friZASIIRDt7A7

FR:3AZILITV ASD STA7TSTIC$

I

.kiccv

fl
GR 3 Vsing Graphs to Understand Data by Earle Lonon

GR 4 Representing Several Sets of rata on Cne Graph by

Betty Beck
OR 7 Data Gathering and' Generating Graphs at the Sane Time

for Stack 'E±.1 and Graph 'Dm at Cre Fell S.zopt, by

EduIrd Liddle

GD A Voting Procedure Colasyn Mat Yaq Arise In U-

ActIvItles b7, Earle Lz=zn

X 3 Zter77-..1-lin; tic Eczt Trstr:rt to t":7e for a Certaln

Yeasure.-ent by USKES Staff

PS 4 iVsagn of Earvei,w, an! Sarple5 by S..isax, J. rcvli

Anrze E. Freerr:

5 rx.iripIr4 C:".se and "Two :ots of 1:x:a Fart I: A Oener,71

Stratey and C'.1e-5a7-p1e mr11:dc t; Lorraice rerly an3

James Landwehr

R 1 CIaphlo Cor7parlson of Fr,Iztaorr5 by Merrill C;oldbers

2 ecnetrio Co.rparIscn of Satio$ by Earle Lewn

R 3 Makin arNi Uzln; a Scale Dralar; by Earle Iem:n



3. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON-USNES NATERIALS

Reference BoAs for Teachers

,

The following are references that may be of use.in teach-

ing Nature Trails, A list of.references on general mathe-

matics and science topics can be found in the USMES

(Publisher's prices, where Hated, may have changed.) .

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study. Investlgiting Your

Environment (leacher Guide and Student Handbook): **

AddisoorWesley Publishing Cotpany, Menlo Park, California

(1975).
MI program, designed for high school itudents, ex-

plains techniques for raking-investigations of such,

environmental factors QS air and-water quality,"and

use, human population density, and noise: Techniques

for taking opinion surveys or conducting inierviewa

will be most usefu/ to .teachers of Nature Trails.

Elementary Science Study (ESS):. HtGraw-11111 Beak Co.,

Webster Division, Princeton ftad, Rizbt6town, R.3.

Botthelles. Teacher's Guide ($3.48),

This book is mainly,about captured butterflies,-but

it also describes the lite cycle and feeding habits

of butterflies.

How a Moth Eacafes frar Its Cocoon. (1.50)
Describes thelife cycle of a moth and in particular,

how a caterpillat becomes a' moth.

. ffapping. Teacher's Cuide ($5.22).

A very useful book.which describes everything about

rapping froia finding your way with compasses to

making things to Scale ro mapping outdoor areas.
Useful for teachers of classea raking rapa or izodels

of their nature trail.

Pond Water. 'Teacher'u,Guide (S2.82).
Useful for classes,working in a natural ara with

a stream. It explainn howto'collect water samples
and examine then under a rieroseope for omen.

organisms. Also descrlbes hca4 to tell tf a pond

is seriously polluted.'f-

4
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F.12.:13 and Charts. Teacher's Guide ($2.46).

Describes.charting and classificution activities con-
nected with rocks, inclolling how to test for hardness,
streak, and alkalinity. Useful for classes whArb
tecome Interested in geology of theit ratural area,.."----.

t not

rtacks. Tea,:her'n Guide(0.60),
lairs how to tell thingu about anialn and their

: its by observing traAs nade in rlud or snow. Alo
describes how to keep records of ,iniral tracks b./
making plantsr castn of then.

Lnvironmertal Science Center, 5400 Glenwood
Minneapolis, Minn. 5i.,,422. Teacher_re5oorce terlil

,Contoar M,,IppIng, (1.00)
Di:scriber; a nipple 'mthod to ,r;oke 4 cr.41t0A r.62p of a

slope. Maul if children wish t corpne.vegention
c'n flat lana to vegetation on a slope. Grad(ff., 4-9.

Ahous hoW to conpare temperature,
etc., lv different pl.-Ice e. within a roturli

r,r3des 3-9.

F,*alat1,4,21 (S,S0)

t children want to ettrate the ourber ol
flowers, shrubs, etc., in n outdoor area, they r,$y

narple a ($maller orea nd rultiply by the total 4Te4.
This booklet du,cribtf; °461.4 Ch16 i3 donr. Crade5 3-8.

i-SSENCE (Lnviromzentall Studic Pro)ect), Addi14,)n-14e0ey

roblinhing C., en1.1 Park, cAlfornis.
Thin twries of car4A and t,hr uide ro,,,pris,e
irec.ted currie!ulur, project aired at teAching; children

concepts about enyironrent and chanile through a Ni,rie!:

of rini-challenmi ,:uch an, "Co outside 'And prove thlt
,:ore living thiug In your environtnt chanpy!;." If

teN:hers find that F;ome of these e rcitcr increase
ae chnoWn9g ability to ob!;erve ,And to think crk.-
Atively about tbeir enyiroorvnt, they might be inccr-
irAted Into works,n the Nature TrAP Alt!nw,

,
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Ftundata.. al Approachen.in Selence Teaching (PAST).

Write to University Laboratory School, University
of Rawl*, Honolulu, for information on materials on,
making a map of a natural area or taking a sample of
arganisms living in an area.-

Criffin, Donald R. Bird migration. Science Study Series.

Carden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Cowany, Ire. (1964).

During fall gnd spring children in eertain'areas will
notice a large influx if birds into their natural arcd
while.the birds are traveling south or north. 'This
book provides useful information on migration, includ-
ing theories on how birds navigate;

M1NVEMAST Serieo. MinmesAa Mathematics and Science Teach-
ing Project, University of ranneapolia, 720 Washington

S.E., Minneapolis, Minn. 55455. _

Condltaons Affeatin7 Life.
Describes how children cat observe seasonal changes in
areas, including conditions of moisture and Light.

. Natural Syster-J,
Deacribrs how plants grow, how animals get around, and

how erosion affects natural systems.

National Wildlife Federation (N4F). Environmental lnves-

tigations ITeacher (uides). Written by Minnevota

Environmental Sciences Foundation, Inc. Available

from NWF, 1412 Sixteenth St:, N.W., Washington, D.C.
Several of these teacher guides could be helpful during
work a-Nature Trails because they describe investiga-
tions students can make outdoors or indoors working,

with natural objects. They discuss observations that

can be made about seasonal change, topography. natural

cycles, and identification or classification of orga-

nisms. They aloe include airple graphing aetivitiea.

Change in a Senall :5oecos .

Grades 5-9. ($1.50)
cole)r and Maw - Mimic Colers in Nature. rrada 1-2.

($1.00)
Contour Mappins - Thy Vp'c nd Mims of Land: Cragt::s 4-9,

($1.50)
Differences in Llvinq Thinqs. Grades 4-8 ($1.00)

Nature aunt - Sim1lar4tics and Differoncel; in the Natural

rwarid. Spec. Ed, K-1. ($1.09) 1



Natures Part in Art - Creatin4 with Natural Objects:.
Grades 3-6. ($1.50)

Oaks, Acorns, Climate, and Squirzels - Elements of a_
Natural Cycle. Cracks 1-0. ($1.50)

Outdoor Fun for Alaents ,7 Natural Reaources for Learning.
Grades 1-12. ($1.50)

Sampling Button Populations - staristaT in tho
rooms, Grades 1-9. ($1.00)

- Acidity, Moisture, Minerals, and Organisms.
ades 2-9. ($1.50).

Stream Profiles 7 Activities with Flowing Patti-.
Gradei 4-9. ($1.00)

Transact Studios - Different Life Forms Along a Line.
.Grades 3-9. ($1.50) . - o.

Vacant Lot Studies. Grades 5-9. 01.50)

NatiOal Education Association (NEA). man and Nis Fnviron-
omit., 1201 Sixteenth St., N.1.7.7 U'ashington, D.C. 20036

(1910).
This booklet describes bow a class can use an area for
studying the cnvironrent ta a rulti-disciplirary fashion,. w
Gives an idea of some of the concepts which could possi-
bly arise during work on ..ture Trails.

Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies (CBIS). Available
from OBIS, Lawrence Hall of Science, University of
California, Berkeley, California 94720.

. Trial Edition Set I O3.50) lnd Set .1.1 ($9.50).

/Both sets include 24 activities and introductory folio
Topics include adaptation, food chains, natural cycles
etc.

. 'Lawn Guide and Pond Guide ($.60 each).
Useful for children identifying many of the comron
anluals and plants found in each cnviromnt.

1

. Trait Module ($2.00).
Consists of four-activities dealing with the impact o
trails on people and the environment. Also contains
Information on trail construction.

Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS). Available from
Rand McNally 6 Company, Chicago.
These, are teacher guides useful for clnsscs working in

an outdoor environment. They describe many ecological

4. "t)
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Reference Books for Children

principles, including interaction of different organisna
wit0a their environment.

Organisms Environments
Life,Cycles Communities
Populations Ecosystems

Snedigar, Robe4. Our Small Native Animals: Their Habits
and Care. Dover POlications, Inc.,'180 Varick Street,
New York, N.Y. 10014. ($2.50)
An inexpensive paperbackwhich describes habits of
many of the common animals, reptiles, and amphibians
hat children might.find outdoors..

Veneer ver Environmental Edu tion Project (VE4). Write to
Lesson Aids Service, British Columbia Tescher's.Federa-
tion, 105-2235 Burrard Street, VancouVer 9, B.C., Canada.
The Bush Studies Series of this project containa exer-
cises that nay help children to answer.questions about
vegetation, water sources, soil, and thecycle of growth
and decay in their-natural area.

Bogth, Thurman II., Jr., and Pfitzer, Dnnald W. Attracting
and Feeding Birds (Conservation Bulletin-No. 14 Fish and
Wildlife Service, U.S. Dept. of Interior). Available
from the Superintendent of.Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Offide, Washington, D.C. 20402. ($.25)

Some classes may set up a.winter feeding station as a
winter activity during work on Nature Trails. This book -

let.deseribga how to set uPfeeding stationn and also
lists shrubs and plants which attract different kinds of '

birds during other seasons.

Carthy, John. Animal Camouflage. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co. (1974).
Describes basics of animal camouflge in simple terns .

and could be e 1 for helping young children find some
insects and sma 1 animals while investigating a natutal
area.

Chinery, Michael. Aniral Communitie London: 'Franklin

Watts, Inc. (1974).
This illustrated book describes the principal of community
In animal populations, including the purpose of communi-
ties and how various communities function. Useful if
older children observe wild animals or insects in,their,
native habitat.

# 4.



Davis, Bette J. Winter Buds. New York: Lothrop, Lee, 6

Shepard Co. (1973). ($4.25)

In simple termn, this book describes how shgpe and ar-

rangement of winter buds can,help in identifying trees.

DeWa rd, E. Johp. What Insect Is That? Xerox Corporation

965). Available frmn Xerox Education Center Columbus,

. c 432164 (Free)

is booklet has a simple lZy for children classifying

ommon insects found in the lield.

tlementary Science Study (ESS). Available from irGram-hill

Book Co., Webster Division, Princeton Road, hightstown,

N.J.

. Makin4 M46. Student booklet. (1.95)
Explains the process and principles of baking naps of

,r and outdoor areas. Students will find the illus-

trations helpful.

Pond-Water Cards. ($4.98)

These illustrate how to collect pond water and various

animals which can be observed. Useful for children work-

ing in,a natural area with a watersource.

Track Pictures Rook.. ($3.15)
Contain,1 illustrations of tracks made by various animals,

including human beings.

Han: A Course of Stu*dy (HACOS). Available from Curriculum

Development Aasociates, Inc., 1211 Connecticut Ave, N.W.,

Suite 414, Washington, D.C. 20036
Six of the thirty-one student booklets are useful:to

children investigating animal behavior In their environ-

Ament. humorous illustrations and simple vocabutery are

wauitable for fourth- to fifth-gra e children.

Animal adaptation
Information and Br ior

Innate and Lear d Behavior
Life Cycle
?Altura or ion

Structu id FUnction



Guides for Field Identification of
1,1ants and Animals

44

Russell, Solveig Paulsen. Like and Unlike-A First Zook at

Classification. New-York: Henry Z. Walck, Inc. (1973).

Basics of scientific method of classification (family,
order, species, etc.). Uaeful for young children learn-
ing to identify animals and plants observed outdoor's.

Simon, Seymour. A Tree on
House (1973). ($3.95)
Bodk for fosng children
which live in them.

Your Street. New Yerki Holiday

about trees and the-creatures

Ward's Nature]. Science Establishment. now to Make &Want
C011ection. Wards, P.O. Box 1112, Rochester, N.Y. 14603.

(Free)
I

This pamphlet describes how toPreserve plants collected
in the field so that they MU be used as study specimena.
Usefsl if children want' to collect specimens for exhibit-

Brockman,. C. Frank. Trees of North America. New York,

GoldenTress (1968). (Paperback)
Excellent book for teachers and Children identifying
trees In their natural area. Complete with illustrations

and maps to show ranges of tree species. ,*

Golden Guides, COlderl Press, New York. Very.inexpensive
paperbacks available at most book stores. They,have

many illustrations, and children can use them to iden-
tify their animals by looking at the pictures. Titles

inmlude--

Birds
Butterflies
Ecology
Fishes
Flowers
Fossils
insects

Mmnals
and Motha Non-Flowering Plants

Fond Life
Reptiles and Arphibians
spiders .

Trees

Knobel, Edward, Identify Trees aeA Shrubs by Their BeNves--

A G'ulde to Trees and Shrubs Native to the Northeast. -

New York: Dover Publications, Inc. (1972).
Provides a key to common trees. Useful for teachers and

older children.
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Places to obtain more information
about nature

The Peterson Field Guide Series, Published by Houghton-

Mifflin Company.
Available at most book stores. These guides are more

detailed than ihe Golden Guideo, and the text may be...too

difficult.for students. However, teachers will find them

helpful for identification, dind students may find the

excellent pictures useful. The series includes field

guides on Birds, Butterflies, Mammals, Inseeta, Rocks apd
Minerals, Animal Tracks, Peptiles and Arphibians, Eastern
Wild Flowers, Ferns, and.Trees and Shrubs.

Robbins, C., et al. Birds' *1.1f North Americar 1141Wdy te

Field Identification. New York, Golden Prfen, (Paper-

baek)
Excellent guide for teachers and children identifying
bird species along the t.cail or at winter feeders. Cone

tains illustrations, nape of ranges, aed short descrip-

tions.

State conaervation agents and state Audubon Saeletiee will
provide your class with free'or inexpensive Lateriale en
plants and aninals found ie your particular area. Chil-

dren may also get in touch with local neture nenrere
universitiea for,help with identification or ecological

concepts. These sourees may be even rote veluable than
the books listed above becauee they can provide inferee-
tion specific to your local environment.
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4. GLOSSARY

e

Amphiblon

1.01

The following definitions may be helpful ta a teather
whose class ie investigating a Nature Trails challenge.
Some of the words are included to give the teacher aa under-
standing of teehnical terms; others are ircluaed because

ee commonly used throughout the rescorce book.
These terms may be used when thsy are apprepriate for the

children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the chil-
dren that when they conduct surveyret they are collecting
clata. It is not necessary for the teacher or students to
learn the definitions nor to use aiiof the terms while
working on their challenge. Rather, the children will begin
to use the wordstand understand the meanings as they becolle
involved in their inveseigatps9,

44%

Small, single-celled plants, naually equatic, that contain
chlorophyll and ate often foued in culottes (e.g., seaweed,
pond scum).

A cold-blooded vertebrate with non-ecaiy gkin Meese young
are usually aquatic. Exanples: frogs, toada, newts% eala-

maniere.

Avoraqo The numerical value obtained by dividing the num of the
elements of a set of data by the number of elements iu that
set. Also called the mean.

afJ

fetid

CaLibration

A deviation in the expected valuee of a set of data, oftee
occurringwhen some factor produces one outcome mere.frie:-
quently than others. ,

A feathered, warm-blooded vertebrate that ha4 wino) (or
rudiments of wings) and reproducen by laying egge.

Setting and marking an instroment to correspond to st'indard'
measarements.

5voro tat animal that feat.; un other animals. Exarples: npiders,

CNorophyli

74

owls,. (Also, an ineect-eating plort.)

A green substance in SONZ! kinds of plants that helps them .

synthesize food.
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ClImate .

Cold-bIczded Animal3

Co.U:n7

7runity

Cccplclent of a -cot

Ci7n1for

Converfiltw

Correlation

Cotgledon

Cra.7ta 'an

rata

t&Cid00112 TAT-P4;

Pcgrce

(.0.70ty1ejOn)

(9414tribui1on

rcolelq

*4

000"

Average weather conditions of an area.

Animals having a body eemperaturc not internally regulated
but approximating that of their environment. Examples:

invertebrates, fish, reptiles, amphibians.

A group of animals or plants of the same MO (.g., ants,
termites; bees) that live audoelten work together.

An_interacting population of varioua kinds of plants and
animals living in the same area. ;

See St.A..

One of a -reup of mostly evergreen trees and shrubs having
needlcike leaves and usually producing seeds in cones.
Examples: pine, spruce, fir.

A change frem dne form to another. Generally associated in
mathematia and science with the change from one unit of
meacav to another or the change from one form of energy to
anothik.

A relationship between two sets of data.

The first leaf or one of the first set of leave:, developed
by the embryo of a seed plant; often called "seed leaves."

A. cold-blooded water animal with a hard outside covering.
Examples: shrimp, crayfish, lobster.

Any facts, quantit?4tive information, or etatistici.

Trees that shed leaves or other parts seasonally or at cer-
tain stages La their Life cycles.

A unit of measurement of temperature or'angle.

One of a large ,group of flowering plants that put out two
cotyledons, or seed leaves, when they first sprout.
Exawg0: uaple tree, rioter.

The spread of data Over the range of possible results.

A study of the interrelationships of plants'ond animals and
iheir environments.

41
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Ecosgsten

Edit

Environ.Yept

,ayrAe

Eorce

FrocqUr:Tial

FUnyd

4-0

1:03

The interactions among plants and animals and their environ-
ment in a certain locality.

To tol 4P and arrange qaterials into,a finished Publica7,
tion or program. * 4

The zonditions in which an organism lives, including tem.-
perature, light, water, and other organiaml. .

,

The process by which rock or soil is worn away by the action
of meter, Wind, temperature change; ice, or glacial move-
ment.

A happening; an _occurrence; something that takes.place.

Example: the sighting of an animal in the woods.

One of a grouvof plants tnat have stems, roots, and leaves
and that reproduce by sporae.

A cold-blooded vertebrate that lives in the water and
breathes by,using gills.

A push or a pull.

pr

The number of times a certain event occurs in a given unit
of time or iu a given total number of events.

Ice crystals that are deposited from the airion,surfaZea
that cool by radinting their heat.,

a,

One of a grOup of plents lacking chlorophyll and obtaining
nutrients from living or dead organic matter. Examples:

muchrooms, molds.

A drawine or a picture of one or several sets.of data.

A graph of J set-of-msaaeres or counts whose sizes are rep-
resenra-By the vertical (or horizontal) lengths of bars of
equal, widths or lines. Example: numbera of different ani-
mas sighted iu the woods near the school in one day's ob-
6ervation. ,

44
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Bar Graph (cont.)

Conversion Graph

Animal

abbit
Ground squirrels
Chipmunks
Tree squirrels
Hawk
Jays
Ravena
pther,birds
Snake
Lizards

Number
Sighted

1

3

1

4

6

1

10

1),
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A line graph that is used to change one unit of measurement
to another. For Wample, changing feet to yards or vice
versa:
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Line Chart

Line Graph

Slope Diagram*

10')04,

105.

A bar graph that is represented by circles, triangles, or
crosses with lines connecting them'so that it has the ap-
pearance of a line graph.- (See Dins Graph.) This is a use-

ful representation when two or more sets of data are shawn
on the same graph, Example: the number of trees of dif-
ferent kinds counted in two different sample areas.

Trees

Number in
Sample A Sam le B

urnimrimmrrum
11111111111111PPlinalrwill
MIIII/S11111110111111111111111111111

aa

11111111/1111111.1111111111111111
1111M111111111111111MIIMI

Ash 4 Il

V.- 1111111M11111
a+

PIII 1111111111111110111
Pine 5 23 A,

OWS11111111111 .4101111.1111§.
Birch
Beech
Maple
Hickory
Oak

8

10

13

14

21

24'

0

7

2

5

3 12

111111011111111111411111VEMIN=MIMEO
..V1 ;

rk 4

A jraph in. which a bmooth line Or line segments pees through
or near points tepresenting members of a set of data. Since

the line represents an infinitY of points, the variable on
the hotizontal axis must be continuous, if the spaces be-
lt

ween the markings on the horizontal axis have no meaning,
then the graph is not a line graph, liut a line chart (see

Line Chart).

A graphical means of comparing fractions or ratios. To

represent the -atio a/b, plot the point (b,a) and draw a
line trom (b,a) to the origin, (0,0). The_slope of this
line reptesents the ratio a/b./ By cOmparing slopes of dif-
ferent lines, different ratios can be compared; the steeper
the line the larger the ratio. For 'example, in the diagram

belaw showing the ratio of oak trees dounted in areas of
different sizes, the ratio of oak trees tc, the area in Sam-

_ple Y is the highest. Therefore, the Sample Y area seems

to be-better suited for growing oaks than the other sample

locations.

*Formerly cIlled Triangle Diagram. 183
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Slope Diagram (cont.)

ID

7Number of
Oak

Area
4

Sample X
Trees 0m2) 1-

, 3 121

Sample Y 7 144

Sample Z 9 298
jtf

53
2

Habitat

Herbivore

Hibernation,

*4,

Hypothesis

Igneous Rdck

Inference

Insect

Intersection of Sets

Invertebrate

Key
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The place or type A/environment in which an organism lives.

0A plant-eating artmal. Exam01e81 squirrels, rabbits.

The state of inactivity in which many animals pass the win-
.

ter.

A tentive conclusion made in order to test its implica--

tions or consequences.

A type of rock formed by the cooling and-solidification of

molten rock (magna). Examples: granite, basalt.

An assumption dtrived from facts-or information considered

to be valid and accurate.

, An animal with three pairs of legs and three distinct parts

---of-the head,_thorax,

See Set.

Ananimal without a baekbone. Examples: worms, snails-,

insects, spiders, crayfish.

An arrangement of the important physical characteristics of

animals or plants designed t9 facilitate the identification

of an unknown type.

4. -1 Li
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Lictien
A type of email plant made up of a fungus and an alga grow-

ing in close association; the fungus provides the structure

for the plant and the alga provides the chlorophyll.

Life Cyole The series of stages through which an organism passes during

its life.

a

Mammal
Any warm-blooded animal that has hair and suckles its young.

Mapping
Assigning each element in one set of data to a corresponding

element in another set;

Matrjjc
A chart of data arranged in rows and columns.

Mean See Average.

Median The middle value of a set of data in which the elements have.

been ordered from smallest to largest. The median value has

as many elements above it as telow it.

A type of rock formed when extreme pressure or heat compacts

the crystal structure, e.g., marble is formed from lime-

stone.

An organism that is too small to be seen with the naked eye

but can be seen through a microscope. Examples: amoebae,

bacteria, some types oi algae.

The process of passing from one geographical area to another--

for seasonal fteeding or feeding.

Metamorphic Rock

Microorganism

Migration

Monocot (Monocotyledon) One of a large group offlowering plants that put out one

cotyledon, or seed leaf, when they first sprout. Examples:

lily, grass.

.Moraine
by a glacier.

Nutrient

Omnivore

An accumulation of earth and stones carried and deposited

Any.chemical substance (found in food or soil) necessary for

an organism's life and growth.

An animal-that feeds,on both plants and animals. Examples:

raccoons, humans.

Ordered Set I
A set of data arranged from smallest to largest.

1 00
%.1
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Organic

1

Organism A liVing entity. Example: any plant or animal.

ParasIte Ancirganism that depends on a living organiam of another
specie's for food or support without giving anything bene
ficial in return. EXample: mosquito, some kinda.of fungi.

literally peT hund4. A ratio in which the denoilnator is
always 100, e.g., 72 ercent= 72/100 = 0.72 = 72% , where
the symbol % repres ts,1/100.

A part of a whole expressed in hundredths.

The process by which greeniplants use light energy to make
food fromvater an4 carbon'dioxide.

A term used to describe something that is or was part oft'
living plant or animal. Examples of organic matter: humus,

rotting log.

Per Cent

Percentage

Photosynthesis

Pollination

Population

Pricipitation

Predator

. Probability

Propagation

Proportion

The process by which pollen is transferred from male to fe-
male flower parts to form seeds necessary for reproduction.

Any group of objects.(e:g., people; animals, items) or events -
from which samples are taken for statistical measurement.

Rain, snow, hail, sleet, or freezing rain. Produced whep
water vapor in the air form droplets or crystals heavy
enough to fall earthward.

An4animal that lives by killing and eating other animals.

The likelihood or chance (expressed numerically) of one
event occurring out of several possible events.

Reproduction of an organism by one of many ways, e.g.,
through stem or leaf cuttings from a larger.plant or through
germination of a seed.

Aatatemea of equality of two ratios, i.e., the first term
divided by the second term equals' Ihe third term divided by

the fourth term, e.g., 5/10 = 1/2. Also a synonym for

ratio: when two quantities;are in.direct proportion, their
ratios axe the same.

A region throughout which a type of organism or eCosystem
naturally occurs.



* Rank 'TV order the metbers of a set.according to some criterion,-
. such as size or importance. EXample: to put pieces of

data from smallest to_largest.

Ratio The quotieneof twa,deRominate numbers or values indicating/
the rerationahip in-quanti6i; size, or amount between.two
different,things. For example, the ratio of the nuaberof
aquirreis.counted.to the area of land occupied,by.the
rels might be'3 squirrels/400 square meters or 3 squirrels!
.400 square metera.

Reptile Any cold-blooded,jair-breathing vertebrate with scaly akin.
Examples: snake,(turtle, lizard.

Rodent A amall, gnawing mammal wits. large front teeth that grow
continuously. Examples: rat, mouse, chipmunk; squirrel,
woodchuck:

Sample A.repreientative fraction of a .popular4on studied to gy40115,
information about the whole population.

Sample Size The number oi elements in a sample.

Scale A direct proportion between two sets.of dimensions (as be-
* tween tfie dimensions in a drawing of a lah;and the actual

lab).

. Scale Map

Scavenger .

Sedimentary ,Rock

Seed

Set

Set Theorg

I

A map whoSe dimensions are in direct proportion to the dp-
:tensions Of the area represented.

.- . .

An animal that lives by eating dead organisms and refune.
Examples: vulture, crow, maggot,(fly larva).

A type of rock formed of particles depodlted by'5Water.
Examples: limestone, sandatone, shale.

A product of pollination of some types of planta. The seed
contains the embryo eta new plant.

kcollection of characteristics, organisms, or objects.
Each thing in a set is called a membex or"an element. !

The bt ch of,matqmatica that deals wi h the nature ard
relation of sets.

IM 1



p2eient of a Set

Intersectiowof Sots

Universal Sot

yenn Diagram

Slope Diagram

SreeiCS

sport:

Statistics

Tal2g

Temperature

rhermTotor.,
Centigrade,(or Colsius)

Thermometer/
Fahrenheit

Tbe set of all elements in the universal set but not in the
riven set'. For example, if the universal set is the set of

-1r-sll trees in the woods, then the set of oaks is the couple:

ment of the set of maples.

The set of elements common ta two or more sets. For example,

if set A is all warm4looded animals and set B is all cag-
laying animals, the intersection of*set A and set B is the
set of all birds. '$

A set that contains all elements relevant to a particular
problem.

'A drawing d to illustrate the relationship between sets.

See Grapl., 4

A'categor of scientific classification referring to a group
-of organl 3-that look alike and con interbreed.

A tiny Leict of some types of plants. A spore can produce
cnnoriOr pleet either directly or after combining with another
'spore.

The sci6ce of drawing coneiusions or raking predicliono
using a collection of quantiyative data.

A visible record esed to keep a count of some set of data,
especially a recore of the number of times one or more events

occur. Example: nL ber of animals sighted in the school
woods each day.

A measnreof hotness ot ;oldness,. Technically, an indica-,
tion of the average kinetic energy of molecules. Tempera- -

ture is commonly measuKed in degrees Fahrenheit or degrees
centigrade (Celsius).

.4*

A thermometer on Which"the.interval between the
ing and bFiling points 't9f water Ss divided into
degrees, ranging from 0 C,to 100 C.

A thermometer on whice the interval between the
ing and boiling points of water is divided into
degrees, ranging from 32°F to 212°F.

normal freer-
100 parts or

normal freez-
180 parts or



TOpography

*

Vascalar Plant

Vertebrate

Warm-blooded AnIrals

Weather

Work

The practice of graphic representation in detail, usually

on uaps, of natural and.uan-rade features (I'd:place or

region in order to show their relative positions or eleva-

tions.
4

Any highly developed plant having channels for transporang

fluids throughout its system. Examples: fern, pine tree,

grass.

Any animal with a backbone. tkamplts: fish, amphibian,

reptile, bird, mammal.

Animais having a relatively high and constant body tempera-

ture that is relatively independent of the surrounding ten-

peratvIr.. Examples: birds, mammals.

Conditibn of the atmosphere in terms of hest., pressure,

wind, and moisture.

Work is done when a aree is exerted througha distance.
Work is the product of the force exerted and the distance

roved.

ill
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,E. Skills, Processes, and Areas of Study Utilized.in Niskurs Trails

1 I t

The unique aspect of USMES is the degree to which it pro-

vides experience in the process of solving real problems.

Many would agree that this, aspect of learning in sq impor-

tant as to deserve a'regular place in the school Orogram

even if it means decreasing to dome extent the time neat

in other,important areas. Fortunately, real problem solving

is also am effective way of learning many of the skills,

processes, and concepts in a wide range of sehool subjects.

On the following pages are five charts and an extensive,

illustrative list of skills, processes, and areas of study"

Chat are utilized in USMES. The charts tate Nature Trails

according to its potential for learning in various cate-
gories of each of five.subject areasreal problem solving,

mathematics, science, social science, and language aztts.

The rating system is based on the ameent that eaCh skill,

process, or area-of study within the subject areas Jo need--

extensive (1), moderate (2), some (3), little or no use (-).

(The USMES Guide containsm chart that rates ail USMES units

in a similar way.)
The chirt for real problem solving presents the many as-

pects of the 'problem-solving process that students generally

use while working on an USMES Challenge. A number of the

ateps in the process are used many times and in different

ordep, and many of the steps can be performed concurrently

by separate groups of students. Each aspect listed in the

Chart applies not only to'the major problem stated in the

uqit challenge but also to many of the tasks.esch small

group undertakes while working on a solution to the major

problem. Consequently, USHES students gain extensive exper-

ience with the problem-solving process.
The Charts for mathematics, selence, social science, and ,

language arts identify the specific skills, processes, and

areas of study that may be learned by stMdents as they re-

spond to a Nature Trails challenge and become,involved with

certain activtties. Because the students initiate the ac-

tivities, it Is impossible to state unequivocally which

activities will take place. It is possible, however, to

document activities that have taken place in VSMES claises

'and identi4, those skills and processes that have been used

by the students-.
Knowing in advincn which skills and processes are likely

to be utilized in Nature Trails and knowing the extent

that they will be used, teachers can postpone'the teaching
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of those skills in the traditionalsmanner until later in

the yegr. If the students have not learned them during

their USMES activities by that time, they can study them in

the usual way. Further, the charts enable a teadher to in-

tegrate USMES more readily with other areas of classroom

work. For example, teachara,may teaCh fractions during math

period when fractions are'also being learned and utilized in

the students' USAS activities. Teachers who have used

USMES fin several successive years have found that 'students

are more-motivated to learn basiF skills When they have de-

termined a need for them in their USMES activities. During

aq USMES session the teacher .may allow the students to

learn the skills entirely pn their own or from other stu-
dents, or the teacher.may conduct a skill session as the

need for a particular skill arises.
Because different USMES units have differing emphases rn

the parious aspects of problem solving and varying amounts
of possible work in the various subject areas, teachers ench

year might select several possible challenges, based on

their students' previous work in USMES, for their class to

consider. This choice should provide students with as ex-

tensive &range of problems and as wide a variety of skills,

meesses, and.areas of study as possible during their years

in school. The charts and lists on the following pages ean

Also help teh'chers with this type of planning.

Same USMES teachers have used a chart similar to the one

given here forilreal problem solving.as a record-keeping tool

noting each child's exposure to the various aspects of the

process. Such a chart right be kept current by succeeding

teachers and passed on as part of a student's permanent

record. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a stu-

dent's learning not only by introducing different types of

challenges but also by altering the specific activities in

which each student takes part. For eXample, children who

have done mostly construction work in.one unit may be en-

couraged to take part-in the data collection and data analy-

sis in their next !Init.
Follaling the rating charts are the lists of explicit e-

amples of real problem solving and other subject ne t! skills,

processes, and ;areas of study learned and utilized, in Nature

Trails. Like,the charts, theselists are based on.documen-

tation oE activitie4 that have taken place in USNES classes.

The grcatgr detail of the lists allows teAher tv see ex-

actly how the various basic ski1ls,-proces6es,'and nioa2;

of study linted in the charts ray arise in Nature Ti.,111



The nuther of examples in the real problem solving list
have been limited because the list itself would be unreason-
ably long if all the examples were listed for some of the
categories. It should also be noted that the example(s) in
the first category--Identi4ing and Defining Prob./emshave
been limited to the major problem that is the focus of the

unit. During the course of their work, the students will
encounter and solve many other, secondary problems, such as
the problem of how to display their data or hew to draw, a

scale layout.
Breaking.dtwn an interdisciplinary curriculum like MIES

into its various subject' area components is &difficult and
highly inexact procedure. Within USMES the various subject
areas overlap significanily, and any subdivision must be to

some extent arbiteary. For example, where does measuring

as a mathematical skill end and measurement as science and

social science process begih? Row does one distinguish

between the processes of real problem colving, of science,
and of social science? Even within one Fiubject area, the

eike problem still remains--what id the difference between graph-
ing as a skill and graphing as an area of study? This prob-

lem has been partially salved by,judicious choice of ex-T

amples and extenaive cross-referencing.
Beciuse of tills overlap of subj4t areas, there are

clearly other outlines that are.equally valid. The scheme
presented here wasaieveloped witU much car and thought by
metbers of the USHES_staff with help from others knowled6-
able in the fields of matheeatice, science, social-science, 's

and language arts. It representstone method of'examining
comprehensively the seope of USMES and in no way denies the

existence of other method8.

46
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REAL PROBLEM SOWING

Identifying and defining problem.

Deciding on infomatioli and investigailonn
needed.

Determining what needs to be dpne first,
setting priorititn..

Deciding on best ways to o'tain information
needed.

Working cooperatively in groups,on tasks.

Making decisions as needed.

Utilizing and appreciating basic skills
and processes.

Carrying out data collection procedures--
observing, surveying, researching,
measuritg, classifying, exprimenting,
constructing.

4

Asking questions, infe

Oistinguisbing fact from opinion,,relevant
from irrelevant data,'reliable from
unreliable sources. 1

Overall
Rating

1

1

KEY:

115

REAL PROLEM SOLVING
Overall

1

Rating

Evaluating.proceduren usedlor data col-
Section and analysis. Detecting flaws
in process or errors in data. 1

IOrganizing and proeessing daea or informa-
tion. 4.

Anlyzing and intrpreting data or informa-
tion.

Predicting, formulatbig hypotheses, sug-
gesting possible'solutionn baned on data
collected.

Evaluating proposed Solutions in terms of
practicality, social Values, efficacy
aesthetic values.

Trying out various t:olntionN Octti evalaatImg

the results, testing hypotheses. %

Communicating and displaying data or

information.

Oorking to implement solutfonfq chostn
by the class.

king ge;eralizationq that right hold true

under similar circumstances; applying
problem-solving procesn to other real

'problems.

1

1

1.*

e:ttensive u4, 2 n Moderat9 mse; 3 M some use, - little or no use.,



MATHEMAT I C'S

Classifying/Cateorizing '

Counting
Corputation:Using Operat,Unn
Additi4Subtraction

-11131tiplixAtton/Division

Tractions/RatioqPercentagc:t;- s
Eusineus &nd Consurn mathc-atict
Money and Finpnce

'Mt.'asuring

Comparing
Estimatipy/ApproxtnIting/PnmOng (1ff
Organizing Data
Statistical Ana4v1 n
pinion Surveys/Sampling Teani (wen

Graphic)?

Spatial Vivalirotion/Goftr.orry..

Arc , of Stab/

Numeration Syster-s
Number Systems and Proporties
Denominate Numbers/Dimensions
Scaling
SyteMetry/Similarity/Congruenct
Accuracy/Measurement Error/ '

Estimation/Approximation
Statisttcs/RandOn Proreqses/Probabilitv
Graphing/Functions
Fraction/Patio
Maximum and Minimmm Val .

Equivalencepnenuality/Equatioug
Money/Finance
Set Theory

1

I

1

1

3

2
2
1

2

2

1

3

2

2

1

1.

,SCIENCE
Rating

Prcct
bIerving/DmcribinP
Clasifying
Identifylog Variablen
Defining Varlab1 e5 Operationally
Manipulating, Controlling Variablen/

'Exper enting

Desig and Constructing W:a5uring
Devi es and Vquipmcnt

Infe ng/Predicting/Formulatinp,
Te ting IlypethesesModeling

Men_uring/Collecoling, Recording TrAt,t

Organizing, Processing Data

Analyzing, InterOreting Data

Cort/unicating, DI3P1W1n: Darl
Generalizing/ApplyfO Procec,-, to'uct.:

Probltmg

Arelr, of Study

Measurcm,:nt

Motion
Force
Mechanical Work And

;Ind
FlectritIty t =

HQAt

Light
ound

&kiwi and Plant C11ficul
tee logy/Environment
;utrition/Growth
Genetica/Hcreditv/Propagation
Animal and Plant Behavior

, Anatomy/Physiology

VFV,t 1 m extennlve uno, 2 m moderate WW, 3 m some UGC, m little tit
'0V.1 U40

I

3
3

3

3

3

3

1

,t

"v3

v



SOCIAL SCIENCE Overall
Rating

Procef's

Observing/Dencribing/Classifving
Identifying Problems, Variables
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting

Inferring/Predicting/FormOiting,
TeSting Hypotheses

Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring
Organizing, ProcessIng Diti
Analyzing, Interpreting 'Data
Comnunicating, Displaying Data
Cvneralizing/Applving ProceT5 to Pally Life

Attitado/VAuos

Aceeptire rei-TonAtility for actione and
revultt:

Developing interest ind involvement in
bumall affair,.

-eeognizing the !Importance of individual

and group cootributions to Nociety
Developing 1nquiAtivene5.,;, nelf-ruli;Ince,

and initiatIN
3gnizing the vAlue!, of eooperation,

group work, and diviAon of labor
VrAer3tandin7 reden of inquiry used in the

!:cienceq, 4Treciating their power nd
precielon

ire eft,' vf, Aotwiltt:, in

feelines of others
Reing open to oew Ind informltion

Learning the iinportmlee And influence of
yaNctl In deei5lon

Jr.1

bropologe
CONOT'it7G

rIckvrapliv/Phyll<A1 tovfronrt:nt

Pmeejit tua1
Sorlil PwcholovN/InJIvi4tval :4nd r,(4-v
DehMor
7,1010 4 1
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LANGUAE,E ARTS'

Basic Skills

7 ReAding \

4,

1 Literal o pre hension: Decoding Words
0Senten es, Paragraphs

Critical Redding: Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

3 Oral Langua0
3 Speaking `

3 , Listening
3 Memorizing
3 Written Langulc
3 Spelling

Grammar: Putuation, Syntmn, Usage
Omposition

Study Skirls
Outlinivg/Organizing
Using References and Resources.1

2'

f)
4.4 co

Attitudes/Valuec

Appreciating the, vlac of expressing ideas
,through speaking and writing

Appreciating the value of Writ:A:A
tesources.

Developing an interest iv reding and
writing .

Making judgments concerning what is read
Appreciating the value of different fórms

of writing, different formg of
comnunication

Overall
tins

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

VT.NT 1 w ttnc1ve kv,ic, 2 w modLrate usc,,

3 w uonc%tvic, little or no WU



REAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN NATVRD TRAILS

Identifying and refining Problems

Deciding on Inforation and
Investitrations Needed

Determining tant Needs to,iie

Done First, Setting Priorities

Deciding on Best Nays to Obtain

Information Needed

Working Cooperativel q tn Group;

on Tasks

making Lqcisions as Neoded

Students decide that their school needs an area for
observing and learning about nature.

411 After a discussion.students decide they need to observe

a natural area near the school and to collect data on

natural history, etc.
After a discussion students decide to rake a nature trail.
After analyzing data, students decide that more data com-

paring different environrents at different times of
year is needed.

Students decide that they need to research more informa-
tion on plants and animals by rending library books.

Students decideto observe wooded area first before na

a nature trail.
Children decide. te research information on plants and

animals before writing about them.

Students decide that only four children, observing in
different section's of the natural arca, wily eount birds
and anirals to avoid overlap.

Students decide to conduct opinion surveys to find out
attitudes towards nature or preferences for type of

nature trail.
Students decide to rake a scale nap of the trail for

showing other claases where to go.
Children decide to research information on animals and

plants found near the trail by reading library books.

Students form groups to collect data in the natural area,
to decide what points of interest to include along the

trail 0 conduct library research on plants,

ani ls, geol etc. _,

L',Students decide to work in groups so that more ca be

accomplished.
Students decide to count numbers oi only five types of

trees when comparing two sample areas.

ti
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Making Decisions as Needed (cont.)

Utilizing and Appreciating Basic
Skills and Procegses

Carrying Cut,Data Collection
ProceduresOpinion .Surveying,
Researching, Measuring, Classifying,
Experimenting, Constructing

Asking Queetions, Inferring

Students deode to use existing paths for a trail rather
than clearing new onns.

Children decide that making a pamphlet will be thebest
way to explain the observations-they have made outdoors.

Students nvasure distances and directions along the nature
trail for making a scale map.

Students divide to obtain measureients for'a scale map.
Students identify plants and animals along the nature

trail.
Students conduct suiVeys to find nut other children's

attitudes towards nature.
Students wTite pamphlets and give tours of the,trail to

other classes.
See also .MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, and

LANGUAGE ARTS lists.

Students conduct opinion surveys to find oui other'svref-
crencco for information to include along a trail.

Students look up information on natural history, ecology,
geology, exc'in books.'

Students dlaisify plants and animals found along the trail.
Students measure temperature at areas along the trail.
gtudents construq signs to be placed at points of inter-

est along the trail'.

See also MATOEMATICS.lisi: Classifying/Categbezing;
Measuring.

See qlso SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing, ClassifOing;
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting;
Designing and COnstructing Measuring Devices and Equip-
ment; Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describiug;
Classifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Everimantingi Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring.

,

Children ask whether other students feel that a nature
trail would be uaerui and,infer from data collected that
it would.

StUdents ask whether ,there are different birds in their

woods in the eummer and in the winter. They infer from

observations that there are.
Students ask whether numbers of different kinds ef trees

vary from one drea of their wood to another. They infer

dr), *fromthe results of enuntingtrees In sarples that they

1

do.

2u3

.41
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Asking Questions, Inferring (cont.)

Distinguishing Fact from Opdnion,
Relevant from Irrelevant Data,
Reliable from Unreliable Sources

Evaluating PrOcedures Used for Data
Collecti6n and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors in Data

Organizing and Processing Data

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Predicting, Formulating Hypotheses,
Suggesting Possible Solutions
Based on Data COlected

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Hodeling.

See also.SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formplabing, Testing Hypotheses.

Students recognize that many superstitions about animals
(e.g., tbad giving warts) are not borne out by factual
observationt

Students recognize that experts in natural history ar
good sources of information,on plants and animals,;

Students discuss manner in which samples were taken when
counting trees, insects, squirrels, etc.

Children decide that their opinion survey needs improve-
ment and discuss changed they'need to makent it.

Students decide that.seretching a string between points
along the trail and then measuring is a faster way to
determine distance along the naturetrail than using.

tape measure along the ground.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off.

Students record animal sightings en a chart.
i Students order number of tree4 of different kinds in one

of the sample areas before makl.ng a line chart.
See also MATHEMATICS,list: Organizing Data.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: .Organizing,

Processing Rata.

Students find the median number of animals counted over
several days for each type. )

Students find that 65% of the students surveyed say they
would uee a nature trail if one were developed.

See also MATHEMATICS Comparing/ Statistical
Malysist Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques/Graphing.

4 See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

Students hypothesize that the results of their opinion
survey reflect the opinions of all students.

After the first five tours, students predict that it will

211



Predicting, Formulating Hypotheses,

Suggesting Possible Solutions
Based on Data Collected (cont.)

4

'Evaluating Proposed SOlutions in
Terms of Practicality, Social
Values, Efficacy, Aesthetic Values

Trying Out Various Solutions_
and Evaluating the Results,
'Testing Hypotheses

Communicating and Displaying Data or

Information

Norking to Implement Solutiou(s)
Chosen by thy Class

take student guides'approxinately 45 minutes to take

each class on the nature trail.
After imvestigating, students predict that,they will see

-"N mora animals on sunny days than on cloudy or rainy days,

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE listt. Inferring/Predicting/

Formulating, Tenting Hypotheses.

Students designing A nature trail consider cost, land use,
estimated number of users, and appreciation of nature.

Students consider whether'or not nailing identification
signs to trees is harmful to the trees.

Students walk around the natural area and experiment with
different ways to connect interesting features they
would like to show on the trail.

Studta try different ways of showing the nature trail
to volunteers from other elasses and decide which way

is the best.
See also SCIENCE lint: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also'SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inierring/redicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Students nake a bar graph showing mediat numbeirs of ani-

mals of different kinds counted in the area-near thei

trail.
Studgnedraw a scale nap of the, trail.

Studen nake pamphlets explaining information along the

See alao MATHEMATICS list: Graphing, Staling.

See alio .SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: COmmunicating,

Dispdaying Data.
See aleo LANGUAGE ANIS jist.

Students present the trail to other classes through guided

tours and/or explanatory pamphlets. I

Students present their trail to sch6o1 or park authorities
and propose that it be continued with stadent input.1

I
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Making Generalizations That Might

Hold True Under Oimilar Circumstances,
Applying ProblermSolving Process to
Other Real Problems

:10

Students who have given a survey about the iaturC trail

may give surveys to find out inforcation on other4prob-

lems. ,

See also SCIEnCE list: Generalizing/Applying Procesu to

Hew Problems.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: GoineralizinglApplying

Process to Daily Life.

Students working on Nature Trails apply sZ41.11 they have

acquired to School Zoo.

i1



ACTZVZTITS nu NATURE FRAM vrizinNO MATREMATICS

EJolc

Classifying/Categorizing

/

Counting

14

Cotputatior Uoing Operatiorez1

Addition/Subtraction

conputation Paing O1erattom-,1

MUltiplioation/Diviolon

,) I r,
44.

Categoriring chqracterlsties r prontlpof animals,
plants, habitats, rocks. '

Categorizing'characteristics f animals Or'plants in more
than one way, e.g., warmAlooded/cold-blooded, herbi-
vorous/carnivorous (animals).

Using the concepts and langucge of sets (subsets, unions,
intersections, set notation) fOr discussing animal and

plant.classification.
See also SCIENCE list: Clas
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: ObloriPing/DefxrIbing/

Clas514ing.

I.

Counting Votes on deeisien1 made about trail.
Counting survey data, questionnaire data on whether people
would use a nature trail:sad what they'would Like to

Counting numb& of Meters,' number of trees, number of
animals sighted while collecting data.

Counting to read ecaleu on instTuments, stlehas meter
Was, thOrmomnter, magnetic oompass,-ete,

CouAting by sets to find 'scale for graph won.

Adding one-, two-, or three-digit'whole noMbera to,find,

, total tally or total Measurement, ouch as total number
of oak treea in the area aroundthe nature tnill or
total length of trail.

Subtracting to find differenceu between predicted 6nd
actual measurements, ouch as number of birds sieled.

Subtracting one-, two-, or three-digit whole nurerpt to
find rangea-for graph AY4:"; or for melouremept data or

to coMpsre'sets of data.

Multiplying whole numbers to-find total tally .

sighted, total reaourement of trail length.
Multiplying or dividing to find oink for graph.
Multiplying or dividing ta convetz from 177,'Aer:,, to aenti-'

meters.(yards to feet) ar vice verel.

123
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Computation Using Operltions: Using multiplication or division to increase or decrease

nitiplication/Division (cont.) - MeasuremeAs for scale mapa of the trail.
Dividing to calculate average number df animals sighted,

. average number of-trees counted in different areas, etc.
Dividing to calculate ratios of number of animals to area--
of land, percentagea of different trea out_of total

counted.

Cge,,Ioutation Using Opera .nit

Fr2cti,:maiIAtionitler tage

Using decimals to perform calculations, such as totaling
trail length,in'meters and fractions of meters.

Ilsing; mixed numbers to perform calculations,such as
totaling the: length.of the trail in feet.and fractiono

of feet.
.

Changing fiactions to higher or lower term (equivalent
fractions) to perform operations such as additionof

- measurements.
Using fractions or decimals in measurement, graphing,

graphic coiparisons, scale drawings or models.
Using decimal fractions to convert from centimeters to

meters,
Using raria to lin:a-ease or decrease measurements for

scale maps.
Using slope diagrams to companeje2i;s of number of ani-

.

rola or plants of one type pef unit'area along the trail-
if the areas investigated are of different sizes.

Calculating actual measurements froM acale raps.uving
ratio- of scale map.

1
Calculating percentaee of students that gave a particular

response on a survey nuestion, percentage of oal., trees_
cpmpared to tota,romber of trees in an arca.

Ico,votAtton Vntng Operations: Invel,;ttgating costs of traterial or equiptnalt for nature

and Ccrstmnr trail V5, use of r.;...ltexialn or equiprom and budget

TIncy arid Fir:Ince restrictions.

,

'Adding, qubtracting, raltiplying and dividing to perform
cost analysis for building a trAl, for constructing and
stoaing bird feedem

tlegsariae

Aw4

Converting frem inehea to feet, ceatimeters to reters,

'and vice vOrsa.
Using arbitrary unite (e.g., paceq) to 17enure length of

trail.
Using different standard aoita of measore to measure

temperature of-the air.
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Measuring (cont.)

Comparlag

Using different neasuring tools to measure distances along
the trail.,

asading measnring devices accurately when measuring ten:-
perature, distance, direction (on a compass).

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data:

i

Se also SOC/AL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording Data/
.essuring.

Using the concept of "greater than" and "less than" in
making comparisons of numbers of oak, pine, maple, or
aspen trees.

Comparing measurements obtained by using a-meter stick
Taimi a tape neasure.

Comparing qualitative information, sudh as information
on habits of birds, gathered from various sourees, such
as through library research and from observations out-
side.

Comparing qualitative information an habitats of different
Areas or animals gathered from.Iibrary research with
quantitative data gathered from taking a sample.

Comparing estimated and actual results of measurecents or
counts.

Maing graphic comparisons of ratios when comparing data
collected from samples of different sizes.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL,SCIDICE lists: Alia-lazing,

Interpreting Data,

A Entimating/Approximating/ s Tstivating error in qualitative Judgments when collecting-
Rounding Off survey data,

Estimating number of animals or plants in the total area
from the result's of a sample.'

411 Estimating the nUmber of people who will uae a natare
trail' if one were developed.

Estimating trail distances and direction when making a
- map,of the area: .

DeterMining when a measurement ia likely to be accurate
enough for a scale map.

Rounding off measurements when reasuring direction, dis-
tance; or temperature.

Rounding off data after measuring trail length.

1-0
4. 4,11



Organizing Data Tallying on bar graphs.
o.Orgaafting numbers on a graph axis.
.f) Ordering the steps in a process.

o Ordering sample or survey results.
Ordering meters, degrees (angle) on a magnetic compass,

. or degrees'(temperature) on a thermometer.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: ,Organizing,

Processing Pata.

Statistieal Analysis Finding the median in an ordered set of data, such as
median number of pquirrels counted' in woods over several
days.

Taking repeated measurementS of tifil.length and usin
the median measurecent.

Determining the range of data on air omperature or number
of plants or animals.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,

Intev,reting Data.

Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques Conducting opinion surveys to find out how peopleuse the
natural area, what information about iature,people want
to,learn; defining data collection metbods nikeup au
site of sample. I. / a

BeviAing methods of obtaining quantitativc infotral on
subjective opinions abo4 nature and the area gi:0-0
school.

6-Evaluating survey methodology, data obtaineslze and
r7ee of samples.

.

Taking a sample of aninals or plants found in naterWI--

* area; determining siza and type of sample.
Assessing predictability of numbers and types of aniaals
or plants found in larger sample area based on results
from smaller sample area.

See also SaIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzin4,

Intbrpreting Da,ta.

Araphing

it' Os,
411.N.

Using alternative methods of displaying data on animal
or ppint counts.

Making a-graph formdividing axes into parts, deciding
on an appropriate scale.

Representing data on eraphs:
Bar grapheaplotting numbers of anirals of different

kinds.

el. I')
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Graphing (cont.) Conversion graphe-plotting feet vv. yards.
Line chart - -number of animals of different kinds

* counted in different areas.
e SlOpe diagram,number of tree0 of different kinds

ceunted icsample areas of difierent,tizds.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL'SCIENCE listit1:1' Communicating,

Displaying Data.

Spatial Visualization/Geometry Drawing a map*Of the natural area and trails.
aConstructing and:using geometric ligurea,-for example,

circles in making compass directions gn new of a trail.

Uaing geometric figures twunderstand and utilize rela-
tionships, such as shapes of various leaves, leaf

perimeter, area, etc.
Using standard meneurational formulas, e.g., Area el

Length x Meth.
411 Measuring and constructing signs, maps, using measuring

devices, magnetic compasses.
Using spatial arrangements of points On maps to convey

information.
1

ireas of Study

Numeration Systems Using metric system (decimal) in measuring distances.
Using fractions iu measuring feet.
Using decimal system in calculating costs of materials

such as Tri-Wall, lubber, and paint

Number Systema and Properties See Computation Using Operations.

Denominate Nuebers/DimensiOns. See Measuring.

Scaling Deriving information from scale maps of the natural area.

Finding an appropriate scale (proportion) for the scale

map.
Using a scale to draw and make representations on a scale

map of the trail.
Making a scale map.pf the trail.

Symbetry/Similarity/Congreence a See Siva,/ Visualization/Oeomotry.

' nriew

1
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Accuracy/Measurement Error/ See 'Measuring and Estimating/Approximating/Founding Off.
, Estimation/Approximation

-Statistics/Random Processes/ 1

Probability
See StatistiCal Analysis.

Graphing/Functions See Graphing.

:

Fraction/Ratios See Computation Using Operations: Fractions/ os/
Percentages.*

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations

Money/Finance

Set Theory

r) I
A. #."

See Comparing and Computation Using Operations.

See Computation Using Operations: Business and Consumr
Mathematics/Mon4 and Finance

See Classifying/Categorizing.

0-4
r 44,0
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ACTIVITIES IV NATURE TRAILS k1TXLIZTVC sap=

Process

Observing/Describing

Classifying

Identifying Variables

a

Defining Variables Operationally

No,

Observing and desc tbing various things about nature and
the outdoor environment, e.g., animal behavior, inter-
actions among plants and animals, physical character-
istics.

Describing vdtious ways in which na ture can be shown zo .

other students.

Describing trail and its points of interest to others.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying.

Classilying animals, plants, rocks, soil, or environments
.accO7ding to physical characteristics.

Categorizing types of information, as geology, natural
history, ecology, etc., that can be presented to other
students.

Categorizing methods of presenting information to others.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing,
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE lista. Observing/tescribing/

Identifying numbers of different animals or plants, size
of area, temperature, etc., as things to measure in
order to learn about a natural area.

Ab Identifying weather, temperature, tire ef day, time of
year, etc., as factors that'affect a naturdl area and
what one sees there.,

Identifying factors which distinguish plants from anirals,
conifers from deciduous trees, pines from spruces, etc.

Identifying.tine to go through a naturt trail as a vari-
,

able to measure when setting up a trail.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: rdentifIlisl Problemz,

variables.

Defining outdoor temperature as the tervetature measured
by a thermometer in.degrees Celsius (or Fahrenheit) at
a given point near the trail.

Defining sample size as 100 trees or as trees within a
.4400 sq. in. area.
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Defining Variables Operationally

(cont.)

Mhnipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting.

Designing and Constructing
MeasuringDevices and Equipment

Defining length and width of-sample area,as that reasured
in meters by a tape measire.

Defining insect as an animal with six legs and a hard
outer covering.

Defining time to go through nature trail as,the, tire,
.. measured by a stopwatch, that a student takes to go

from start to finish stoppineat each point of intereet.

Designing a nature trail that includet: aome of the areale
.most interesting features.

Meastering nurber of plants or aninals withirea sample
area.

Measuring amount of time it takee to go through the rature
trail.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: ItU1tpu1.itin9. Conmdlinq
VarlableVExperinenring.

Constructing devices to oat with a conpaoo for measuring
direction of the trail.

Designing and constructing f-Igno or bird feeders tA the
trail.

Inferring/Predieting/Forru1ati4, Inferring from observations or data from eamplea that
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling certain animals prefer certain environrents over others.

Inferring from observations that weathsr affects aniell
activity.

Using observationn to predict anieal activity on eunne,
*

rainy, snowy, or windy days.

Predicting how'a cleared area wall change if allowed to
grow up based on observation of auerounding environment.

Hypothesizing that measurements of rho nature trail will
be accurate enough for a scale msp.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/FredIcting/
Formulating, Testing Hoothcses.

Meaeuring/Collecting, Recording
Data

Collecting data on natural history by daily obq rvatione.
s Counting the numbar of squirrels, toads, fivwcts, oat:

trees, etc., within a sample area.

Measuring distanCes along the trail ta order to make a
Beale map of the area.

Measuring tire it takes to go through the eature trail.
Peaearching information on animals, planta, ecolm,

history of a natural circa.



0 Measuring/Collecting, Recording lieasuiing to construct'signs or_bird feeders for the

Data (cont.) nature trail,
See also MATHEMAT/CS list: Measuring.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing

Data.

Organizing, Processing Data

4

Analyziog, Interpreting Data

Ce):7-1.ortVAtitaF., bisplJyirw

Ordering number of animals or trees from smallest to
.largest.

Organizing researched data oi animals and plants in the

area.
Tabulating measurements of the trail before makiag a scale

map.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Measoring.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing

Data.

Calculating either the aVerage eir the median time it takes

tp go through the trail.
Calculating total length of the trail.
Spotting trends in animal activity according to time of

day, temperature, or season.
-* Determining from saMples that wooda with tall trees and

heavy shade contain more wilts and maples than wooded

sL areas with shorter trees and nore.light.
Interpreting graphs.
See also MATHEMATICS list: CozTarin0 'Statistical

Analysis; Opinion Survryc/ramplinq Technique-0.-1 Graphing.

See also ,q1CIAL scrEum List: Analyzingr Tnterpreting

Data..

Showing data on varioualtypes of graphs.
Showing design of the.trail and placetent of paints of

, interest on,a map of the trail.
Showing information about nature in displays for people'

uping the nature trail.
Communicating facts about nature to people usiag the trail

by means of pamphlete or guided tours.
See also MATHEMATICS'Ilat: Graphing.

See.also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Co7runicatin,y, Dinplaying

4ita.
See also LANGUACE APTS ti t.
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Generalizing/Applying Process to -

New Problems

UsIng knowledge acquired about plants or animals to work
on.Growing Plants or Sehool Zoo.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

Prooess to Daily Life."' *

Areas of Study

Measurement Using trundle wheel, tape measures, or string to:measure
distances along the natureltrail.

Using a tagdetic compasi to*44Wterriine direction along

the trail.
Measuring time it &tes to go through,the trail.

See also MATHEMATICS lint: Measuring.

Force

Friction

Wsight

rechanical Uork and Energy

4
lie V41 It

*-Observing that force.must be useeto dilve SitOB into the

ground next to the 'trail.
Noting that sticks, boards, or hoes may be usect as levers

to multiply force when prying rockslfrom the nature

trail.

Observing that as a piece of wood As na0ed it becomes
smoother and offers less'resistance d the mOion of

the sandpaper.
Observing that a blade becomes-warmer when a piece of wood

is sawed viaorously because doinz work against the force

of friction generates heat.

Noting the significance of grgvity in,pulling objects

such,as falling leaves tWards the earth.
Observing that birds and Meets such as butterflies over-

come fdrce of gravity through the use of theirwings.

Observing that using rakes, hoes, band saws, or hammev:+

requires energy.
ObserVing that electrical energy is transformed into

,
rechanicsa energy when_power tools are used.

See also Foroo.
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Solids, Liquids,* and Vases

States of Vatter

Properties of Matter

Reat!Temperature

Light

Oftt
44.14..1

Observing that water in ponds or streams freezes into
ice in the winter and melts agsin in the spring.

Observing that precipitation comes in said and liquid

. forms.

Observing that water vapor in the air condenses on the
grass tolorm dew or frost.

1'
Observing when testing racks for brdness that different
-forms of matter have different physical properties.
Observing when testing rocks for limestone eckoL hydro-
chloric acid that different forme of mattelehave dif-
ferent chemical properties.

!toting that paints for trail signs have different colors

and different weathering abilities.
Observing that glues, ludber, paints, soil,,meadows, pine
woods, flowers, etc., all have particularodors.

Observing that a.compass needle points tawards magnetic
*north; the earth is a huge magnet which attracts other

magnets such ati.the compass needle.,
Neting that certain metallic objects attract the needle

of the Magnetic compass while others dconot.

Observing and masuring changes in tetPerature ia the
area around the trait by using a homemade or commercial

thermometer.
41, Noting that wooded areas are often cooler than surrounding

environments because the shade prevents the sun's rays
from warming the ground and the dir under the trees.

4, Observing that autumn leaven, flowersOmtterflico, birds,

etc., come'in different colors caused by the reflection

. of light of, a 'given color and Le absorption of light of
other colors by the pigment in the plant or animal.

Observing that certain birds exhibit irridescence as
light is reflected from their feathers at different

angles.
Observing that been nnd hummingbirds are attracted to

,
brightly colored flowers.

Observing that some typeo of plants require more light

than others to grow.
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Sound

Animal and Plant Classification

Ecology/Environment

Observing that sounds made by birds, insects, and other
animals differ in pitch, tone, loudness, and quality.

' a Observing that sound becomes less intense as it moves

away from its source.

Observing that the animals and plants they find have' dif-

fetent physical characteristics which distinguish them
froth other types of plants and,animals. A scientific
system of classification has been devised for all living

things based on physical differences and similarities.
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it Observing that animals in the area near the trail use

plants and other animals for food and shelter.

- Noting that different kinds of trees and plants grow in

different places according to their needs for moisture,

light, and space. .

Noting that living things grow in soil made up of dead

plant ana animal matter.
Observing interesting rocks or rock formations in an area

and noting soil changes from one spot to another.

Noting that-the nature trail aiea may have fewer aiimals,

birds, wild flowers, etc., than larger government-owhed

parks xhat are farther from human settlements.

Nutrition/Growth Observing animals,*plants, and insects feeding in their

natural environment.
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Nutrition/Growth (cont.)

1

Genetics/Heredity/Propagation

Animal and Plant Behavior

ft

Anatomy/Phyaiology

Observing that some animals eat plants, (e.g., inciworms),

some eat animals (e.g., spiders), and some pat both

(such as chickadees fading on suet and seeds at bird

feeders).
Noting that rotting logi provide nutrients and a surface

area for fungi to grow. ,

Noting that green plants, unlike fungi, cannot grow inside

a hollow log beoanne the chlorophyll in their leaves

requires light to make foad.
Observing that buds form on trees in thelfall and break

open in the spring to make new grouth.

Observing that plants found in the natural area have dif-

ferent means (e.g.4 itinners and various types of seeds)

,to reproduce themselves. ,

Observing that young squirrels, rabbits, birds, etc.,

closely resetble their parents.

Observing,that afiimals move around and respond to differ-

ent stimuli in their natural environment.

Noticing that blue jays uay act aggressively by chasing

other species away from the bird feeder or cooperatively

by-warning other animals that people are approaching.

Observing differences in plants or animals based on in-

ternal and external structure.

z
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mamas IN NAME TRAITS UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

Process

Observing/Describing/Clissifying

Identifying Problema, Variables

Observing and describing effects of learning outdoors on

students.
Observing that most people enjoy, bell* outside dad are

interested in nature.
Categorizing tyPes of.information that can be presented

to other students.
Classifying people who will uie the trailstudents,

teachers, visitors, parents, etc.
Distinguishing sets and subsets.of quantitative survey
data on what kinds of inftrmation other Children wouldl

like to learn about nature.

Sec also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying, Categorizing.

See also SCIENCE list; Obsorving/Dosoribing; Classifying.

Identifying different attitudes students il.ave toward

nature.'
Identifying types of nAure trails, displays, tours, etc.,
as variables that could be changed to increase interest

and appreciation of nature.
Identifying causes of vandaliem, litter, pollution, etc.,

of the natural area.
Identifylng variables that affect the results of an ?pin-

ion survey, such as age, grade level, habits of people,

backgrounds of people. ,

See else SCIENCE list: Identifying Variables.

-

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/ Conducting attitude surveys before and after a nature

Experimenting trail is developed to see whether other students' atti-

tudes towards nature change.
Designing and conducting opinion surveys to determine what

types of information to present on the trail.

See also SCIENCE list: jranipulating, Controlling
variableeliverimenting.

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating, Inferring from rebults of opinion surveys that particular

Testing Hypotheses to ation about nature is most interesting to other

te.

frs
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Inferring/Predicting/Formulating, Hypothebizing that the results from a sample of students

Testing Hypotheses (cont.) reflect the opinions of all the students,.'

Predicting the nuMber of students who will uge a nature

trail from results af a survey.
Hypothesizing that ifolder atudeuts were involved in

%
making a school nature trail, there would be less van-
dalism of trail signs.

See also SCIENCE list: Infezzing/Pre4lating/Dozrulating,
Testing Hypotheses..

6

Colleling, Recording Data/
Measuring-

Organizing, Processing Data

Awalyzing, Interprettng Data

Corrilnicating, D plyinv Data

Using voting procedure to determine pmferences for
setting up a trail.

Administering an opinion suevey about information to pre-
sent on the trail; administering on attitude-aurvcy OP
nature and the outdoors.

Recording number of-students who use the trail..
See also MATMATICS list! ponntir4 It!'easurinq.
See-also =rock; not: Meawring/Collecting, Pecording,

Data.

Tallying questionnaire data on attitudes towards nature
or opinions about the trail.

Tallying vot.'..s when making decisions about the natore

trail.
lallying nuMber of ptudents who use the trail. '

See also-MATHEMATICS list: Orpniming rata.
See also SCIENCE list: Organizing, Proce.olng

Interpreting resuits, graphs, of opinion surveya
on information deaired and o attitude surveys OA nature;
'corparing data from different groups.
CTmparing qualitative information gathered from interviews
with biology experts, naturalists, or par officials.

Evaluating survey methodology, size and makeup of sample.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing, StatIncica.,

Analgsis/ Opinion &urveys/plIng Technique5r CrapNing.
Sec also SCIENCE List: Analyzing, Intermting rata.

Making and displaying rap of trail.
Reptesvnting survey data, such sc. attitqdes about nature

or opinions about tYpe of nature trail, oo grapbs or
charts. ,
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Ceemonicatieg,'Olsplaying Deta (cent.) See also HATIMATICS list: Craphlng.

Sre also SCIENCE list: Coneeenicating, Mt:playing Data.

See also 'ASSUAGE AEDS list. tr

Generalizing/Applying Process to

Daily Life
1

4

eaeeereabeee

Using knowledge acquired from taking opinion surveys to
help solve other problems where attitudea are important.

Using knowledge atquired from teaching studInta about
nature for teaching people other types of things.

Using knowledge acquired about nature to improve personal
behavior and behavior of other pedple towards animals,
plants, and natural environments.

Using knowaedge acquired from observing natural ayatema
for understanding human social syatets; comparing simi-
larities and differences between the two.

See also sum= list: GenvralizingiApplying Proems to
Vey Problem',

Accepting feeepenAbillry f*r Actiono Maing sure that various tasks (e.g., identifying treeo,

mice Peeelts putting up signs, rapping the trail) are done.
Schedoling meetinge with nature experts or park otticialo.
SehedOing hours and personnel for guided tours of the

nature trail.
Being responsible for actione while out of the elaesroem.

Developi e Iotereet end Ievolvereent

in heean Affaire "

Recoenixleg the leportanee of
Todividual and Group Ctrihutt
te eociet,

Peoelepieg Ieemlaitivenese, e4elt

Pelianee, reitintive

Designing a nature trill' for others to Usi:,

Atteeptiug to stop vandalism by involving other students
or publicizieg the benefite of a nature trail. .

Pecognixing that the nature tcati will benefit not only
themselves but the whole school,

Accessing the effects of greep actien on the echeol er
locll park syaten.

CoreZueting szell and large group sion with help

the teacher.
Firdiog solutiens to problems encountered in addition te

the main problem of the ehalleege.



Developing Inquisitiveness, Self-
Reliance, and Initiative (cont.)

Using the telephone to find information or to get in touch

with Officials or experts.
Choosing and developing the heat wayof presenting a
nature trail to other people.

FE:coo;ni4inK, Valucl of Cooperation, Finding that work ,or a nature trail progresses more

Croup Work, and Division of Labor rapidly and smoothly when done in groups.
Eliminating needless overlap in work.

e Finding that work is fun when people cooperate.

UndLretanding nden of Inquiry 1Pled Using scientific modes of inquiry va investigate the nat

in the Sticncef3; Appreciating Their ural environment and solve problems when building a

Power and PrifAori trail.
Using data, graphs, maps, and written mAterials to explain!"

the natural lrea to other people.
See also HAMEMATICS aud SCIINCE lists.

cUrR thc V1sw Thooghtn,

and f*.lclin of Others

VvSletr Avo t=s, t4rnu

t010100

clpd

loilnence of 1.,,t1s, in Eu20,,,A0-1-

ft

AnthropOorv

1)
4. A ...I

Considering all suggeStions and assensing their merits.
Considering the opioiomi of others when developing d

nature trail.
Recognizing und reepeeting differences in values according

to age, experience, occupation, income, interests, cid-

ture, race, religion, ethnic hackground.
tespecting the thoughts, taterests, and feelings of tTire.

betn.of the knposite %ex ;Awn working in groups,

Considering alternative w.es, of doing e:srious.tasks.

Conducting rt reareLh on nAtural hiFtoty, ecology,
geology, epz,

AA4r4g otter 0:rvIc for orifsitoro tde.-.021, on4 triformtion.

* eki:ognizing thlt preferencet:1 for typc of narutc trail

mfle:ct thc.! valuer, of e.-Ach inotvido4.

0..itirvi ,A14 4ecir,xitrinp, orrfermzeq for totfArM

rcntt3 (t.g., 4.?sertJ, JOAdot1.0!A t4o-JdO 1-044e4

to cuittorJ) weer,Aphic
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Eeenomics 0 Gaining experience in comparative shoppine for materials

for building the trail, making eigrs, bird feeders, etc.

Ceogrophy/Phyaleal Environment,

PolitieaI Sctenee/Cov

recent Lecal Distory

Investigating differences ta natural areas due to differ-

ences in geography of regions.
Comparing topography of the trail area to the geography

of the region.
Making and using a map of the nature trail.
Recording topographical information of the trail area on

a map of the trail.

Seetcms Investigating systems of administration and control of
land;,deciphering role of governing body over the land.

Investigating regulatfons and policies affecting land used

fora nature trail. !

Working with school or government authorities to develop

a nature tral4
Determining needs for foie.) and regulations when working

Outside on the trail and when others use the trail.

,
oectol Peycheloey/Iedividuol ond
creep Behavior

levestigating previous attempts to eetablish a nature

trail.
Inveetlgating history of the area to be ueed for a nature

trailoto discovet records of hucon oettlement, legendu,

etc.

Reeogniving and using different waye.of approachinE dif
ferent groups, euch s students and administrators.

recognizing need for leadership within small and lorgt .

groups; recognizing differing capacities of individoale

for varidus roles within groups.
Analyzing the effects of a seall group k4king

for a larger group.

ecioi eyoteel Ceneldering the integral, related neture of tho school
eommunity aed its physical surrounding6 as a factor to

OP the problem of making a nature trail.
Devising a system of working cooperatively in small an4

large groups. A

Investigating prohlems and making changes that affect not

only tbemeelvea, but society (other stedents in Ilk

school, parents, etc.).

4.



Sociology/Social Systems (cont.)

4

Working within established social systems to promote de-
. *velopment of a nature trail.

Experiencing and understanding diffokermes in social
sysrems in different social grooct,044i4ren, adults,

women, men, homemakers).
Recognizing that there are many diiittent s.44a1 groups

and that one person belongs to i'more thaq'one

group.

4t.

7,1
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ACTIVITIES in NAME TRAILS urrtrum INVOAGE ARTS

Basic Skill

}Wading: ,a. 4, Decodiig words, sentences, and paragraphs while reading

Literal ComprehensionDecoding
books on natural history, ecology, geology; while read-

Words, Sentences, and Paragraphs ing field guides; while reading city park regulations

or restrictions.

Reading:
Obtaining factual information abput animals, plants, melts,

1

Critical ReadingComprehending park restrictions,etc.

Meanings, Interpretation t
Understanding what is read about animals, plants, rocks,

park restrictions, etc.
Interpreting what.is read, such as biology and ecology

concepts, ruleu and-restrictions, etc.

Oral Language:
Speaking

. Oral Language:
Listening

Oral Language:
Fsmarizing

Oral Language:

Spelling

Offering ideas, suggestions, and criticisms during discus-

sions in small group work and-during class discussions

on the trail and points of interest.

Reporting to class about data collecting, mapping activi-

ties, sign construction, etc.
Responding to criticisms of aitiviiies.'

Preparing, practicing, and giving xffective oral presen-

tation to classes or other people using the trail.

4 Using the telephone properly and effectively to obtain

information or to invite a resource person to speak to

the class.
Condupting opinion surveys about possible improvements to

the nature trail.
Using rules of grammar in sp eaking.

s Conducting interviews of classmates.

Follow spoken directions.
Listening to group reports.

Memorizing portions of oral presentations to be given

during tours oi the nature trail.

Using correct spelling in writing.



Written LangUage:
Grammar

Written Language:
Composition

Study Skills:
Outlining/Organizing.

Study Skills:
Use of References and Resources

Attitudes/Values
so*

Using rules of grammar in writing.

Writing to communicate effeetively:
preparing written reports and pamphlets using notes,
data, charts, graphs, naps, etc., explaining the
area around the nature trail.

writinit posters advertising the trail, requesting
students not to litter, ete.

writing opinion surveys for other children; devising
questions to elicit desired information; judging
whether a question is relevant and whettler its mean-

ing is clear.
preparing write-ups of rules to follow while using,

the nature trail.

eA

Taking notes when consulting authoritiei or books about
natural history, plant and animal classification,
geology, ecology, local history, dtc.

Developing opinion surVeys; ordering quApticrib-around

central themes, such as preferences fa type of nature
trail or attitudes towards nature.

Planning presentations, data collection schemes, etc.
Organizing ideas, factsolata for inclusion in pamphlets

about the nature trail.

Using the library to research iniormation on plants,
animals, rocks, eColom, ete.

.

\\ Using dictionary and encyclopedia to locate information.
Inviting a naturalist, park official, topographer, or
other expert to speak to the class and answer questions.

Using indexes and.tobles of contents of books to locate
f

desired information
Using "Row To" Caras for information on making a survey,

using tools, etc. . .

Appreciating the Value of Expressing,
Ideas Through Speaking and Writing

.11

Finding that classmates and teacher may approve of an,
idea If it is presented clearly.

Findink that other students mhy,appreciate the naturd
trail if it is eIplained clearly and with enthusiasm.
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Appriciating the Value of Expressing
Ideas Through Speaking and Writing

(cont.)

Appieciating the Value of

Written Resources

Dew:loping an Interest in
Reading and Writing

Making Judgments Concerning,
What is Read

Appreciating thg Value of Different
Far& of Writing, Different Forms
of Communication

Finding that school or park officials may approve of a
nature trail if'presented with a good proposal.

Finding that certain desired information can be found in

. books ou nature, e.g., identification of trees, birds,

insetts, etc.

Willingly looking up information on plants, animals,
geology, local history, etc.

Looking up further or more detailed information.
Showing desire io work on drafting pamphlets.

Deciding whether what is read is applicable tt the par-
\\

ticular natural area.
Deciding how reliable the information obtained from,:

reading is.
Deciding whether the written material is appropriate,
whether it says what.it is supposed-to say, whether it

may need improvement.

**Finding that how information can be best conveyed-is dt-
termined in part by the audience to whiim it is directed.

Finding that certain data or information can be beat
conveyed by'writing it down, raking mapi, drawing graphs

or charts', etc.
Finding that information on points of interest can be
most easily shared 1'v speaking.

Finding that certain data or information should be written
down so that it can be referred to at a Later time,

Finding that spoken instructions are sometimes better than
'written instructions, and vice versa.


